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Icy worlds are the moons and small planets of the solar system which are primarily composed of 
volatile material, such as water, ammonia, and methane. They are geologically active bodies that 
may harbor the key to understanding the emergence of life, as well as natural laboratories where 
we can test our understanding of physical processes in environments very different from that of 
Earth. We study these worlds using remote sensing observations carried out by spacecraft which 
either orbit or flyby the target body. These spacecraft carry a range of instrumentation which 
observe these worlds at infrared, ultraviolet, visible, and radio wavelengths. In this thesis, I will 
present my investigations into the atmospheres of Pluto and Titan, as well as research on Titan’s 
surface processes. I use observations of Pluto taken from the Multispectral Visual Imaging Camera 
onboard the New Horizons spacecraft to study the particle size distribution of haze in Pluto’s 
atmosphere. From these results I am able to identify the rate of production of different sized 
particles and place constraints on the microphysical properties including charge and fractal 
dimension. I use observations of Titan taken from the Visual and Infrared Mapping Spectrometer 
formerly onboard the Cassini spacecraft to study stratospheric haze features and the spectral 
diversity of Titan’s equator. From the survey I performed of the band of haze I identified in Titan’s 
stratosphere I have found evidence supporting and expanding upon seasonal circulation models. I 
also determined that the stratosphere is offset from the rotation axis of Titan’s solid body and is 
fixed in an inertial reference frame. I developed several techniques to expand the usable Cassini 
data and optimize observations of Titan’s surface. From this investigation I discovered a series of 
compositional pathways at Titan’s equator which provide evidence to explain erosion and 
sediment transport processes. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Organization of Dissertation  

 

The icy-worlds of the solar system are moons and dwarf planets which are composed of 

significant amounts of volatile material, either on the surface or in the interior (Figure 1). The first 

observations of this type of world were first described in Galilei 1610 with the observations of 

Europa and Ganymede. With Voyager 1 and 2’s grand tours of the solar system, we acquired our 

first high spatial resolution observations of these worlds at a wide range of phase angles. We have 

found that icy-worlds are geologically complex and diverse, as much or more so than their silicate 

rich relatives. Several icy-worlds also have atmospheres with intricate weather systems and 

seasonal patterns.  By studying icy-worlds we can investigate planetary processes in disparate 

environments, allowing us to better understand the links between composition, environment, and 

physical process. Perhaps the most compelling feature of icy-worlds is their potential to harbor 

Figure1 Montage of    icy worlds with  the Earth’s moon  shown  for  scale,  courtesy of Emily  Lakdawalla/Planetary
Society. For satellites  labeled  in blue  there are geophysical measurements  implying the presence of a subsurface 
ocean (Figure from Nimmo & Papalardo 2016). 
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life. These worlds are rich in organics and many have oceans of water tens to hundreds of 

kilometers below their icy crusts. Some of these ocean-worlds have oceans that are in direct contact 

with rocky cores, potentially mimicking environments on Earth (such as the mid-Atlantic ridge) 

where life may have started. Through our exploration of these worlds, we are furthering our search 

for the key to understanding the emergence of life. 

In this dissertation I describe my investigations into the two icy-worlds most recently 

targeted by spacecraft missions; Titan (Cassini 2004-2017) and Pluto (New Horizons 2015). Both 

of these worlds have diverse geologies, evidence of recent/ongoing processes, and complex 

atmospheres with seasonal circulation patterns and active photochemistry. By studying the 

spectrophotometric properties of these worlds I have produced insights into their evolution and 

ongoing processes. These insights develop our knowledge of icy-worlds in general, which in turn 

expands our understanding of planetary science. I accomplish this through comparative 

planetology, whereby different natural processes and systems are studied by their effects and 

phenomena on and between multiple bodies. This is possible given the frequency of common 

features across the solar system including clouds, haze, impact craters, mountains, dunes, lakes, 

rivers, deltas, tectonic features like cracks and rifts, and endogenic features like volcanos and 

geysers. In this dissertation I draw conclusions about the processes that shape icy-worlds by 

comparing these and other features which appear on multiple bodies. 

Spectrophotometry is a portmanteau of spectroscopy and photometry; it is the science 

where we measure the brightness of radiated light at different wavelengths. The way that light is 

scattered is dependent on the properties of the scattering object or medium. Laboratory 

measurements and theory form the foundation for understanding how light is scattered, and 

provides references we can use to identify the nature and properties of objects we cannot 
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investigate physically. This is the underlying principle of remote sensing, where we detect and 

monitor the physical characteristics of an area by measuring its reflected and emitted radiation at 

a distance. In this dissertation I demonstrate how I have used radiative transfer, spectra and phase 

curves to uncover the evidence which informs my science.  

Radiative transfer is the physical phenomenon of energy transfer in the form of 

electromagnetic radiation. The propagation of radiation through a medium is affected by 

absorption, emission, and scattering processes. For planetary science, the most commonly invoked 

radiative transfer equation is the bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF). This is a 

function of four real variables that defines how light is reflected at an opaque surface. In this 

dissertation I will also present the limb scatter technique which dictates the transfer of light in an 

optically thin environment as viewed from a tangent position. A material is opaque, transparent, 

or optically thick or thin, based on the optical depth, τ, which is the natural logarithm of the ratio 

of incident to transmitted radiant power through a material. A medium becomes opaque at τ=1; we 

say a medium is optically thin if τ<<1. The reflectance spectrum of a material shows how strongly 

certain wavelength of light are scattered or absorbed. The strength of the scattering or absorption 

of incident light is dependent on the composition and structure of the material, as well as the 

thermal, magnetic, and relativistic environment the material is in.  

The phase curve describes the brightness of a scattering target subject to a known 

illumination geometry, denoted by the phase angle, θ. The phase angle is the angle formed between 

the incident vector and the emission vector. The incident vector starts at the illumination source, 

usually the Sun, and ends at the target, while the emission vector starts at the observer, either a 

spacecraft or telescope, and ends at the target. The phase angle, θ, is defined as 

𝜃 cos 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝑖 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝑒 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝑖 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜓   Eq.1 
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where i is the incidence angle, which is formed between the incident vector and the normal vector 

of the target, e is the emission angle, and ψ is the azimuthal angle, which is the angle between the 

projection of the incidence and emission vectors onto the horizontal plane defined by the normal 

vector. Depending on the field, the scattering angle α is sometimes used in place of θ where α = 

180° - θ. Throughout this thesis I use the phase angle θ. The area under the phase curve describes 

the intensity of all photons scattered from a single point. Depending on the physical properties of 

the material the light can be scattered diffusely (i.e. matte finishes) or specularly (i.e. a mirror) 

with most scattering events falling between these two extremes. The most commonly used 

photometric function in planetary science used to describe the scattering properties of a solid 

surface is the Hapke function: 

𝑅 𝜇 , 𝜇,𝑔 1 𝐵 𝑔 𝑃 𝑔 𝐻 𝜇 𝐻 𝜇 1 𝑆 𝜃   Eq.2 

where μ0, μ are the cosines of the incidence (μ0) and emergence (μ) angles, B(g) is the 

backscattering function, H(μ) is the multiple scattering function, S(θ) is the function for 

macroscopic roughness, P(g) is the phase function [Hakpe 1981]. Within these functions are the 

six “Hapke parameters” which describe the physical properties of a solid surface. These include 

the single scattering albedo, ϖ0, the opposition surge, h, the strength of the opposition surge, B0, 

the phase function, g or P11, and the macroscopic roughness, θ.  
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1.1 Titan 

Table 1 

 Orbital and physical characteristics of Titan, Pluto, Earth, and the Moon 

I first learned about Titan because I didn’t do my homework in my senior year high school 

science class. To not fail the class, the teacher gave me the chance to write a report on a science 

paper, and since he knew I like astronomy he recommended I read the then recently published The 

Moon That Would Be a Planet by Lorenz & Sotin 2010. This dissertation, where I can share all 

that I’ve learned about the world I fell in love with, is the realization of dream over a decade old. 

 Titan is the largest moon of Saturn first described in Huygens 1659. In Table 1 I detail the 

orbital and physical characteristics of Titan and Pluto, as well Earth and the Moon for comparison. 

Since first visited by Pioneer 11 and Voyager 1&2, Titan has experienced one and half years. Our 

longest continuous observation of Titan with a spacecraft was from 2004 to 2017 with the Cassini 

spacecraft which observed Titan for roughly half its year, starting a little after winter solstice (the 

planetocentric longitude of the Sun from Saturn of, LS≈295°) and ending around summer solstice 

in the north (LS≈90°). The Cassini-Huygens mission consisted of the Cassini spacecraft and the 

Huygens probe.  

 Titan Pluto Earth Moon 

Mass (1020 kg) 1346 130.3 59720 734.2 
Radius (km) 2575 1188 6371 1737 
Mean Density (kg/m3) 1880 1854 5520 3344 
Gravity (g) 0.14 0.06 1.00 0.17 
Visual Geometric Albedo 0.22 0.52 0.37 0.14 
Rotation Period (Earth days) 15.95 6.39 365.25 27.32 
Orbital Period (Earth years)* 29.46 247.9 1.00 1.00 
Solar Semi-Major Axis (AU)* 9.58 39.48 1.00 1.00 
Eccentricity* 0.06 0.24 0.02 0.02 
Axial Tilt to Ecliptic 26.73° 122.5° 23.44° 1.54° 
Inclination to Ecliptic 2.49° 17.16° 0.00° 5.10° 
* Values are for system barycenter     
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The Cassini-Huygens mission consisted of the Cassini spacecraft and the Huygens probe. 

The mission was a joint operation of NASA, ESA, and ASI, with each organization providing 

equipment and expertise. On board Cassini was a variety in situ instrument to investigate fields, 

particles, and waves and remote sensing instrument capable of observing most of the spectrum 

from the extreme ultraviolet (~50 nm) to the far infrared (1 mm). From near to far the remote 

sensing instruments are the, Ultraviolet Imaging Spectrograph (UVIS), Visible and Infrared 

Mapping Spectrometer (VIMS), Imaging Science Subsystem (ISS), and Composite Infrared 

Spectrometer (CIRS). Cassini also carried a radar suite capable of active and passive sensing of 

microwave radiation (2.2 cm) which had the explicit mission objective to view Titan’s surface 

through its atmosphere. The Huygens probe was also explicitly tasked with investigated the surface 

of Titan through insertion and in situ exploration. The Huygens probe parachuted through Titan’s 

atmosphere on January 14th, 2005. Onboard it carried the Huygens Atmospheric Structure 

Instrument (HASI), Doppler Wind Experiment (DWE), Descent Imager/Spectral Radiometer 

(DISR), Gas Chromatograph Mass Spectrometer (GC/MS),  Aerosol Collector and Pyrolyser 

(ACP), and Surface Science Package (SSP). The Huygens probe provided our only images of 

Titan’s surface at resolutions better then 100m, reaching as low as sub centimeter scale. The 

Huygens probe also produced the “Huygens atmospheric profile” which is the point of reference 

for many radiative transfer and atmospheric models of Titan (Fulchignoni et al. 2005).  

Titan is the only dense, nitrogen-rich atmosphere in the Solar System aside from Earth's. 

Titan’s atmospheric temperate vs pressure is structured in the same way as Earths, with a 

troposphere, stratosphere, mesosphere, thermosphere and all the associated inversion layers 

(Fulchignoni et al. 2005). In the troposphere the atmosphere is roughly 5% methane (CH4), 94% 

nitrogen (N2) and 1% hydrogen and trace chemicals [Broadfoot et al. 1981; Hanel et al. 1981; 
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Strobel & Shemansky 1982; Strobel et al. 1993; Vervack et al. 2004], with a pressure of 1.5 bars 

and temperature of about 94 to 96 K. The temperature and pressure of Titan’s troposphere is near 

the triple point for CH4. This results in a methane cycle similar to the water cycle on Earth. As 

such, Titan is the only other body in the solar system with standing bodies of liquid in the form of 

lakes, seas, and rivers full of methane and ethane (C2H6). The thick atmosphere and active fluvial 

cycle results in erosion and sediment transport which shapes the surface of Titan into landforms 

similar to Earth.  

Higher in the atmosphere, in the thermosphere, high energy photons and charged particles 

disassociate CH4 and N2 [Yung et al. 1984; Lavvas et al. 2008a, 2008b]. The products of this 

photolysis recombine in a cascading series with one another in to form long chain hydrocarbons, 

polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH), and nitriles [Lebonnois et al. 2002]. As these 

recombination products drift down through the atmosphere they clump together to form larger 

fractal aggregates particles, which take the form of haze [Cabane et al. 1993; Rannou et al. 2003; 

Tomasko et al. 2008]. Organic haze is one of the common features between icy worlds with any 

atmospheres. I discuss in Chapter 1 the formation of haze at Pluto and report evidence which 

substantiates the claim that Titan and Pluto’s hazes are similar. Titan’s haze is predominantly 

located in the stratosphere [Catling & Kasting 2017]. Noteworthy haze features include a globally 

extensive thin layer of detached haze (the detached haze layer; [Smith et al. 1981; Rages & Pollack 

1983; Rannou 2000; Teanby et al. 2009; West et al. 2018; Seignovert et al. 2021]), a hemispheric 

asymmetry in brightness (the north–south asymmetry; [Sromovsky et al. 1981; Smith et al. 1982; 

Tomasko & Smith 1982]), and polar hoods that occur during local winter (i.e., the north and south 

polar hoods; Lorenz et al. 1997; West et al. 2016; Le Mouélic et al. 2018; Seignovert et al. 2021; 

Penteado et al. 2010). In Chapter 2 I will discuss stratospheric haze bands formed by Titan’s unique 
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seasonal circulation patterns. The stratospheric haze bands have been observed previously, but my 

work describes for the first time the link between the various haze bands and traces their 

appearance across half a Titan year. In my work I also discuss my discovery of four smaller haze 

bands present at mid-latitudes.  

Titan does not have circulation cells in the same way we do on Earth, instead the 

troposphere vacillates between a global circulation cell in the summer and winter, and two 

symmetric cells that converge at the equator during fall and spring. This is produced by Saturn’s 

obliquity (the angle of the rotation axis from the ecliptic, 29.7°) which causes the meridional 

circulation to be asymmetric about the equator and to reverse semiannually (Lebonnois et al. 2012; 

Teanby et al. 2012). The flow rises in the summer polar region and descends in winter polar 

regions. As the cells redistribute the heat in Titanʼs atmosphere, it also vertically transports gases 

and aerosols to high altitudes, transports them horizontally across the globe, and carries them back 

down to lower altitudes. During the fall and spring seasons, the single pole-to-pole cell splits into 

two symmetric cells, where the atmosphere ascends at the equator and descends at each of the 

poles (Mitchell et al. 2006; Tokano 2011; Newman et al. 2016; Lora et al. 2019; Battalio et al. 

2022). Titan’s stratosphere is also super rotating, which means the stratosphere is spinning faster 

than the solid body of Titan. The results of several global circulation models show that the super 

rotation in agreement with the Gierasch−Rossow−Williams (GRW) mechanism for producing 

superrotations (Hörst 2017). In the GWR mechanism, angular momentum is transported to higher 

altitudes and then poleward by mean meridional circulation and is transported down and to the 

equator by barotropic waves generated by instabilities on the edges of the high-latitude jets 

(Gierasch 1975; Rossow & Williams 1979; Hourdin et al.1995; Lebonnois et al. 2014). Analysis 

of the stratospheric super rotation by the Cassini Composite Infrared Spectrometer (CIRS) 
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revealed the stratosphere to be tilted 4° with respect to the solid-body rotation axis (Achterberg et 

al. 2008). In Chapter 2 I will discuss how we use the stratospheric haze bands to track the 

orientation of the stratosphere. I then discuss how the orientation of the stratosphere as a function 

of time/season informs us about the origin of the stratospheric tilt. 

Titan’s haze falls out of the atmosphere and settles on the surface as a meters thick coating. 

The haze is also the original source of material for the dunes at Titan’s equator [Lorenz et al. 2008]. 

The haze particles however, are on the order of 1 µm while the sand dune particles are on the order 

of hundreds of microns. Several mechanisms have been suggested to explain the growth in particle 

size including sintering, lithification and erosion, flocculation, and evaporation [Barnes et al. 

2015]. Given a lack of evidence for a fluvial environment at the equator and the inability for dune 

material to survive transport from the poles to the equator the leading theories are sintering and 

lithification and erosion [Charnay et al., 2015; Malaska et al., 2016; Yu et al. 2018; Brossier et al., 

2018; Solomonidou et al., 2018]. Sintering is the process of forming a solid mass of material by 

heat or pressure without melting it to the point of liquefaction. Lithification is the process in which 

sediments compact under pressure, expel fluids, and gradually become solid rock. In this scenario 

methane rain and haze form temporary crusts on the surfaces at the equator which are then quickly 

eroded away by aeolian processes [Barnes et al. 2015]. Titan’s dune fields are one it’s most distinct 

features spectrally and morphologically. In Chapter 3 I discuss the spectral characteristics of the 

dunes and discuss how they relate to the surrounding terrain.  

1.2 Pluto 

I was finishing my first year of grad school when New Horizons flew by Pluto and a few 

months before, the Dawn spacecraft entered into orbit around Ceres. If I had been asked at the time 

what we would see, I would have said that Ceres was going to be very diverse and Pluto was going 
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to be old, heavily cratered, and otherwise featureless. We now know that those predictions could 

not have been more incorrect. These missions were my first time as a professional astronomer that 

I experienced the highest resolution observation of a world jump by several orders of, 

revolutionizing our understanding of a world. I imagine I must have felt what those astronomers 

that witnessed Mariner’s first observations of Mars or Pioneer’s observation of Saturn’s ring must 

have felt. I think this was the first time I fully internalized that there is still so much to discover 

and that I was now at the forefront of planetary science and exploration. 

Pluto was first observed from Lowell observatory by Clyde Tombaugh in 1930 [Tombaugh 

1930]. On 2015 July 14, the New Horizons spacecraft flew within 12,500 km of Pluto’s surface 

providing the first high spatial scale observations of Pluto over a wide range of phase angles. These 

observations revealed the Pluto has a surface with diverse geologic landforms and an atmosphere 

with haze and ongoing photochemistry.  

New Horizons was the second mission to launch as a part of NASA’s New Frontiers initiative. 

New Horizons used Jupiter to slingshot itself out towards Pluto. While flying by New Horizons 

was able to take high resolution images of Jupiter and all four Galilean satellites, including 

observing a 300 km high eruption of the volcano Tvashtar on Io in real time. On board new 

horizons were a series of in situ and remote sensing instruments including; Long-Range 

Reconnaissance Imager (LORRI), Pluto Exploration Remote Sensing Investigation (PERSI) which 

contained Alice (an ultraviolet imaging spectrometer) and Ralph (a telescope and two cameras), 

MVIC (Multispectral Visible Imaging Camera), a visible-light CCD imager with broadband and 

color channels; and LEISA (Linear Etalon Imaging Spectral Array), a near-infrared imaging 

spectrometer, and Radio Science Experiment (REX). After it’s encounter with the Pluto system, 
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New Horizons went on to observe Arrokoth, a contact binary Kuiper belt object which is the 

farthest object in the solar system to ever be visited by a spacecraft. 

Pluto stands as the poster child for trans-Neptunian objects (TNOs) and Kuiper-belt objects 

(KBOs), and it is the gateway to understanding objects of this region. In this way Pluto becomes 

a point of comparison, or a reference points which allows us to extrapolate the high resolution 

observation of Pluto to the observation of other TNOs which is limited to albedo, color, spectral, 

and orbital analysis. Studying TNOs in general provides insight into the oldest, least processed 

bodies in the solar system and how objects like asteroid, centaurs, and comets relate to one another. 

It also helps us to understand how some moons like Triton and Phoebe may have come to be 

captured. By studying the composition, dynamics, and orbital parameters of these bodies (such as 

distance or resonance) we find evidence we can use to expand our understanding of solar system 

formation and planetary evolution. This information extends into terrestrial planetary science as 

well as the leading explanation for Earth’s water is by delivery from TNOs (comets). A mystery 

still being solved is how Venus, Earth, and Mars, wound up three drastically different 

environments despite similar sizes and similar orbital distances. Understanding the history and 

complexity of the Kuiper belt (30 to 50 AU) and Oort cloud (2,000 to 200,000 AU) will provide 

evidence to solve questions of the inner solar system (< 2 AU). 

Pluto is locked in synchronous orbit with its largest moon Charon. Crater density shows that 

Pluto has terrains of various ages. One of the younger areas is Sputnik Planitia. This is a large 

patch of bright exposed nitrogen ice antipodal to Charon. Topography suggests that Sputnik 

Planitia is an ancient impact crater. The nitrogen ice displays hexagonal patterns with small rocks 

in the crevices between hexagons. These hexagons are likely produced by internal convection. 

Surrounding Sputnik Planitia are a series of mountains. To the east is Tombaugh Regio and to the 
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south is Norgay Montes. Among Norgay Montes is a deep pit next to a series of mountains. This 

may be indicative of cryovolcanism on the surface. From Tombaugh Regio we can see what 

appears to be glaciers of solid nitrogen flowing into Sputnik Planitia. To the southwest of Sputnik 

Planitia is Cthulhu Regio. Cthulhu Regio has the highest crater density on Pluto and is a dark red 

color, indicative of old terrain covered in organic materials, possibly tholins.  

Pluto has one of the thickest atmospheres among icy worlds. High phase angle observations 

revealed Pluto is surrounded by haze, whose color and phase functions are consistent with fractal 

aggregates. Pluto's atmosphere is divided into roughly 20 regularly spaced haze layers from 80 to 

150 km high, which is likely the result of pressure waves created by airflow over Pluto's mountains. 

In Chapter 1 I will discuss how Pluto’s haze is uniquely distributed in either a bimodal distribution 

or a power law distribution, with high amounts of small particles, a substantial amount of large 

particles, and a paucity of intermediate size particles.  

Thesis Organization 

My dissertation will go from the top of the icy-worlds atmosphere moving down to the surface. 

I begin the dissertation by discussing the formation of haze at Pluto. Then I will discuss my 

observations of stratospheric haze bands at Titan, and what we can learn about circulation and 

seasonal patterns from the presence and location of these annuli. I will move onto the surface and 

discuss the spectral distinctness of Titan’s equator and how I separated the equator into spectral 

units. From the spectral units and the patterns they form, I have found correlations between spectral 

units and geomorphologic units, as well as how the spectra changes across the equator. I will finish 

my dissertation by presenting the data correction techniques I developed to facilitate this research. 

In each chapter of my thesis I provide an introduction which goes into greater detail relevant for 

the topic discussed. 
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Chapter 2: The Development of Haze 

 The New Horizons spacecraft observed Pluto and Charon at solar phase angles between 

16 to 169. Herein, we use the Multispectral Visible Imaging Camera (MVIC) observations to 

construct multiwavelength phase curves of Pluto’s atmosphere using the limb scatter technique. 

Observational artifacts and biases were removed by using Charon as a representative airless body. 

The size and distribution of the haze particles were constrained using a Titan fractal aggregate 

phase function [Tomasko et al. 2008]. We find that monodispersed and log-normal [Gao et al. 

2017] populations cannot simultaneously describe the observed steep forward scattering, 

indicative of wavelength-scale particles, and the non-negligible back scattering indicative of 

particles much smaller than the wavelength. Instead, we find it necessary to use bimodal or power 

law distributions, especially below ~200 km, to properly describe MVIC observations. Above 200 

km, where the atmosphere is isotropically scattering, a monodisperse, lognormal, or a 

bimodal/power law approximating a monodispersed population is able to fit the phase curves well. 

Compared to previously published distributions [e.g., Gao et al. 2017], we find that Pluto’s 

atmosphere must contain haze particle number densities an order of magnitude greater for small 

(~10nm) and large (~1μm) radii, and relatively fewer intermediate sizes (~100nm). These 

conclusions support a lower aggregate aerosol growth rate than Gao et al. 2017, indicating a higher 

charge to radius ratio upwards of 60𝑒 /𝜇𝑚. In order to generate large particles with a lower 

growth rate, the atmosphere must also have a lower sedimentation velocity (< ~0.01𝑚/𝑠 at 

200km), which is possible with a fractal dimension less than 2.  

Chapter 3: The Circulation Patterns of Atmospheres 

We analyzed Cassini data to derive the nature and evolution of circumglobal annuli 

observed in the stratosphere of Titan, Saturn’s largest moon. The annuli were observed between 
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2004 and 2017 in data acquired by the Visual and Infrared Mapping Spectrometer (VIMS) onboard 

the Cassini spacecraft. We observed a North Polar Annulus (NPA), an Equatorial Annulus (EQA) 

and several secondary annuli. Pre-Cassini telescopic observations by HST and Keck reported an 

atmospheric feature consistent with the presence of a South Polar Annulus (SPA) between 1999-

2001, although this feature was not observed by Cassini. Relative to the atmosphere near the 

annuli, they appear dark at 300-500nm and bright in methane absorption channels such as the ones 

at 900nm and 1150nm. The stratosphere seems to rotate around the north pole. Alternatively, it 

seems to rotate about a point offset from solid body rotation axis by a few degrees; this point in 

turn rotates around the solid body rotation axis.  

Chapter 4: The Compositional Diversity of Surfaces 

We use hyperspectral-imaging observations from the Visual and Infrared Mapping 

Spectrometer (VIMS) to identify the spectral characteristics of Titan’s equator. Our dataset is 

several orders of magnitude larger than previous studies as we use all VIMS observations between 

-30° and 30°N with incidence and emission angles less than 75°, and a pixel spatial scale of 200km 

or less; we validate our dataset by reproducing the results of Griffith et al 2019. We interpret the 

distribution, size, shape, and patterns/sequences of spectrally distinct features to infer aspects of 

landform formation, composition, and evolution. We use vector quantization, dimension 

reduction, principal component analysis, and the Monte Carlo method to organize our dataset, 

identify features, and validate their significance. Using 32 wavelengths, we identify 16 spectrally 

distinct surface areas distributed across the equator. These spectral units occur in distinct 

sequences indicating that there is a discrete number of prominent spectral pathways. We find that 

99.7% of the change in spectra between spectral units can be explained by 5 delta-spectra. We 

compare the five delta-spectra to the USGS spectral library to identify candidates for the change 
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in compositions across the equator. We find evidence among the delta-spectra for changes in 

abundance of water-ice, acetylene, benzene, alkane species, and Titan haze. We discuss the 

significance of both the pathways and delta-spectra, including their distribution, frequency, and 

size, and what they suggest about formation and evolution processes. 

Chapter 5: Summary and Future Work 

Throughout my candidacy I have had the opportunity to collaborate with dozens of 

scientists, work on developing new spacecraft missions, and mentor brilliant students. This 

dissertation presented my contributions to planetary science and to the study of icy-worlds. It also 

represents the starting line for my next journey and all the science I look forward to finding. 

Appendix: Novel Techniques for Observational Planetary Science 

In each project I achieve my science objectives through the development and applications 

of novel data reduction and analysis techniques. I present my corrections to; 1) reduce the effect 

of scattering from haze (the manifold technique); 2) remove instrumental off disk glow from 

MVIC; 3) remove striping from the VIMS-Vis detector.  
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1. Introduction 

 Pluto has long been known to have a seasonally varying atmosphere [Elliot et al. 2003; 

Sicardy et al. 2003]. On July 14, 2015, the New Horizons spacecraft flew within 12,500 km of 

Pluto’s surface revealing the extent of its unique haze. [Stern et al. 2015; Gladstone et al. 2016]. 

Pluto’s haze is optically thin, globally distributed, and extends to altitudes of >200 km with a scale 

height between 30-50km [Gladstone et al. 2016]. Below 80 km, up to 20 distinct layers between 1 

km to 10 km thick, are observed over vast expanses of the globe [Cheng et al. 2017]. Unfortunately, 

observational constraints force us to bin our data into 20 km wide altitude bins, so individual haze 

layers are not resolved in the present analysis. Pluto has been mapped using the Hubble Space 

Telescope, but this was at a single phase angle (<1°) and with a spatial resolution of 600km [Stern 

et al. 1997; Buie et al. 2010], whereas the New Horizons flyby has provided the first observations 

of Pluto over a range of phase angles (15°-170°) and at spatial resolutions less than <1 km/pixel. 

In this work we use images acquired by New Horizon’s Multispectral Visual and Infrared Camera 

(MVIC; Reuter et al. 2008) to generate calibrated phase curves of Pluto’s atmosphere. We then use 

these phase curves to constrain the size and distribution of Pluto’s haze particles using a fractal 

aggregate phase function.  
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High phase angle images indicate the atmosphere is strongly forward scattering. This 

indicates particles with a size parameter of 𝑥  1, where 𝑥 2𝜋𝑎/𝜆 , 𝑎 is the effective radius of 

the haze particle and 𝜆 is the wavelength of the incident light (for visible light in the range of 400-

700nm this would necessitate a radius of, 𝑎 ~100𝑛𝑚). MVIC color composite images, however, 

reveal that the atmosphere is also very blue (
/  

/  
 .5 at a phase angle of 18°, see Figure 5), 

indicative of particles where 𝑥 ≪ 1 (for visible light it would require a radius of, 𝑎 10𝑛𝑚) 

[Gladstone & Young 2019]. This suggests that particles are fractal aggregates, similar to those 

formed at Titan [Gladstone et al. 2016]. UV solar occultation observations by the Alice instrument 

Figure 2 (A, Top) Schematic of the limb scatter technique relevant to observations of Pluto. Single scattering occurs
all along the LOS path, s, but is dominated by scattering at the tangent point; the extent of the red area indicates
where along the LOS the scattering signal is originating. (B, Bottom) Illustration of photons paths (yellow) as they
experience up  to  the  second order  scattering events  (red). The MVIC pixel  field of view  is  in blue. New Horizons
wireframe credit: NASA 
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[Young et al. 2018] show that the gaseous part of Pluto’s atmosphere bears similarities in 

composition to those of Titan and Triton, with N2, CH4, C2H2, C2H4, and C2H6 present. Ground-

based observations acquired by the Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) 

additionally confirm the presence of CO and HCN [Lara et al. 1997; Summers et al. 1997; 

Krasnopolsky & Cruikshank 1999; Wong et al. 2015; Lellouch et al. 2017]. Far and extreme 

ultraviolet photons drive photodissociation and photoionization of these constituents. At Titan, 

photolysis produces the monomers and other precursors which then combine and grow as they 

descend through the atmosphere [Lavvas et al. 2013]. The same process is expected to happen at 

Pluto, though with a different charged particle environment due to the lack of a thermosphere, 

exposure to the bare solar wind, and lack of a strong magnetospheric radiation component from a 

nearby giant planet. Previous work, based on photolysis models, suggest aggregates in Pluto’s 

atmosphere have a fractal dimension, 𝐷 , of 1.5-2.75 and are composed of 10-20 nm monomers 

[Gao et al. 2017; Lavvas et al. 2013]. Monomer abundance is bounded by the photolysis rates of 

CH4 and N2, which represent the primary limiting factors in haze production. The vertical haze 

scattering optical depth is currently only ∼0.004 [Bertrand & Forget 2017]. Assuming an average 

radius of ∼0.2 µm, the haze density near Pluto’s surface is ∼0.8 particles/cm3, or a column mass 

of 8 × 10−8 g/cm2. 

We use the limb scatter technique, used extensively for remote sensing of Earth’s 

atmosphere [Cunnold et al. 1973; Flittner et al. 2000; McPeters et al. 2000; Murtagh et al. 2002, 

Rault 2005; Degenstein et al. 2009; McLinden et al. 2012; Normand et al. 2013]to perform the 

radiative transfer necessary to model phase curves of Pluto’s atmosphere, as more familiar 

bidirectional reflection equations [Hakpe 1981; Liou 2002] are inappropriate for our viewing 

geometries. As can be seen in Figure 2a, limb scattering occurs when sunlight enter Pluto’s 
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atmosphere, undergoes one or more scattering events between the atmosphere and surface, and 

then enters the line of sight (LOS) vector between MVIC and Pluto [McLinden et al. 2012]. The 

tangent altitude is the height measured at the point along the LOS vector which is closest to the 

surface. The line between the tangent point and the sub-tangent point on the surface is parallel to 

the surface normal. Scattering into the LOS vector occurs `throughout the atmosphere. For an 

optically thin atmosphere (τ << 1, where τ is the optical depth), scattering into the LOS vector is 

dominated by the single scattering contribution from the tangent point. [Normand et al. 2013].  

The phase curve describes the brightness of a scattering target subject to a known 

illumination geometry, denoted by the phase angle, 𝜃. The phase angle is the angle formed between 

the incident vector and the emission vector. The incident vector starts at the illumination source, 

in our case the Sun, and ends at the target, Pluto’s haze, while the emission vector starts at the 

observer, MVIC and New Horizons, and ends at the target. The phase angle, θ, is defined as 

𝜃 cos 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝑖 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝑒 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝑖 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜓     Eq. 3 

where i is the incidence angle, which is formed between the incident vector and the normal vector 

of the target, e is the emission angle, and ψ is the azimuthal angle, which is the angle between the 

projection of the incidence and emission vectors onto the horizontal plane defined by the normal 

vector. Depending on the field, the scattering angle α is Appx.etimes used in place of θ where α = 

180° - θ. In this work we use the phase angle θ. 

The scattering phase function is the first element of the scattering phase matrix, 𝑃 . In 

order to be consistent with work that utilizes multiple components of the phase matrix, we will use 

the notation, 𝑃  to describe our phase functions. The phase function is normalized such that  

1
4𝜋

𝑃 𝜆, 𝜃 sin𝜃 𝑑𝜃 𝑑𝜓 1    Eq. 4 
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The phase function is the probability that the radiation propagating in a given direction is 

scattered into an elementary solid angle making an angle θ with the incident direction [Sharma 

2018]. It is typical to assume that a particle scatters symmetrically in the azimuthal direction 

[Sharma 2018], leaving the phase angle as the sole descriptor for the directionality of the scattering 

event. 

2. Data Reduction 

2.1 MVIC Data 

 MVIC uses one of the two feeds of the Ralph telescope, a 75 mm aperture f/8.7 system 

with an effective focal length of ~658 mm (Reuter et al. 2006). MVIC consists of seven 

independent Charged-Couple Device (CCD) arrays bonded to a single substrate. Six of the 5024 x 

32 pixel CCD arrays are operated in Time Delay Integration (TDI) mode. In this mode the parallel 

transfer rate of each row is synched to the relative motion of the image across the detector’s 

surface. TDI increases the effective integration time by 32X, substantially increasing image Signal 

to Noise Ratio (SNR). Of the six TDI arrays, there are two panchromatic/unfiltered (MP1, MP2) 

arrays for broadband high SNR imaging and four arrays with color filters in the red, blue, near-

infrared, and methane windows (MC0, MC1, MC2, MC3). The seventh CCD is a panchromatic 

Table 1: Each of the images were captured in the 4 color CCDs. As each CCD is stored in an independent file, each file 
has a preface relating to the file extensions in Table 1, i.e., XXX_sci.fit would be mc0_XXX_sci.fit, mc1_XXX_sci.fit, etc.
All data, i.e., phase, resolution, etc., are given for Pluto, except for those marked with an asterisk, which are given 
for Charon. 

Table 1 
List of MVIC Observations of Pluto Used in This Study 
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frame transfer array with 5024 × 128 pixels (MPF), primarily provided for optical navigation. In 

all 7 frames, the first and last 12 pixels in each row are not optically active. The raw and calibrated 

data are available through the PDS [Stern 2007]. A detailed explanation of our data processing is 

provided in Appendix A. 

We use data only from the Red, Blue, and NIR filters, which have pivot wavelengths of 

620nm, 475nm, and 878nm, respectively. We ignore the panchromatic filters as we are 

investigating the spectral characteristics of Pluto’s haze. We ignore the CH4 filter (pivot 

wavelength of 885nm) because it is a narrow wavelength filter with low SNR that is encompassed 

by the wavelength range of the broader NIR filter. Furthermore, we only use images taken with an 

average pixel scale across Pluto’s disk of less than 15 km/pixel. This produces the data set in Table 

1, acquired within ~30 hours of closest approach. Images outside this range cover a redundant 

Figure 3 RGB images of Charon (Left) made from observation taken during 0299147977 and Pluto (Right) made from
observation taken during 0299127622 , where the red, green, and blue channels are MVIC NIR, MVIC RED, and MVIC
BLUE, respectively. In each image the green circle denotes the actual limb of Charon or Pluto (Top) Channels linearly
scaled  independently  from min = median  (I/F Space)  to max = max  (I/F Pluto).  (Bottom) Channels  linearly scaled
independently from min = median (I/F Space) to max = min (I/F Charon) 
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range of phase angles but have pixels that are too large to probe distinct altitudes in Pluto’s 

atmosphere.  

These lower resolution images are also more susceptible to “off-disk glow”. This off-disk 

glow, is an instrument effect, similar to stray light seen in the Long Range Reconnaissance Imager 

(LORRI) [Cheng et al. 2017], This effect can be seen more than 100 pixels away from the disk, 

equating to more than 500 km in Appx.e images (Figure 3). To account for this glow, we follow a 

similar strategy as in Cheng et al. 2017, whereby we use the airless (i.e., presumably hazeless) 

body of Charon [Stern et al. 2017] to model and remove the effect. Figure 4 highlights our fit to 

the data and provides a comparison with Pluto’s off disk profile. Our technique is detailed in 

Appendix B. 

Figure  4: MVIC  Red  limb  scatter  profiles  of  Charon  taken  from  sequence  0299147977  and  of  Pluto  taken  from
sequence 0299127622. The observation were  chosen  such  that  they have nearly equal phase angle, 16.82° and
16.15°, and the targets have similar angular diameter, 0.15° and 0.19°. The limb profiles were chosen such that the
incidence angle of the subtangent points were nearly identical, 79.80° and 79.85°, and the weighted average limb
brightness were nearly identical, I/F = 0.1513 and 0.1515. The fit, shown by the red dotted line, was generated for
Pluto’s limb scatter profile using Eq. 6 and the values for MVIC Red in Appx. Table 1. 
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 We present the uncertainty in I/F as the bounds occurring at the 15th and 85th percentile 

of the pixels in each bin (Appx. Table 3). The 15th and 85th percentile range is equivalent to the 

bounds at 1 standard deviation, σ, greater and less than the mean or median for a normal 

distribution. The variance in our data in a single bin is typically not normally distributed so the 

standard deviation is not appropriate for describing out variance. This variability in our binned 

data, ~25% and dependent on filter (Appx. Tables 2&3), is substantially greater than the 3% 

propagated error described in Appendix C. As such we do not consider the propagated error, but 

we present our determination of the propagated error above for the sake of completeness in 

Appendix C. 

2.2. Phase Curves 

Figure 5: Median phase curve observed between 20‐40km. Error bars represent the 15th and 85th percentile of the 
distribution of values within the altitude and phase bins. The diamonds are upper limit of the amount of secondary
scattering, 𝐽 , from Sun SurfaceAtmosphereMVIC. 
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We have produced phase curves for Pluto from 0-500km, in 20km wide altitude bins, at 8 solar 

phase angles of 16°,17°,18°,39°,40°,166°,167°, and 170°, in three colors, MVIC Blue, MVIC Red, 

and MVIC NIR. Representative values for the phase curves can be found in the Appx. Tables 2 

and 3. Figure 5 shows an example of our phase curve at 20-40 km in all three wavelengths. Figure 

6 shows the relative change of the high phase and low phase component of the phase curves as a 

function of altitude.  

The phase curves in the lower atmosphere are strongly forward-scattering in all three filters. 

At 0-20km the forward scattered component is an order of magnitude higher than the back 

scattered component in all three filters. A convenient parameter for describing phase curves and 

phase functions is the asymmetry parameter, often denoted as 𝑔 [Henyey & Greenstein 1941]. 𝑔 is 

defined as the first moment of the phase function and quantizes the degree of anisotropy in the 

scattering from -1 to 1, where 𝑔 1 is fully forward scattering (typified by Mie scattering), 𝑔 0 

Figure 6 Approximate high phase angle  ~165∘ 170∘  and low phase angle  ~16∘ 18∘  components of MVIC 
Red, Blue, and NIR phase curves for each altitude bin. 
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is isotropic (typified by Rayleigh scattering), and 𝑔 1 is fully backscattering (typified by 

geometric scattering). We approximate 𝑔 by fitting a simple monodisperse phase function (3.4.1 

Monodisperse and Log-Normal) to the phase curves and finding the first moment [Liou 2002; Eq 

3.4.9b]. From 0-40km we find the atmosphere to have a range of 𝑔 from ~.6 in the NIR filter to 

~.7 in the Blue filter. Regardless of scatterer type or distribution, this suggests that the haze is 

characterized by particles scattering in the Mie regime, where the size parameter 𝑥 1. Given the 

wavelength range of the three MVIC filters, the haze in the lower atmosphere must be 

characterized by particles on the order of 100 nm, consistent with other forward scattering 

measurements [Gladstone et al. 2019; Gao et al. 2017]. 

As altitude increases, the 𝐼/𝐹 at all phase angles for the three filters decreases and they become 

less forward scattering (Figure 6). From 0-60km 𝑔 decreases slowly while the total intensity 

decreases mostly uniformly across the 8 phase angles suggesting that the characteristic particle 

size is not changing very much, while the total abundance decreases uniformly. This implies that 

from 0-60km aerosol growth has largely ceased, preferential destruction or fallout of particular 

particles is not occurring, and all scatterer populations are uniformly increasing as they descend to 

the surface. From 60 - 200km 𝑔 decreases rapidly, as the intensity at 𝜃

40∘, 41∘, 166∘, 167∘, 169∘ decreases much faster than the intensity at 𝜃 16∘, 17∘, 18∘. This is 

consistent with the characteristic particle size decreasing rapidly from 60 – 200km. The difference 

in the rate of change for the scattering anisotropy from 0-60km and 60-200km can be seen in 

Figure 6 through the linear decrease of the low phase angle component and the roughly exponential 

decrease of the high phase component. 

 The phase curves for the three filters all approach isotropic scattering in the upper 

atmosphere. The NIR and Red filter turn isotropic at 150km while the Blue filter becomes isotropic 
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just below 200km. This is consistent with the characteristic particle size entering the Rayleigh 

scattering regime for the NIR and Red filters at 150km, while the particles are large enough 

compared to the wavelength range for the Blue filter (475nm) that they are in the Mie scattering 

regime until 200km. If we take the transition from Rayleigh to Mie Scattering as 𝑋 0.2, [Wiacek 

et al. 2013] then this would suggest that the characteristic particle size is ~30𝑛𝑚 at 150km and 

~15𝑛𝑚 at 200km. This is about as small as the fractal aggregate haze particles can be if formed 

of monomers with spherical radii of 5-10nm [Gao et al. 2017]. Given this and the constant mild 

decrease in 𝐼/𝐹 for the phase curves in all three filters, it is likely that minimal aerosol growth 

occurs between 200-500km while the total abundance of particles grows steadily.  

3. Modelling 

3.1. Radiative Transfer 

  A full radiative transfer description of scattering from Pluto’s limb would include ray 

tracing through spherical shells and account for multiple scattering [Bourassa et al. 2008]. These 

multiple scattering events are illustrated in Figure 2b. As none of our observations intersect the 

surface of Pluto we ignore all scattering between the surface and MVIC (Sun→surface→MVIC, 

Figure 2b A & Sun→atmosphere →surface →MVIC, Figure 2b D). Results from Fan et al. In Prep 

found that the upper limit of contribution from secondary scattering initiated by the ground 

(Sun→surface→atmosphere→MVIC, Figure 2b E) accounts for less than 10% of the observed 

radiance at the wavelength of the three MVIC filters used herein (Figure 5). For this reason, we 

ignore secondary scattering initiated by the ground and the higher order multiple scattering. We 

also ignore secondary (and multiple) scattering initiated by the atmosphere, 

(Sun→atmosphere→atmosphere→MVIC, Figure 2b C).  
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We determined the magnitude of the scattering due to Pluto’s primary gaseous components, 

N2 and CH4, using the particle number density described in Young et al. 2018 and the Rayleigh 

scattering phase function. At 370 nm, where laboratory data for N2 and CH4 cross sections exists, 

we find that the Rayleigh scattering at the surface (0 km) due to N2 is 𝑰/𝑭  𝟏𝟎 𝟑, while Rayleigh 

scattering due to CH4 is 𝑰/𝑭  𝟏𝟎 𝟕. Given that Rayleigh scattering intensity approximates as 

𝐼 ∝ 1/𝜆 , the intensity at 370nm is 3 times stronger than for our Blue filter pivot wavelength of 

492 nm. This also means Rayleigh scattering is even further reduced in the Red and NIR filters.  

As described in detail in Appendix D, we ignore all scattering from Pluto except single 

scattering from Pluto’s haze, which gives us  

𝐼
𝐹 𝑠 , 𝜆 𝑁 𝑠 𝜎 𝑠 , 𝜆 𝑃 𝑠 , 𝜃, 𝜆 𝛥𝑠     Eq. 5 

3.2. Grid Search and Statistics 

Our goal is to find a phase function that matches the observed limb scatter phase curves at 

all three wavelengths simultaneously at each altitude bin, for all altitude bins. Between them, we 

are looking to match the phase angle dependence, relative brightness difference between high and 

low phase, and slope 𝑑 𝐼/𝐹 𝜆 /𝑑𝜃. To do this we used an 𝑅  grid search where each element of 

the grid is 

𝑅 1
𝑆𝑆𝐸
𝑆𝑆𝑇

     Eq. 6. 

Here SSE is sum of squared error (Appx.etimes called the sum of squares of residuals) and SST is 

the total sum of squares, each given by 

𝑆𝑆𝐸 𝐼
𝐹 𝜆,𝜃 𝑁 𝑠 𝜎 𝑠 , 𝜆 𝑃 𝜆, 𝑠 , 𝜃      Eq. 7 

𝑆𝑆𝑇 𝐼
𝐹 𝜆, 𝜃 𝐼

𝐹 𝜆,𝜃      Eq. 8 
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where C is the total number of phase angles in our phase curves, k is each point in both the observed 

phase curve 𝐼/𝐹 𝜃  and the phase function 𝑃 𝜃 . Our objective is the distribution and 

abundance of the scattering population, which are the driving aspect of the shape of the modeled 

phase curve. Because 𝑁 𝑠 𝜎 𝑠 , 𝜆  are independent of phase angle under the assumption that the 

aerosols are randomly oriented, we replace them in Eq.7 with a scaling factor defined as 

𝑆  𝑁 𝑠 𝜎 𝑠 , 𝜆
1
𝐶

𝐼
𝐹 𝜆,𝜃

𝑃 𝜆, 𝑠 , 𝜃
    Eq. 9 

𝑅  ideally has a range of 0-1, with a value closer to 1 indicating that a greater proportion 

of variance is accounted for by the model and the model more accurately predicts the data. 𝑅

0, indicates the mean of the data, i.e. a horizontal line, provides a better fit to the data than the 

model. Negative 𝑅  are possible but typically occur for equations that do not contain a constant 

term.  

 We plot our data using the median and report the variation with the 15th and 85th percentile 

value. We conduct our fitting routines however using a Monte Carlo (MC) simulation with at least 

320 runs to draw our phase curve values for each wavelength from the distribution of pixels in 

each of the altitude and phase bins. For each MC run, we redo our grid search and locate the best 

fit parameters. At the end we determine our best fit parameters by taking the average of the MC 

runs and report our uncertainty with the 15th and 85th percentile value for each fit parameter. 

3.3 Size distribution 

Background information about phase functions and the choices we made is provided in 

Appendix E. Phase functions produced by a distribution of particles sizes characterized by the 

differential particle radius number density distribution, 𝑛 𝑟 , are found by integrating the phase 

function over all particle sizes (R.G. Grainger 2012), 
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𝑃 𝜆, 𝑠 , 𝜃 𝑎
1
𝛽

𝜎 𝜆, 𝑟, 𝑠 𝑃 , 𝜆, 𝑠 , 𝑟,𝜃 𝑛 𝑟 , 𝑠 𝑑𝑟     Eq. 10 

𝛽 , 𝜆, 𝑠 𝑎 𝜎 , 𝜆, 𝑟, 𝑠 𝑛 𝑟, 𝑠 𝑑𝑟     Eq. 11 

𝑛 𝑟
𝑑𝑁 𝑟
𝑑𝑟

    Eq. 12 

where 𝑁 𝑟  is the number of particles with radii between 𝑟 and 𝑟 𝑑𝑟, 𝜎  and 𝜎  are the 

scattering and extinction cross section of the particle, and 𝑟 is the effective particle radius. 𝑎  is 

the normalization constant necessary to find the total number of particles 𝑁  and match extinction 

coefficient observations made by the New Horizons Alice UV spectrometer determined by  

𝑎
𝛽 𝑠

𝜎 165𝑛𝑚, 𝑟, 𝑠 𝑛 𝑟, 𝑠 𝑑𝑟
  𝐸𝑞. 11 

𝛽 𝑠  is the extinction coefficient of the haze observed by Alice during solar 

occultation of Pluto at the tangent altitude of 𝑠  [Young et al. 2018; Appendix B]. In order to do 

this, we needed to extrapolate the complex index of refraction from Ramirez et al. 2002, from 

200nm to 165nm (the wavelength of the Alice occultation observations); we did so linearly. Note 

that from here on, 𝑃  will refer to the phase function produced by a distribution of scatters, while 

𝑃 ,  will refer to the phase function produced by a single scatter of characteristic size 

between 𝑟 and 𝑟 𝑑𝑟.  

The total number of particles per unit volume, N0, is given by  

𝑁 𝑎 𝑛 𝑟  𝑑𝑟     Eq. 14 

The scattering cross section are [Gao et al. 2017] 

𝜎 , 𝑄 , 𝜋𝑟      Eq. 15 

for spheres, and 
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𝜎 , 𝑄 , 𝜋 𝑟 𝑁      Eq. 16 

for fractal aggregates. 𝑄 ,  are the scattering and extinction efficiency respectively. The effective 

particle radius for a spherical particle is simply the radius of the sphere, whereas for a fractal 

aggregate the effective radius, 𝑅 , is given by 

𝑅 𝑟 𝑁     Eq. 17 

where 𝒓𝒎 is the radius of a monomer, 𝑵𝒎 is the number of monomers in a fractal aggregate, and 

𝑫𝒇 is the fractal dimension. For fractal aggregate distributions, we assumed a particle size range 

between 2 monomers (𝑅 𝑟 2 ) to 𝑅  1𝜇𝑚. The minimum size ensures that the 

particle is actually an aggregate and not a single monomer. The maximum size was initially chosen 

based on the upper range of Gao et al. 2017. Testing of larger 𝑅 , up to 1𝑚𝑚, revealed that the 

particular slope of the high phase component of the phase curves necessitates that there be a 

dramatic lack of particles larger 1𝜇𝑚 (Figure 11). This will be discussed in more detail in 3.4. 

Populations Type.  

We also assume that the fractal dimension is 𝐷 2. This is because only a fractal 

dimension of 𝐷 2, was rigorously tested for Tomasko et al. 2008. Unpublished results from 

further testing suggest that the code can produce accurate phase function for 1.5 𝐷 2.5. 

However, they may also produce physically irrelevant albedos and/or polarization values [Email 

communications with M. Lemmon 2020]. As will be discussed in 3.4. Populations Type, we 

investigated this range of 𝐷  as the fractal dimension is an important parameter controlling the 

fallout time of the haze.  

We assume that monomers maintain a constant size after formation and through fractal 

aggregation; as such we fix 𝑟  as a constant for all altitude bins.  The final 𝑃  must fit the phase 
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curves of all three MVIC filters. Throughout our tests we found that modeled phase functions with 

different 𝒓𝒎 values matched the observed phase curves equally well for all 𝒓𝒎 𝟏𝟎𝒏𝒎, while 

the quality of the fits diminished as 𝒓𝒎 increased for 𝒓𝒎 𝟏𝟎𝒏𝒎. As will be discussed below we 

found that the 10𝑛𝑚 monomer fractal aggregate distribution from Gao et al. 2017, produced phase 

functions which matched our phase curve better than the 5𝑛𝑚 monomer fractal aggregate, the 

10𝑛𝑚 spherical, and the 5𝑛𝑚 spherical distributions from Gao et al. 2017. Given this and our 

other test, we assumed that 𝑟 10𝑛𝑚. We will discuss in Section 4.1 Fractal Dimension 

different monomer sizes as relevant to the fractal dimension 𝐷 . 

  

3.4. Population Types 

We tested several particle population types including monodisperse, log normal, bimodal, 

and power law, which are defined in their relevant sections. For each population type, we tested 

the phase function produced by every pertinent variation of size and distribution of the particles 

(Eq.9, 𝑆 𝑃 𝜆, 𝑠 , 𝜃 ) against the observed 𝐼/𝐹 phase (Eq.9, 𝐼 𝐹 𝜆, 𝜃 ). At each altitude 

bin, and for each population type we identified the combination of size and distribution that 

produced phase functions which best matched the observed phase curves by finding which one 

had the highest 𝑅  value (3.2. Grid Search and Statistics), and verified each by graphic 

interpretation. We then compared the different populations against one another to determine which 

were relevant to Pluto’s atmosphere.  

 We will refer to three distributions as small, intermediate, and large size scatterers. This 

loose distinction is useful for referencing the distributions in terms of which population category 

is responsible for a particular aspect of the phase curve. While not strictly in the traditional 

parameter size cutoff [Wiacek et al. 2017] we define these groups as Rayleigh size scatterers, 
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𝑅 𝑅𝑎𝑦 10 100𝑛𝑚, intermediate size scatterers, 𝑅 𝐼𝑛𝑡 100 500𝑛𝑚, and Mie size 

scatterers, 𝑅 𝑀𝑖𝑒 500𝑛𝑚 1𝜇𝑚. 

3.4.1 Monodisperse and Log-Normal 

A monodispersed population is characterized by a single particle size. A log-normal 

distribution is given by 

𝑛 𝑅 𝑒     Eq. 18 

Where 𝝁𝑹𝒇 is the mean and 𝝈𝑹𝒇 is the standard deviation of the natural logarithm of the effective 

radius, 𝑹𝒇. Gao et al. 2017 determined 𝑛 𝑟  as functions of altitude and particle radius for spherical 

and fractal aggregate particle composed of monomers with 𝑟  of 5nm and 10nm using the 1D 

Community Aerosol and Radiation Model for Atmospheres (CARMA). We found that the log-

normal distributions produced by Gao et al. 2017 were unable to simultaneously fit the steep 

forward scattering component and the non-negligible back scatter component present in Pluto’s 

atmosphere from 0-200km (Figure 7). As expected, a monodisperse population of scatterers was 

similarly unable to match the shape and slope of the phase curves (Figure 7). 

Of the distributions modeled by Gao et al. 2017, we found that the 10nm fractal aggregate 

population best matched our phase curves, being able to match the difference in magnitude 

between high phase and low phase. This is likely because below 150km the 10nm distribution has 

the widest particle size standard deviation 𝜎 , where the appropriate 𝑅 𝑀𝑖𝑒  and 𝑅 𝑅𝑎𝑦  are 

in enough abundance to produce phase functions with the right order of magnitude difference 

between the high phase and low phase. Because the 10nm fractal aggregate fit better than any other 

distribution, and because our many tests on all the other population types revealed that 𝑟

10𝑛𝑚 produce phase functions with nearly identical quality of fits, we use 𝑟 10𝑛𝑚 for all 

populations going forward.  
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The problem remains however that there is not the correct disparity in abundance between 

the 𝑅 𝑀𝑖𝑒  and 𝑅 𝑅𝑎𝑦  to produce the appropriate slope at high phase angles. These 

distributions fail because the uniquely steep forward scattering component necessitates large 

fractal aggregate scatterers. Large 𝑅 𝑀𝑖𝑒  with the appropriate slope, have low phase angle 

components with at least two orders of magnitude lower 𝐼/𝐹, which is not what we observe (Figure 

5). Conversely, to produce the low phase component, which at most is only one order of magnitude 

lower than the high phase component (0-60km, Figure 6), requires smaller sized 𝑅 𝑅𝑎𝑦  

scatterers. These 𝑅 𝑅𝑎𝑦  however scatter more isotropically and are unable to produce the steeps 

slope at high phase. To demonstrate this, we found best fit phase functions for only the high phase 

component of our phase curves, θ>90, and low phase component of our phase curve, θ<90. Figure 

Figure 7 Phase functions produced by a best fit distribution of monodisperse scatters with 𝑟  = 10 nm and 𝐷 = 2 for 

the 20‐40km altitude bin for the MVIC Blue filter. Dashed line, best fit phase function for brightness at phase angles
16°,17°,18°,39°,40°,166°,167°, and 170°. The shaded blue area around the dashed  line  indicates the 15th and 85th

percentile of phase functions which fit the distribution of I/F in each phase bin from the Monte Carlo run. Dotted line,
best  fit phase  function  for brightness at high phase angles of 166°,167°, and 170°. Dot Dash  line, best  fit phase
function for brightness at low phase angles of 16°,17°,18°,39°, and 40°. 
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7 demonstrates the need for a population of diverse particles by showing the best-fit results for the 

Blue filter. While not depicted in Figure 7, the same is true for the MVIC Red and MVIC NIR 

filters. Figure 7 shows that the best-fit using monodisperse aerosols is unable to reproduce the 

observations in the three MVIC filters.  

We also investigated other log normal distribution by modifying the mean effective 

radius, 𝜇 , and the standard deviation 𝜎  of the Gao et al. 2017 distribution. No amount of 

manipulation was able to produce a size distribution with a phase function to match the shape of 

our phase curves, appreciably better than the unmodified distributions from Gao et al. 2017. 

3.4.2 Bimodal  

The bimodal distribution is a population characterized by two scatterers, 𝑅 𝐵𝑖𝑔  and 

𝑅 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙 , with arbitrary weights, 𝑤 𝐵𝑖𝑔  and 𝑤 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙  that summed to one. We utilize the 

conversions from Grainger 2017 for integration of discrete particle sizes to a summation of 

weights. We found that the bimodal population was able to match the shape and slope of the phase 

curves very well at all altitude bins (Figure 8 a-c). From 0-180km the 𝑅 𝐵𝑖𝑔  is between 500nm 

and 1μm (𝑅 𝑀𝑖𝑒 ) while 𝑅 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙  is between 20-100nm (~𝑅 𝑅𝑎𝑦 ). From 0- 200km, the 

small particles are at least 3 orders of magnitude more heavily weighted than the large scatterers 

𝑤 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙 .99,𝑤 𝐵𝑖𝑔 .01 .  

Above 200km the weights start to deviate randomly and vary from a uniform distribution 

𝑤 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙 .5,𝑤 𝐵𝑖𝑔 .5  to 𝑅 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙  being weighted four orders of magnitude more than 

𝑅 𝐵𝑖𝑔  𝑤 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙 .999,𝑤 𝐵𝑖𝑔 .001 . At this altitude range however, the size of 𝑅 𝐵𝑖𝑔  

and 𝑅 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙  are very close to one another and are both in the 𝑅 𝑅𝑎𝑦  size range. This indicates 

that above 200km the population is very similar to a monodisperse population characterized by 

particles small enough to scatter isotropically at all wavelengths, as seen in Figure 6.  
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In Appx. Table 4B we include the best fit parameters for the size of the particles, the 

weights, and the approximation on total number of particles the weights suggest given the 

scattering cross section of the particles. We approximate 𝑁 with  

𝑁 , ,
𝑎 𝑤 , ,

𝜋 𝑟 𝑁

  Eq. 19 

3.4.3 Power-Law  

We describe 𝑛 𝑅  using a power law distribution where 

𝑛 𝑅 𝑎 𝑅     Eq. 20 

where 𝑏 is the power law exponent. 

As can be seen in Figure 8 a-c, the power law matches the shape and slope of the phase 

curves nearly as well as the bimodal distribution. In fact, a deep dive into the data reveals that 

more often than not, size and abundance of the bimodal distribution will intersect the two points 

on the power law. The key difference between the two type is the presence of 𝑅 𝐼𝑛𝑡  in the power 

law distribution, while the bimodal distribution essentially sets this abundance to zero. This 

indicates that 𝑅 𝐼𝑛𝑡  are not a defining factor of our phase curves.  

 The power law exponent is at its lowest at 20-40km, where 𝑏 3.5. This is the most 

equally distributed of the power law populations and still there are 5 orders of magnitude more 

scatterers with size 𝑹𝒇 𝑹𝒂𝒚  than 𝑹𝒇 𝑴𝒊𝒆 . As we move to higher altitudes, 𝑏 steadily increases, 

indicating a bigger disparity between 𝑅 𝑅𝑎𝑦  and 𝑅 𝑀𝑖𝑒 . The power law becomes steepest, 

𝑏 6, at 200km where the atmosphere transitions to isotropically scattering. This is the same 

altitude we saw the bimodal population begin to approximate a monodisperse population. This 

again suggests that above 200km, the atmosphere is dominated almost entirely by small 

isotropically scattering particles. 
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As a side note, the very steep and dramatic change in the power law exponent at 180 & 

200km, likely comes about from low signal and low SNR observations, which were not removed 

as they were not yet negative. These skewed the grid searches to try and fit such implausibly dim 

observations. Further investigation revealed that power law exponents of 𝑏 5.5 (the approximate 

mean of 𝑏 at 160km and 220km) produced phase functions with similar 𝑅  values and matched 

the shape of the phase curves equally well upon inspection. 
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3.4.4 Trimodal 

 The bimodal and power law distributions suggest the same story for the relative abundance 

of 𝑅 𝑅𝑎𝑦  and 𝑅 𝑀𝑖𝑒 . They imply a different story for 𝑅 𝐼𝑛𝑡  however, where the bimodal 

imposes a complete absence and the power law imposes that 𝑅 𝐼𝑛𝑡  is at the average of the 

logarithmic abundances for 𝑅 𝑅𝑎𝑦  and 𝑅 𝑀𝑖𝑒 . To try and determine the importance of 

𝑅 𝐼𝑛𝑡 , we investigated a trimodal distribution. Similar to the bimodal distribution, the trimodal 

distribution is characterized by three scatterers, 𝑅 𝐵𝑖𝑔 , 𝑅 𝑀𝑒𝑑 , and 𝑅 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙 , with arbitrary 

weights, 𝑤 𝐵𝑖𝑔  ,𝑤 𝑀𝑒𝑑 ,𝑤 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙  that summed to one. These weights are converted to 

physical abundances using Eq.18. All together the trimodal distribution resulted in a six 

dimensional grid search with 214305 unique combinations and corresponding phase functions. 

Unlike the other distributions, we investigated all of them by sorting them using their 𝑅  value to 

see if a pattern emerged suggesting any principal components or important characteristic. This 

resulted in a distribution of 𝑅  with a discernable mean and deviation. We defined our “best fit” 

parameter and phase functions as those with an 𝑅  above 99.7th percentile.  

The best fit trimodal parameters all had an 𝑅 𝐼𝑛𝑡  abundance consistent with either a 

bimodal distribution or a power law. This means it is not possible to immediately remove the 

degeneracy between power law and bimodal. As can be seen in the difference between the bimodal 

and power law phase curves in Figure 8, 𝑅 𝐼𝑛𝑡  controls the shape of the phase function in the 

range where we lack color observations (40∘ 𝜃 165∘). This does reveal however that 𝑅 𝐼𝑛𝑡  

must have a relative abundance compared to 𝑅 𝑅𝑎𝑦  that is less than the abundance predicted by 

a power law. As with the power law and the bimodal distributions, we also saw that for all altitude 

bins, the most abundant populations of scatterers must lie in 𝑅 𝑅𝑎𝑦 . This is not seen in the 

monodisperse or log-normal distributions which have a 𝜇  at 𝑅 𝐼𝑛𝑡  in the lowest altitude bins. 
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Here they can match the difference between the low and high phase angle brightness but not 

simultaneously with the high phase angle slope (Figures 7 and 8).  

 As can be seen in the values of Appx. Table 4C, the 𝑅 𝑀𝑒𝑑  in all altitude bins was very 

close in value to either 𝑅 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙  or 𝑅 𝐵𝑖𝑔 ; in fact they were the next available value, being as 

close as possible to either 𝑅 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙  or 𝑅 𝐵𝑖𝑔  as the grid search would allow. This would seem 

to indicate that the trimodal distribution is trying to approximate a bimodal one rather than a power 

law. While this is plausible, it should be viewed with skepticism as we do not have the phase 

coverage where 𝑅 𝑀𝑒𝑑  being distinctly set apart from 𝑅 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙  or 𝑅 𝐵𝑖𝑔  would make a 

difference in the fits. 

The trimodal investigation also revealed that while the size and abundance of the scatterer 

at 𝑅 𝑅𝑎𝑦  was mostly consistent there was Appx.e variability and multiple combination of size 

or abundance that would fit the phase curves well. This however was not the case for the scatterers 

at 𝑅 𝑀𝑖𝑒  where every single one of our best fits had the same size and abundance. For example, 

at 20-40km, it was crucial that the trimodal fit contain a scatterer with 𝑅 750𝑛𝑚 and 𝑤 .01 

(𝑁 491972). Whether this particle was represented by 𝑅 𝑀𝑒𝑑  or 𝑅 𝐵𝑖𝑔  was not critical, 

so long as one of them had this particle size at this particular abundance. We saw the same behavior 

for the rest of the altitude bins. This is likely due to the slope at high phase angles which is strongly 

controlled by the size of particles at 𝑅 𝑀𝑖𝑒 , while the difference between the high and low phase 

components requires a finely controlled abundance of particles at 𝑅 𝑀𝑖𝑒 . 
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As noted above, occasionally 𝑅 𝑀𝑒𝑑  would occupy this crucial particle size at 𝑅 𝑀𝑖𝑒 . 

In these cases 𝑅 𝐵𝑖𝑔  always diverged from a power law in size and abundance so that 𝑅 𝐵𝑖𝑔  

was less abundant than a power law would predict. Of these best fits that had 𝑅 𝑀𝑒𝑑  occupying 

the crucial spot, the best of the best had 𝑅 𝐵𝑖𝑔  occupying a size and abundance close to 

𝑅 𝑀𝑒𝑑 , indicating more strongly that there is a dramatic decrease in the abundance of scatterers 

larger than the crucial particle size. This means that while we cannot definitively say whether the 

distributions follow a bimodal or power law at 𝑅 𝐼𝑛𝑡 , we can say that for scatterers larger than 

the scatterer size responsible for producing the slope at high phase angles, there must be a 

precipitous declination in abundance. This can be further confirmed by adjusting the particle range 

tested for the power law. We initially set 𝑅 1𝜇𝑚 to be consistent with the modeling done 

by Gao et al. 2017. By adjusting 𝑅  for the power law distribution, which unlike the bimodal 

and trimodal is a continuous distribution, we saw that the phase functions dramatically change in 

the shape of their slope at high phase angles and/or the difference in brightness between high and 

low phase angles (Figure 9). This all means that it is necessary to have a specific maximum particle 

Figure 9 Phase functions produced by a best fit distribution of power law scatters with 𝑟  = 10 nm and 𝐷 = 2 for the 

20‐40km altitude bin for the MVIC Blue filter. For each fit we vary the maximum 𝑅  meaning no larger particles are

considered  in the  fits, essentially setting their abundance to zero. Each phase  function has a different power  law
exponent, b, which produces the best possible fit (highest 𝑅  value) for the range of 𝑅 . The minimum size is set at 

two monomers large i.e. 𝑅 𝑟 2 / 14.14𝑛𝑚 (Left) Full phase range showing the relative change in high and

low phase components. (Right) Zoom in of the high phase showing the change in slope from variable 𝑅 . 
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size at the right abundance, and then have an extreme paucity of larger particles even if it means a 

discontinuity in the particle abundance distribution. An in depth exploration of maximum particle 

size actually reveals that the best maximum particle size is 𝑅 1.4𝜇𝑚. We did not use this 

value in our analysis however, because the increase in goodness of fit was minor and 𝑅

1𝜇𝑚 is easier to compare across the other distribution types.  

4. Results 

4.1. Three Regime of Populations 

Our results from the population investigation supports the empirical analysis of the high 

and low phase angle brightness done in 2.2. Phase Curves. From 500-200km, the atmosphere can 

be characterized by a tightly distributed population of scatterers at 𝑅 𝑅𝑎𝑦 . In this altitude range 

photolysis is still taking place [Bertrand and Forget 2017].  

From 200-60km, the atmosphere is characterized by two dominant populations of 

scatterers. The first is a population at 𝑹𝒇 𝑹𝒂𝒚  several orders of magnitude more abundant than 

any other population. The second is a population at 𝑹𝒇 𝑴𝒊𝒆 , which is much less abundant but 

still crucial, as it is required to produce the appropriate phase functions. As can be seen in Appx. 

Table 4 B and C in the first few columns, the size of the fractal aggregates remains roughly the 

same for this altitude range. Here the minimum particle size is about 30 50𝑛𝑚 and the maximum 

particle size, which was referred to as the crucial particle in Section 3.4.4 Trimodal, is about 500

750𝑛𝑚. While the particle sizes remain the same, the abundances for both increase inversely with 

altitude, in line with the occultation measurements made by Alice [Young et al. 2018]. In order for 

the lower 200km to be characterized by a bimodal distribution following this pattern, the scatterers 

at 𝑅 𝑀𝑖𝑒  would need to grow in abundance independently of 𝑅 𝐼𝑛𝑡 . It is difficult to imagine 

a mechanism that would preferentially produce only 𝑅 𝑀𝑖𝑒  scatterers at all altitude bins. That 
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being said the phase curves and 𝑅  value in Figure 8 clearly show that bimodal and trimodal 

populations, with their paucity of 𝑅 𝐼𝑛𝑡 , are better able to fit the phase curves and especially the 

steep slope at high phase angles.  

As can be seen in Figure 10, the power law exponent steadily decreases until 60km where 

it begins to turn over and then increases in the lowest altitude bin 0-20km. A similar trend is seen 

in the parameters for the bimodal and trimodal distributions and indicates that the abundance 

Figure 10 The best fit power law exponents as a function of altitude for 𝐷 2.0, 𝑟 10 𝑛𝑚 (Blue).The upper x‐
axis  shows  the asymmetry parameter, g,  for a phase  function produced at MVIC Blue wavelengths by a  fractal
aggregate with  the aforementioned  fractal dimension and monomer size.  (Green) The mass density of precursor
material produced by photolysis predicted by Bertrand and Forget 2017. (Orange) The mass density of haze produced
through aerosol growth of photolyzed material predicted by Bertrand and Forget 2017 
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disparity between 𝑅 𝑅𝑎𝑦  and 𝑅 𝑀𝑖𝑒  steadily decreases from 200-60km, but starting at 60km, 

this disparity stops decreasing and briefly shows signs of increasing. This is the same altitude range 

where a dramatic change in temperature was observed by the REX instrument and ground-based 

stellar occultations [Sicardy et al. 2016; Hinson et al. 2017].  

  These three regions of aerosol growth (0-60km, 60-200km, and 200-500km) seem to occur 

at roughly the same altitudes where the number density of acetylene (C2H2), ethylene (C2H4), 

ethane (C2H6), hydrogen cyanide (HCN) and the temperature all experience dramatic slope 

changes [Lellouch et al. 2017; Young et al. 2018]. This indicates that either the processes 

controlling the abundance of these gasses also controls the growth rate of the aerosols, or that these 

gaseous components are directly responsible for aerosol growth via condensation. These regions 

also coincide with the termination of photolysis at ~200km [Bertrand & Forget 2017] and a 

dramatic shift in the abundance of haze precursor material and haze (Figure 10). 

4.2 Fractal Dimensions 

We have until now assumed a fractal dimension of 𝐷 2 for all the distributions for 

consistency with Tomasko et al. 2008 and Gao et al. 2017. However, 𝐷  plays an important role 

in determining the porosity of the fractal aggregate which in turn dictates the sedimentation 

velocity, the cross-sectional area, and the coagulation rate. For all the distribution types discussed 

in Section 3.4 Population Types we investigated 𝐷 1.5, 2, 2.5, while keeping all other 

parameters as they were originally described.  
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A lower 𝐷  results in lower sedimentation speed (Figure 11), increasing the time particles 

have to interact with one another and potentially grow, either through condensation or 

agglomeration. Although the model is not rigorously tested for a fractal dimension other than 2, as 

noted above, it will accurately show the difference between the monomer phase function and the 

aggregate. That is, a lower 𝐷  will lead to a less compact aggregate, and that will show in the 

forward scattering.  

While the model does account for interference effects within the fractal aggregate, it is also 

partially parameterized, and may therefore fail to accurately predict polarization and albedo values 

for aggregates with large numbers of monomers, especially when 𝐷 2. As we are focused 

exclusively on the shape of the phase function, these shortcomings are not important. Future work 

Figure 11 Sedimentation velocities of aerosols in Pluto’s atmosphere for varying fractal dimension  𝐷 ) and particle 

size  𝑅 ) 
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however should be done to ensure that phase functions with 𝐷 2, that fit the observed phase 

curves are physically possible [Email communications with M. Lemmon 2020]. 

Changing the fractal dimension did not affect the quality of the fits nor the 𝑅  value in any 

appreciable way. For the bimodal and trimodal distributions, the best fit sizes for 𝑅  also remained 

the same. As can be seen in Figure 12 for the power law distribution at 20-40km however, changing 

the fractal dimension resulted in a change in the relative abundance disparity between 𝑅 𝑅𝑎𝑦  

and 𝑅 𝑀𝑖𝑒  and the total abundance 𝑛 𝑅 . This is because the fractal dimension directly affects 

the extinction cross section, 𝜎 , where a larger 𝐷  results in a larger 𝜎 . As we normalize our size 

distribution equations using Eq.13 and the Alice UV extinction coefficient, 𝛽 , we require that 

a decrease in 𝜎  must be compensated by an increase in the particle abundance, and vice versa. 

The biggest compensation occurred for the 𝑅 𝑀𝑖𝑒  scatterers, where at 20-40km we observed an 

Figure 12 Comparison of cross section of fractal aggregate number densities for the 20‐40km altitude bin from Gao 
et al. 2017 (Black) and the power law distributions (Purple) (Dotted) 𝐷 1.5, 𝑏 1.703 (Solid) 𝐷 2.0, 𝑏 3.687
(Dash) 𝐷 2.5, 𝑏 4.830 
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abundance difference of four orders of magnitude between 𝐷 1.5 and 𝐷 2.5. Meanwhile the 

𝑅 𝑅𝑎𝑦  abundance only changed by about one order of magnitude over the fractal dimensions. 

This is likely due to a more significant change occurring in 𝜎  for larger scatterers than smaller 

ones. For all 𝐷  tested, we noticed the same transitions at the same altitude discussed in Section 

4.1 Three Regime of Populations for all population types.  

4.3 Growth Mechanics and Implications 

The abundance of 𝑅 𝑅𝑎𝑦  seen in the bimodal and power law distributions suggests that 

the coagulation rate is lower than that predicted by Gao et al. 2017. This may be due to the haze 

having a higher charge to particle radius ratio, 𝑒 /𝑅 . Figure 5 (top) of Gao et al. 2017 shows 

variations in the particle size distribution 1.6 km above the surface of Pluto with changes in the 

particle charge to radius ratio, given in 𝑒 /𝜇𝑚. They report a charge to particle radius ratio of 

30 𝑒 /𝜇𝑚, which produces a distribution of fractal aggregate in agreement with the retrieved 

mean particle size ( ∼0.1–0.2μm) from the forward scattering measurements [Gladstone et al. 2016 

], which is 2–4 times that obtained from observations of Titan aerosols [Lavvas et al. 2010; Larson 

et al. 2014 ]. Following the pattern seen in their Figure 5, and drawing a correlation to the high 

𝑅 𝑅𝑎𝑦  abundances in our power law and bimodal distributions, we suggest that the haze has an 

𝒆 /𝑹𝒇  𝟔𝟎𝒆 /𝝁𝒎. This is further supported by Figure 5 (bottom) of Gao et al. 2017 which 

shows profiles of extinction coefficients, 𝛽  (Gao et al. 2017 uses 𝛼 , corresponding to the particle 

charge to radius ratios of Figure 5 (top). While it reveals that 𝛽  is not significantly perturbed 

when the charge to radius ratio is varied, it is also obvious that a higher 𝑒 /𝑅  results in a lower 

extinction coefficient below 150km. While the profiles of 𝛽  nearly match the observed 𝛽  from 

the Alice UV solar occultations, they overestimate 𝛽  below 150km, even for the largest charge to 
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particles radius ratio tested by Gao et al. 2017, 𝑒 /𝑅  60𝑒 /𝜇𝑚. Figure 5 (bottom) suggests 

that in order to match 𝛽  below 150km, 𝑒 /𝑅  must be greater than or equal to 60𝑒 /𝜇𝑚. 

 In Gao et al. 2017 Figure 5 (top), the population distributions with a high 𝑒 /𝑅  have a 

high abundance of scatterers at 𝑅 𝑅𝑎𝑦 , but a complete absence of 𝑅 𝑀𝑖𝑒  scatterers. As we 

have shown in Figures 8, 12, and 13, it is necessary have an abundance of 𝑅 𝑀𝑖𝑒  scatterers 

greater than the abundance predicted by Gao et al. 2017, in order to simultaneously match the 

difference in brightness between high and low phase, the slope at high phase, and 𝛽  observed 

using Alice. This means that while a lower coagulation rate is necessary (possibly through an 

increased 𝑒 /𝑅 ), there must also be a mechanism which allows the aerosol to grow in size to 

𝑅 𝑀𝑖𝑒  and to a sufficient abundance to match the shape of 𝛽 . One possibility is decreasing the 

sedimentation velocity of the haze by decreasing the fractal dimension. Using the sedimentation 

velocity equations from Gao et al. 2017 we show in Figure 11, that aerosols of 𝑹𝒇 𝟏𝟎𝟎 𝒏𝒎 and 

Figure 13: Number densities of particles as a function of altitude. Both are for fractal aggregates with 𝐷   2, and 
, 𝑟   10𝑛𝑚. (Left) Best fit power law distribution. (Right) Gao et al. 2017 distribution 
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𝑫𝒇 𝟏.𝟓, descend through the atmosphere an order of magnitude slower than aerosols with 𝑫𝒇

𝟐. This decrease in velocity gives the aerosols more time to coagulate and form larger particles, 

even with the larger 𝑒 /𝑅 . 

 In order to describe the observed phase curves, there must be 𝑹𝒇 𝑹𝒂𝒚  present throughout 

the entire atmosphere in high abundance and there must be 𝑹𝒇 𝑴𝒊𝒆  particles orders of magnitude 

more abundant than determined by Gao et al. 2017 (Figure 12 & 13). Without a more complete 

phase curve we are unable to determine the necessary amount of 𝑹𝒇 𝑰𝒏𝒕 , though we can place 

upper and lower limits on the abundance. We were able to determine that the abundance of 

Figure 14 Log abundance gradient for characteristic particle sizes of the best fit power law distribution in Figure 12.
We omit the 200‐220 and 220‐240 altitude bins for 𝑅 𝐼𝑛𝑡 and 𝑅 𝑀𝑖𝑒  as their solutions are unconstrained. The

yellow, orange, and purple regions denote the three regimes of aerosol growth. Yellow, 500‐200km, here photolysis 
is active and  little aerosol growth occurs. Orange, photolysis has ceased and aerosol rapidly grow and  increase  in 
abundance.  Purple,  the  temperature  drops  and  aerosol  growth  decreases  precipitously,  all  sizes  increase  in
abundance at the same rate. 
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𝑅 𝐼𝑛𝑡 , must be less than or about equal to what would come from a power law distribution. 

Without a mechanism that preferentially destroys or removes 𝑹𝒇 𝑰𝒏𝒕 , we can also assume that  

the abundance of 𝑹𝒇 𝑰𝒏𝒕  must be greater than or about equal to the abundance of 𝑹𝒇 𝑴𝒊𝒆  that 

would come from a bimodal distribution. It is however possible that such a mechanism does exist 

to preferentially remove 𝑹𝒇 𝑰𝒏𝒕 , which point to our distribution being bimodal rather than a 

power law. This will require further modeling outside the scope of this paper. 

 The distribution and growth pattern of the aerosols could be indicative of three regimes of 

aerosol growth, controlled respectively by condensation, UV photolysis, and temperature. Figures 

6, 11 and 13 all demonstrate areas where the growth rate and primary population type changes at 

~60km, and ~200km. These transitions are highlighted in Figure 14, which shows the logarithmic 

change in abundance as altitude decreases for three particle sizes at the characteristic sizes of 

𝑹𝒇 𝑹𝒂𝒚 ,𝑹𝒇 𝑰𝒏𝒕 , and 𝑹𝒇 𝑴𝒊𝒆 . From 500 to 200km, all three particle sizes experience little 

increase in abundance, with the smallest particles experiencing the greatest abundance increase, 

and the largest experiencing the least. This indicates that there is little growth of aerosols growth. 

From 200 to 60 km, the large particles begin to rapidly increase in abundance, while the small 

particles stop increasing in abundance and reach stagnation at ~150 km. This indicates that larger 

particles are starting to grow from the smaller particles, and use the small particles as fast as they 

can be delivered from above. Then from 60 – 0 km, all three particle size converge and increase 

in abundance at the same rate. This, along with the return to small particles increasing in 

abundance, suggests that aerosol growth has largely ceased. 200km in Pluto’s atmosphere has been 

shown to be the altitude of peak condensation of acetylene (C2H2), ethylene (C2H4), ethane (C2H6) 

through heterogeneous nucleation [Wong et al. 2017]. As Wong et al. 2017 state, above 400 km, 

there are too few aerosols for condensation to be important, and below 200 km, the temperature is 
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too high to allow condensation. We point out that Wong et al. 2017 shows that condensation occurs 

from 500-200km, and abruptly terminates at 200km. A similar trend at these altitudes occurs with 

the peak and termination of CH4 photolysis (Bertrand & Forget 2017 Figures 2,3 and 4). Bertrand 

& Forget 2017 attribute CH4 photolysis to the production of haze precursor material, which 

steadily increases from 500km accelerating as it peaks at 200km, before, completely terminating 

just below 200km. In addition to and as a consequence of “C2Hx” condensation and UV photolysis 

of CH4 to make precursors, the temperature in Pluto’s atmosphere experiences several transitions 

of its own, as observed using REX and Alice [Hinson et al. 2017; Young et al. 2018]. 

These three aspects of Pluto’s atmosphere follow the same path as the population 

distributions. It begins with a mostly monodisperse population giving rise to isotropic scattering, 

before rapidly evolving into disparate populations with an abundance of 𝑅 𝑅𝑎𝑦  and the presence 

of a maximum particle size of 500-750nm. From this we suggest that aerosol growth is limited 

above 200km, and produces mostly precursor material at 𝑅 𝑅𝑎𝑦 . Where this haze nucleation 

and condensation is occurring, the temperature in Pluto’s atmosphere is roughly constant around 

70K. At 200km the spike in precursor production and condensation should lead to the formation 

of an abundance of aerosols mostly at 𝑅 𝑅𝑎𝑦  but at other sizes as well. Below 200km, where 

the condensation and photolysis has ceased, the temperature begins to increase from ~70K at 

~300km to ~110K at ~40km. In this more kinetically active environment, free from condensation, 

the haze particles rapidly interact to form larger particles through fractal coagulation. The 

coagulation rate is such that 𝑅 𝑀𝑖𝑒  increase in abundance about five orders of magnitude 

between 200km-50km. In this same range the 𝑅 𝑅𝑎𝑦  particles barely increase one order of 

magnitude, showing that the coagulation rate of particles is slightly less than the production rate 

of precursor material (Figure 14). This temperature controlled coagulation is further supported by 
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the observation in Figure 14 that at 60km the coagulation rate starts to diminish and all populations 

uniformly increase right before the surface. This is consistent with the temperature inversion 

observed using REX and Alice occurring at the boundary surface layer [Young et al. 2018]. Here 

the temperature first approaches an inflection at ~110K, before rapidly cooling to ~40K at the 

surface. In this kinetically less active environment we would expect the aerosols to cease 

interactions and proceed to fallout.  

 These hypotheses suggest possible formation mechanism for the bimodal or power law 

distributions that must be present to produce the phase curves observed by MVIC. Further 

microphysical haze and general circulation modeling however, will need to be conducted to test 

these the assertions. Additionally, more complete radiative transfer limb scatter analyses, which 

could include multiple instruments that are able to fill the phase coverage gap, will be needed to 

break the degeneracy of a bimodal or power law distribution. Breaking this degeneracy will favor 

one formation mechanism over another. 

5. Summary and Conclusions 

The main results of this work are: 

1) We have characterized and removed an instrumental bias which added spurious brightness 

far off the disks of Charon and Pluto. This off disk glow accounts for up to 30% of the 

observed brightness in the lower atmosphere and greatly distorts the shape of the phase 

curves, particularly in the back scatter regime. 

2) We have produced phase curves of Pluto’s atmosphere from MVIC observations using the 

limb scatter technique. These observations were corrected for the above described off disk 

glow. The phase curves were produced for the MVIC RED (pivot wavelength of 620μnm), 

MVIC BLUE (475nm), and MVIC NIR (878nm) filters. Our dataset covered an altitude 
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range of 0-500km as well as low and high solar phase angle of 16.15° to 18.24°, 38.85°, 

and 165.96° to 169.36°. For this work we binned all the data which matched our sub 

selection criteria, as described in Section 2.2. Data Processing, into 20 km wide altitude 

bins and one-degree wide phase bins. This produced the dataset in Appx. Tables 2 and 3.  

3) The phase curves show that Pluto’s lower atmosphere (<200km) is strongly forward 

scattering, indicative of a population of scattering particles in the Mie regime, which means 

the size of the particles is approximately equal to the wavelength of light. In the lower 

atmosphere there is a non-negligible amount of back scatter. This indicates that there must 

be a distribution of particles, as the phase functions produced by only the aforementioned 

Mie particles, have nearly no back scatter component. As such there must be an additional 

population of small size scatterers, which occupy the Rayleigh regime and are much 

smaller than the wavelength of light. In the upper atmosphere (>200km) the scattering 

becomes nearly isotropic. This suggests that between the upper atmosphere and the lower 

atmosphere there is the rapid accumulation or growth of large size scatterers.  

4) We modeled the phase functions produced by a monodisperse, bimodal, trimodal, 

lognormal, and power law distribution of particles. Our results confirmed the empirical 

analysis of the phase curves: that a distribution of particles characterized by an abundance 

of small size scatterers 𝑹𝒇 𝟓𝟎𝒏𝒎 (99%), and a non-negligible amount of large scatterers 

(100𝑛𝑚 𝑅 1𝜇𝑚) (1%) which specifically include a crucial particle size of 500-

700nm are able to fit the phase curves observed below 200km. Above 200km, these 

populations all approximated a monodisperse population with a characteristic particle size 

where Rayleigh scattering dominates 𝑹𝒇 𝑹𝒂𝒚 𝟏𝟎 𝟏𝟎𝟎𝒏𝒎 . Without color 

observations over the complete range of phase angles, we cannot determine the abundance 
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of intermediate sized scatterers 𝑹𝒇 𝑰𝒏𝒕 𝟏𝟎𝟎 𝟓𝟎𝟎𝒏𝒎 , though it must be less than 

or equal to the abundance of 𝑹𝒇 𝑰𝒏𝒕  from a power law and greater than or equal to the 

abundance of large aerosols scattering in the Mie regime (𝑹𝒇 𝑴𝒊𝒆 𝟓𝟎𝟎𝒏𝒎 𝟏𝝁𝒎  

from a bimodal distribution. 

5) In order to achieve aerosol population distributions with great abundance disparities 

between Rayleigh sized scatters (𝑅 𝑅𝑎𝑦 10 100𝑛𝑚) and Mie sized scatters 

(𝑅 𝑀𝑖𝑒 500𝑛𝑚 1𝜇𝑚 , the atmosphere needs to produce large 𝑅 𝑀𝑖𝑒  scatterers 

while not eliminating the smaller 𝑅 𝑅𝑎𝑦 . This can be accomplished by increasing the 

charge to radius ratio to prevent removal of smaller scatterers, while reducing the 

sedimentation velocity to allow these more coagulation resistant particles an opportunity 

to form large scatterers. The sedimentation velocity can be reduced for larger and larger 

particles with a fractal dimension less than two. 
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Chapter 3: The Circulation Patterns of Atmosphere  
 
Titan Stratospheric Haze Bands Observed in Cassini VIMS as Tracers of Meridional Circulation 
 
N. W. Kutsop, A. G. Hayes, P. M. Corlies, S. Le Mouélic, J. I. Lunine, C. A. Nixon, P. Rannou, S. 
Rodriguez, M. T. Roman, C. Sotin, T. Tokano, and The Cassini VIMS Team 
 
Planetary Science Journal, May 2022, https://doi.org/10.3847/PSJ/ac582d 

1. Introduction: 

 Titan has a thick organic haze that obscures its surface at visible and infrared wavelengths, 

and is produced through the dissociation of CH4 and N2 by UV light and charged particles [Yung 

et al. 1984; Lavvas et al. 2008a; Lavvas et al. 2008b]. Noteworthy haze features include a globally 

extensive thin layer of detached haze (the Detached Haze Layer)[Smith et al. 1981; Rages & Pol-

lack 1983; Rannou et al. 2002; Teanby et al. 2009d; West et al. 2018; Seignovert et al. 2021]; a 

hemispheric asymmetry in brightness (the North-South Asymmetry) [Sromovsky et al. 1981, 

Smith et al. 1982; Tomasko & Smith 1982], and polar hoods that occur during local winter (i.e. 

the North and South Polar Hoods) [West et al. 2016; Seignovert et al. 2021; Le Mouélic et al. 

2018; Lorenz et al. 1997b; Penteado et al. 2010b]. Tracking the distribution and evolution of Ti-

tan’s haze is a key tool for studying Titan’s atmospheric photochemistry, dynamics, and circula-

tion. Herein, we describe circumglobal bands, or annuli (Figure 15 & 16), in Titan’s atmosphere 

using observations from Cassini’s Visual and Infrared Mapping Spectrometer (VIMS) and discuss 

their relevance to the nature of Titan’s stratosphere and circulation in general. We also used the 

Cassini Imaging Science Subsystem (ISS) to investigate links between the annuli seen in VIMS 

and clouds detected by ISS [Turtle et al 2018] (Figure 16). 

Circumglobal bands have been previously identified in Titan’s atmosphere. Like the north-

south asymmetry, these have been observed to be dark at wavelengths shorter than 600 nm and 
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bright in methane absorption channels such as those at 900nm and 1150nm. North polar atmos-

pheric bands have been previously observed [Smith et al. 1982; Griffith et al 2008; Jennings et al. 

2015; Le Mouélic et al. 2018] and the North Polar Annulus (NPA) has likely been observed before 

[Sromovsky et al. 1981; Rannou et al. 2012; Le Mouélic et al. 2012], but not with the morphology 

and spectral characteristics we report for the first time, which were only possible with near nadir 

observations of the north pole taken around 2014. The Equatorial Annulus (EQA) has been previ-

ously identified in other works, either directly or indirectly [Roman et al 2009; de Kok et al 2010a]. 

A South Polar Annulus (SPA) was observed in Titan’s south polar region by Keck and HST [Roe 

et al 2002; Lorenz et al 2001c] prior to Cassini’s arrival at Saturn. Throughout the course of the 

Cassini mission, we did not observe the south polar annulus seen previously.  

Circumglobal atmospheric bands are found on all solar system bodies with a substantial 

atmosphere and are valuable observables for investigating a variety of planetary processes. On 

Earth and Venus these bands are found in the jet streams which can be observed by tracking clouds 

or infrared radiance [Horinouchi et al. 2017]. These jets reveal the location of meridional conver-

gence zones and can be used to understand the pattern of zonal circulation. Annular modes of 

variability have recently been identified in the atmospheres of Mars and Titan [Battalio and Lora 

Figure 15: Orthographic mosaics of T096, 2013‐12‐01, LS = 51.2o (A) 1155nm mosaic, (B) 1155nm mosaic with man‐
ifold correction. (C) Context using VIMS‐ISS map [Seignovert, et al., 2019] 
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2021]. Annular modes such as these, explain much of the internal variability of Titan's troposphere 

as simulated in a global circulation model (GCM). The gas giants (Jupiter and Saturn) and the ice 

giants (Uranus and Neptune) all display patterns of planetary banding, with regions of different 

temperatures, composition, aerosol properties and dynamics separated by strong meridional and 

vertical gradients in the zonal (i.e., east-west) winds [Fletcher et al. 2020]. Auroras are particularly 

bright bands found on the giant planets, Earth, Mars, and Ganymede. Auroras at Ganymede reveal 

that the largest moon of the solar system has an internal ocean [Saur et al. 2014]. Jupiter's auroras 

are used as evidence in explaining why the gas giant’s upper atmosphere is much hotter than ex-

pected from sunlight alone. Spectroscopic observations of these bands from Keck II suggest that 

the excess heat is produced by the redistribution of auroral energy [O’Donoghue et al. 2021]. 

Figure 16: (Top) T061, 2009‐08‐25, L
S
 = .49

o
, (Bottom) T096, 2013‐12‐01, L

S
 = 51.2

o
. (A) 494nm mosaic with manifold

correction, (B) 1155nm mosaic with manifold correction. (C) ISS NAC observations taken during the same respective
flyby. Both are taken with filters CL1 and CB3 with an effective wavelength of 938.03 nm [Knowles 2016].  Image
names are (top)N1630071434_1 (bottom) N1764434226_1 
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Observations of Titan show that the stratosphere is super-rotating with wind speeds of ~200 

m/s [Flasar and Achterberg 2009]. Several Titan GCMs are able to reproduce the super-rotation, 

though not always with wind speeds matching observations. The results of these GCMs are in 

agreement with the Gierasch-Rossow-Williams (GRW) mechanism for producing super-rotations 

[Horst 2017]. In the GWR mechanism, angular momentum is transported to higher altitudes and 

then poleward by mean meridional circulation and is transported down and to the equator by ba-

rotropic waves generated by instabilities on the edges of the high-latitude jets [Hourdin et al.1995; 

Lebonnois et al. 2014; Gierasch 1975; Rossow & Williams 1979].  

Analysis of the stratospheric super-rotation by the Cassini Composite Infrared Spectrome-

ter (CIRS), revealed the stratosphere to be tilted 4∘ with respect to the solid body rotation axis 

[Achterberg et al. 2008]. Multiple observations of the tilt showed that it was directed 76∘ west of 

Figure 17: Transect of pixels from mosaic of T61 flyby [2009‐08‐25] (See Figure 16). The deviation in each of the three
curves is attributed to the equatorial annulus (EQA). The inflection point of each deviation is attributed to the center
of the annulus and the Gaussian tails on either side of the inflection point is the uncertainty in locating the annulus.
The north‐south asymmetry appears as the smooth parabolic curve between the hemispheres. The equatorial annulus
adds a sharp deviation in the curve, without which the north‐south asymmetry would appear as a gradient between
the hemispheres, rather than the asymmetry we see.  
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the subsolar longitude. Further observations using CIRS suggest that the tilt is not fixed in a solar 

reference frame, but rather fixed in an inertial reference frame [Achterberg et al. 2011]. The tilt 

has been confirmed by multiple follow up investigations using composition and tracking atmos-

pheric features [Achterberg et al. 2008; Roman et al. 2009; Teanby et al. 2010b; West et al. 2016].  

While mechanisms that explain the tilt and its relationship with super-rotation have been 

put forth [Achterberg et al. 2008; Tokano 2010a], there remains a lack of consensus. Achterberg 

et al 2008 proposed that the tilt, by feedback between the circulation and the heating, facilitates 

the vertical transport of angular momentum to balance the heat flow and insolation at low latitudes. 

Tokano 2010 proposed that the tilt is the result of thermal tides and is only possible if atmospheric 

waves perturb the circulation. With the annuli, we are able to produce a time series set of meas-

urements of the tilt, and its azimuthal offset, throughout the Cassini mission (2004-2017), which 

provides an important database that can be used for future modeling of the origin and evolutions 

of the tilt, the super-rotation of the middle atmosphere, and the link between them. 

Saturn’s eccentricity (0.055) and obliquity (26.7∘) dictate the variation in the amount and 

location of haze production throughout a Titan year. The obliquity also causes the meridional cir-

culation to be asymmetric about the equator and to reverse semi-annually [Teanby et al. 2012; 

Lebonnois et al. 2012a]. The flow rises in the summer polar region and descends in winter polar 

regions. As the cells redistribute the heat in Titan’s atmosphere, it also vertically transports gasses 

and aerosols to high altitudes, transports them horizontally across the globe, and carries them back 

down to lower altitudes. During the fall and spring seasons, the single pole-to-pole cell splits into 

two symmetric cells where the atmosphere ascends at the equator and descends at each of the poles 

[Mitchell et al. 2006; Tokano 2011; Newman et al. 2016; Lora et al. 2019; Battalio et al. 2021]. 
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We discuss in Section 4 the apparent correlation of the annuli presence and location with the pre-

dicted meridional circulation cell cycle. 

1.1. The Equatorial Annulus 

The EQA occurs at the boundary of the north-south asymmetry [Roman et al. 2009, de Kok 

et al. 2010]. The north-south asymmetry is a feature of Titan’s atmosphere where one hemisphere 

is darker than the other; which hemisphere is darker varies as a function of time and the degree of 

contrast varies with wavelength. The north-south asymmetry was first observed in 1980-11-11 in 

Voyager 1 observations (and retrospectively observed in Pioneer 11 observations, 1979-08-31), 

and has since been observed continuously by ground-based telescopes, HST, and Cassini [Smith 

et al. 1981; Sromovsky et al. 1981; Caldwell et al. 1992]. Previous analysis of ISS data from 2004-

2007 indicates that the EQA/north-south asymmetry was present at around 80 km altitude with an 

axial tilt of 3.8° ± 0.9 relative to the spin axis, with the vector directed 79° ± 24° to the west of the 

subsolar longitude [Roman et al. 2009]. A height of 80 km, with possible additional contributions 

between 50 and 150 km, was also inferred for the EQA from Cassini VIMS [de Kok et al. 2010a], 

while CIRS measurements of HCN indicated the hemispheric asymmetry extended to at least 125 

km [Teanby et al 2010b]. In images of scattered light, the EQA helps to exaggerate the difference 

between the hemispheres (Figure 17). The variability in altitude estimations above can be at-

tributed to the variety of instruments used, changes in the EQA over time, and targets accessed, 

i.e. the HCN used by Teanby et al 2010b may be a part of the EQA but at an altitude different from 

the haze in the north-south asymmetry used by Roman et al. 2009. 

The EQA is one of the few features observed at visible wavelengths that has been observed 

between Titan years, as the EQA can be inferred from observations of the north-south asymmetry 
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seen by Pioneer 11 (September 1979, Tomasko & Smith 1982), Voyager 1 (November 1980, 

Sromovsky et al. 1981), and Voyager 2 (August 1981, Smith et al. 1982).  

1.2. The North Polar Annulus 

The NPA is, on average, spectrally and morphologically identical to the EQA. The spectra, 

size, and position of the NPA change more profoundly than the EQA, which we discuss in Section 

4.2. Because more than half of the NPA can be seen in a single observation and there are multiple 

observations with the same illumination geometry taken close in time to one another, we are ca-

pable of triangulating the NPA (Section 2.4). We use the vector normal to the plane of the modeled 

ellipses to describe its tilt with respect to the rotation axis of Titan’s solid body (𝜃 ), its axial 

precession west of the subsolar longitude (𝜙 ), and its declinations in an inertial reference frame.  

1.3. The South Polar Annulus 

The SPA was not observed in the Cassini data, due to the timing of the event. The SPA 

appeared as a weak dark ring using the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) at 336 nm (HST Wide 

Field and Planetary Camera filter F336W) [Lorenz et al 2001c] and a bright collar using Keck II 

at 1158 nm and 1702 nm (W.M. Keck II KCAM and SCAM, filters J1158 and H1702) [Roe et al 

2002] around 60°S latitude and centered on the south pole from 1999 to 2001. Lorenz et al. 2001c 

concluded that at least some of the material responsible for this feature must be at altitudes of 

above 150km. Roe et al 2002 used the presence of the SPA in the J1158 Keck filter to conclude 

that SPA must be at or above 40 to 50 km altitude. Both Roe et al. 2002 and Lorenz et al. 2001c 

note the similarity of the SPA they observed with the dark northern collar observed by Voyager 2 

around the north pole and suggested that the SPA has a seasonal origin. The altitude difference 

between Roe et al. 2002 and Lorenz et al. 2001c can be attributed to the different wavelengths 

used to interpret the altitude (i.e. 336 nm vs 1702 nm).  
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2. Data/Methods 

Our processing workflow starts with the publicly available VIMS data set on the Planetary 

Data System (PDS) [Le Mouélic et al 2019; https://pds-imaging.jpl.nasa.gov/data/cassini/cas-

sini_orbiter/covims_0001/data/]. VIMS consisted of two imaging spectrometers; a visual detector 

(VIMS-Vis) with 96 channels between .35 and 1.05 𝜇𝑚 and an infrared detector (VIMS-IR) with 

256 spectroscopic channels between 0.89 and 5.13 𝜇𝑚 [Brown et al. 2004]. The absorption and 

scattering by methane, nitrogen, and haze means that some channels in VIMS can see the surface, 

while for other channels the atmosphere is completely opaque [Corlies et al 2021]. For every pixel, 

we determined the viewing geometry and location information using the SPICE toolkit from NAIF 

[Acton et al 2017]. 

2.1. Data Correction and Mosaicking 

We created super-sampled mosaic images of Titan for ingress and egress observations of 

each flyby, weighting higher spatial resolution pixels more in the mosaicking. We rasterized the 

pixels to a spatial resolution of 5 km2 and calculated the weighted average of all individual image 

pixels that filled each pixel of the mosaic. The primary constraints on data incorporated into the 

mosaics was a pixel scale of less than 250 km and a change in the phase angle, 𝜃, of less than 3∘. 

This means closest approach observations, with their rapidly changing viewing geometry, were 

not used.  

VIMS image cubes from the Vis detector have stripes of varying brightness at each sample 

running across the lines. The stripes are due to offsets of about one hundred DN introduced by the 

readout electronics on the signal [Filacchione et al 2007]. We developed a destriping routine de-

scribed in Appx. F. Destriping VIMS-Vis which we applied to every VIMS-Vis image cube. 
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We leverage Titan’s smoothly scattering atmosphere to improve contrast in the image cu-

bes and increase spectral clarity (see Appx. G. Manifold Correction Technique). Manifold correc-

tions were applied to all image cubes from both detectors, although we only used the manifold 

corrected data for making mosaics and examining images (Figures 15 & 16). Data used for spectral 

analysis, like the transects discussed below, have no corrections applied except the VIMS Radio-

metric Calibration, RC19 [Clark et al 2018], which is applied to all VIMS PDS data and the destrip-

ing applied to VIMS-Vis. 

2.2. Identifying the Annuli Through Transects 

Taking a north-south transect of the pixels in a mosaic at a single longitude and over all 

latitudes produces a curve of brightness for the queried wavelengths and longitudes (Figure 17). 

Figure 18: The average  latitude of  the observed primary and  secondary annuli. The
black regions are all the location in time that were at a viewing geometry shared by the

majority  (95%) our detections of  the annuli  (incidence angle < ~90
o
 and emission <

~60
o
). The red circle at ~75

0
  latitude and L

S
 = ~40

o
,  is a direct detection of the north

polar annulus in flyby T85. 
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In these meridional transects the band can be seen as a deviation in the normally smooth and fea-

tureless curves. For wavelengths where the annuli are darker than the surrounding atmosphere, the 

deviation is concave, while for wavelengths where the band is bright, the deviation is convex. 

We used the transects to determine the presence and location of the annuli. We propose 

that the center of the annulus is at the inflection point for the observed deviations, and that the 

width of the annulus is where the deviation returns to the smooth path. The annuli in general appear 

darkest at ~500 nm and brightest at ~1150 nm, and are also very bright at ~900 nm. We use these 

three channels to investigate the annuli because they show the greatest contrast and span both the 

VIMS-Vis and VIMS-IR detectors. Using both detectors to identify the annuli is necessary for 

redundancy because occasionally one detector will have bad data. We took transects of each flyby 

on the ingress and egress hemisphere, every 10∘ of longitude (i.e. 60°, 70°, 80°, etc.) and spanning 

all visible latitudes. This produced a dataset of 4829 transects, and each of these were examined 

to determine if deviations matching the ones associated with the annuli were present. 

We created a dataset of annuli detections with information on the viewing geometry, coor-

dinates, and time of observation by analyzing the transects. Transects were analyzed manually in 

a random order (randomizing over both flyby and longitude) to prevent unintentionally biasing our 

search to patterns seen when looking at consecutive longitudes in the same flyby. We then reor-

ganized our data and displayed those detections over the appropriate flyby mosaics. With the con-

text of the mosaics we found that our initial search results produced many false positives. These 

false positives were caused by several sources, including the north polar hood, the south polar 

vortex, observation of the limb at irregular angles, and seams between VIMS image cubes [Kelland 

et al. 2018, Le Mouélic et al. 2018]. We identified and removed these false positives by reinvesti-

gating each transect, this time in flyby and longitude order, as well as viewing the relevant mosaics. 
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We further refined and expanded our detections by explicitly looking for patterns in the location 

of the inflection point between the transects that correlated to features that had the morphology of 

the annuli. This is the dataset we use for tracking the annuli over the course of the Cassini mission 

and producing the sinusoidal fits and triangulated models. Our final dataset contained 552 transects 

for the NPA and 686 transects for the EQA, and a total of 256 transects for the four secondary 

annuli. Figure 18 shows our range of detections through the average latitude of the annuli. Infor-

mation on the location timing and aspects such as tilt of the averages of our transects is provided 

in Appx. Table 5. 

We use the transects to acquire spectra of the annuli. The spectrum of the annuli has no 

distinguishing features when compared to spectra taken from pixels located just north or south of 

the annuli (Appx. Figure 5). This suggests that the annulus is compositionally indistinct from the 

rest of the atmosphere and that observed brightness differences are the result of a local increase in 

haze optical depth. Instead of a typical VIMS spectrum, we investigated the differential spectrum 

of the annuli, 𝛥 𝐼 𝐹⁄ . Using the transects we identify the northern and southern edge of the annuli, 

i.e. where the smooth featureless atmosphere transitions to the deviation of the annuli and back 

Figure 19: Averaged differential spectrum of the equatorial annulus (EQA) from 𝐿𝑠 345∘ to 15∘ (flybys T044‐T072). 
The differential spectra shown  in the cyan curve  is produced from the difference between a model spectrum with 
typical haze abundance, and model spectra where the haze abundance is increased at 100‐130 km by 10%. 
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again. We use these bounds to remove the deviation from the curve, and we then interpolate the 

data spanning the resulting hole. We use a straight line (first degree polynomial) to interpolate the 

data. We have investigated using a second and third degree polynomial, as well as splines, and the 

results are very similar. We therefore use the straight line, as anything more complicated is not 

justifiable. The differential spectrum is then the maximum difference between the deviation and 

the interpolated data. Figure 19 shows the average differential spectrum of the T061 EQA. This is 

a good representative of the EQA and NPA spectra, except for early and late spectra of the NPA 

which we discuss in Section 4.2. 

2.3. Altitude from Spectra/Spectraltimetry  

We estimated the altitude of the annuli using spectraltimetry. Features entrained in an ab-

sorbing medium will become visible at different pressure levels dependent on the wavelengths. 

Using superposition, we can infer the shape and altitude/depth of a feature by its appearance in the 

spectra. This technique has already been used extensively at Titan for measuring the height of 

clouds using observations from Cassini and ground-based telescopes [Brown et al. 2002; Le 

Mouélic et al. 2012a; Ádámkovics et al. 2016a; Corlies et al. 2021]. As methane is the primary 

absorber in Titan’s atmosphere at IR wavelengths, we used a methane opacity profile from Rannou 

et al. 2016 to estimate the altitude of the EQA and the NPA. We calculated the altitude where the 

atmosphere becomes opaque in two ways. First, we determined the altitude, H, where the sum of 

the weighted (with Gauss coefficients) effective optical depth (following Pollack and McKay, 

1985) calculated with four k-correlated coefficients where 𝜏 𝑧 ∑ 𝑤 𝜏 𝑧  is equal to 1 

[ Goody et al. 1989]; this is the dotted green curve in Figure 20. Second, we determined the average 

H as the weighted altitude (with Gauss coefficients) 𝐻 ∑ 𝑤 𝐻  calculated from the altitudes 
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Hi where the effective 𝜏 𝑧  are equal to 1; this is the solid green curve in Figure 20. We believe 

that the second method is more appropriate for spectraltimetry. 

In order to determine the altitude of a feature, we must first determine if the difference of 

the feature from the rest of the observation is significant. To determine the significance of a feature 

we used a similar approach outlined in McCord et al. 2008 and the references therein. We found 

the 𝛥 𝐼 𝐹⁄  between neighboring pixels in our mosaics and determined their 𝑛  percentile values, 

Figure 20: The averaged differential spectra of the north polar annulus (NPA; blue) and the equatorial annulus (EQA;

orange) from 𝐿 55∘ to 65∘ and 𝐿𝑠 345∘ to 15∘ respectively. The purple line indicates the average median alti‐
tude of Model A and Model B  from our triangulation efforts of  the NPA, Section 3.5. The green curves show  the
modeled altitudes where the atmosphere is opaque when averaged over the different terms of the k‐correlated de‐
scription. Solid green curve, the altitudes where the average column opacity is equal to 1. Dashed green curve, the 

average altitude where the column opacity is 1. Yellow, gold, and brown, are the 50
th
, 85

th
, and 98

th
 percentile values 

of the difference between neighboring pixels across all flybys. Features in the differential spectra are significant if
they are outside these bounds. The grey area shows the range of expected minimum altitudes based on the detection

at ~1.2 𝜇𝑚 with  𝑃98% and the detection at ~2.3𝜇𝑚 with  𝑃85%  
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𝑃 %. We found that our 125 mosaics all had similar 𝑃 % values and so we opted to use the average 

across all mosaics, 𝑃
̲

%. We suggest that a feature, i, is significant (meaning its 𝛥 𝐼 𝐹⁄  is outside 

the range of 𝛥 𝐼 𝐹⁄  between neighboring pixels which come about via noise) if 𝛥 𝐼 𝐹⁄ 𝑖

𝑃
_

% 𝛥 𝐼 𝐹⁄ . A feature with 𝛥 𝐼 𝐹⁄ 𝑖 𝑃
_

% 𝛥 𝐼 𝐹⁄  is considered to be a positive detection as 

well, but it is considered with scrutiny. We chose 𝑃
_

% and 𝑃
_

% as these percentiles represents a 

statistical significance similar to 1𝜎 and 2𝜎 respectively for normal and non-normal distributions. 

As can be seen in Figure 20, the differential spectra of the annuli is significant from the background 

up to the methane absorption channels between around ~1.4 𝜇𝑚. At these wavelengths Titan is 

essentially opaque, at ~100 km. At the next series of absorption channels between around 2.4 𝜇𝑚, 

the differential brightness falls within 𝑃
_

%, suggesting an upper limit of the minimum height of 

~130 km. Regardless of how bright annuli are at other wavelengths, they all fail our criteria beyond 

2.6 𝜇𝑚. In images of the annulus at these wavelengths, it is very difficult to discern the annulus 

from the rest of the atmosphere. By 3.0 𝜇𝑚 it becomes difficult to interpret the spectraltimetry. 

We suggest that this is not due to the annulus being below a certain opaque altitude, but rather 

because of the low SNR at these wavelengths due to lack of solar illumination and because the 

scattering intensity has diminished following Beer-Lambert's law. Titan’s stratosphere is between 

~50 km and ~300 km, while the main haze layer is between ~100 km and ~400/500 km [Hörst 

2017]. Depending on the flyby, the differential spectrum of the NPA is identical to the EQA, and 

so we can conclude that it is at the same altitude for part of a Titan year. In Section 4.2, we will 

discuss the altitude implications of the change in differential spectra of the NPA. 

2.4.  Altitude from Triangulation 

We triangulate the location of the north polar annulus by finding the intersection between 

multiple observations of the annulus at different times with similar illumination geometries. We 
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produced two models where the opposite hemisphere was illuminated between the two groups. 

The first used observations from flybys T092 to T096 (𝐿 46.71∘to 𝐿 51. 2∘), and the second 

used observations from flybys T103 to T107 (𝐿 58.37∘to 𝐿 62.79∘). These produced mod-

eled annuli which we refer to as Model A and Model B respectively.  

The true/physical location of the annuli exists along a cone connecting the observations of 

the annuli with Cassini (Figure 21A). We used the location of the inflection points on the transects 

to define one point on a vector extending from the position of Cassini at the time of observations 

of the transect to and through the annulus. We interpolated between the inflection points using a 

sinusoidal fit. This produced a higher density vector field to find intersections between cones. The 

width of the deviation of the transects and the longitudinal bin width of the transects produce 

uncertainty in the location of the center of the annuli. To compensate for this, we performed a 

Monte Carlo simulation with 75 runs, where we randomly varied the location of our interpolated 

points by half of the average latitudinal width of all transect deviations (3 degrees), and by the 

longitudinal separation between interpolated points (2 degrees). In each run of the Monte Carlo 

Figure 21: T095, 2013‐10‐14, L
S
= 49.7

o 
(Left, A), Our triangulated model of the north polar annulus (NPA; orange) and

the contemporaneous VIMS observation (black and white) projected onto Titan as seen from the side.(Right, B) The 
projection of the modeled annulus onto Titan (orange) fitting our observation of the annulus (blue) in Lat‐Lon space. 
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simulation, we found the closest point between any and all two vectors from multiple flybys in a 

longitude bin of two degrees width. 

 For each flyby where we detected the NPA, we projected our modeled annuli onto Titan 

from the perspective of Cassini (Figure 21B). We then used the chi-square goodness of fit statistic 

to determine how well our model matched our observations. The chi-square goodness of fit statistic 

is given by 

𝜒   Eq.21 

where 𝜙 is the latitude of the projected annuli, 𝜆 is longitude of the projected annuli, F is the 

function for the expected latitude, and 𝜎2 is the variance related to the measurement error for 𝜙. 

As we expected, we saw a lower goodness of fit to our observations the farther in time a flyby was 

Figure 22: (A) Latitudinal transect of the mosaic for the T100 flyby

[2014‐04‐07, 𝐿𝑆 55.17∘]. One primary (the north polar annulus;
NPA)  and  two  secondaries  are  shown.  The  nomenclature  is
consistent with Figure 21. The annuli are highlighted at 1155 nm
where a deviation  in the otherwise smooth curve  is found. Similar
convex deviations are found in the 894 nm transect and a concave
deviation are found in the 498 nm transect. (B) 1155nm mosaic with
manifold  correction. The  colored  lines  identify  the annuli and are
consistent  with  figure  A  (C)  Context  using  VIMS‐ISS  map,
[Seignovert, et al., 2019]  
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from either Model A’s group (T092 to T096), or Model B’s group (T103 to T107) suggesting that 

the annulus changes over time. We used a grid search, to investigate what changes were necessary 

in order to match the annulus we predicted with our observations. We varied several parameters 

including tilt and altitude, but most of these could be neglected. The two significant parameters 

we varied were the radius of the ellipse (preserving the eccentricity) from -250 km to +250 km; 

and the direction of the annulus’s normal vector with respect to the subsolar longitude from -

180∘to +180∘. Changing the radius of the annulus also changed the altitude. 

3. Results & Seasonality 

The annuli appear roughly sinusoidal in latitude-longitude space (Figure 21) and, similar 

to Roman et al 2009, we use a sinusoidal fit to determine the tilt with respect to the rotation axis 

of Titan’s solid body (𝜃 ), the axial precession west of the subsolar longitude (𝜙 ), and the 

average latitude (𝜆
_
). The average values from our sinusoidal fits coefficients (with 95% confidence 

bounds) to the EQA over all our observations are, 𝜃 2.78 1.63∘; 𝜙 110.27 54∘; 

𝜆
_

3.13 2.09∘. The average values for the sinusoidal fit coefficients of the NPA (with 95% 

confidence bounds) over all our observations are, 𝜃 2.05 1. 27∘; 𝜙 162.38 85.83∘; 

𝜆
_

66.39 2.01∘. Our results for determining the altitude of the EQA and the NPA suggest that 

the annuli are at least 100km in altitude which puts our findings in line with Lorenz et al. 2001c. 

3.1. Secondary Annuli 

We found 4 secondary annuli (Figure 22). We have grouped them together based on com-

mon latitude ranges (Figure 18). These features are nearly identical to the primary annuli spectrally 

and morphologically, the difference being that they are less intense and distinct. Secondary Annuli 

2 and 3 (using the nomenclature from Figure 18) occur within 30 degrees of the equator and some-

times both secondary annuli and the equatorial annuli can be seen together. Secondary Annuli 1 
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and 4 occur at roughly 55°N and 55°S. It is interesting that we see the southern secondary annuli 

so low in latitude, while not observing the SPA. It is possible that the secondary annuli have less 

of a seasonal dependence in a similar way to the EQA while the SPA and the NPA are seasonal 

features. The secondary annuli are more sporadic than the primary annuli. This could be due to a 

more sensitive viewing geometry requirement. Alternatively, it may indicate that the increase in 

haze is especially low and that the variation in abundance can vary enough to make the secondary 

annuli detectable or not between observations. 

3.2. When do we see the annuli? 

In Figure 18, we plot the location of the mean latitude against the time of the observation 

in units of degrees of planetocentric longitude of the sun relative to vernal equinox, 𝐿 . The obser-

vations of the annuli are grouped largely by their mean latitude and perception of repeat observa-

tions. We found that the presence of the annuli is not correlated with the presence of tropospheric 

clouds, as can be seen in Figure 16C. 

The annuli are seen over a wide range of viewing geometries. But a closer inspection of 

each observation reveals the vast majority (95%) occur at incidence angles, 𝑖, between 9° and 91°, 

and at emission angles, 𝑒, between ~4° and ~57°. We mapped where VIMS observed Titan within 

these ranges, suggesting that if an annulus was in the area when these observations were taken, 

there would be a higher probability of detection. In Figure 18 gaps in the detection of the annuli, 

in particular the EQA starting at 𝐿 45.21∘ and the NPA starting at 𝐿 63.77∘, correlate well 

to the areas we suggest would not show an annulus, whether it is present or not. 

We see the EQA during the entirety of the Cassini mission, and secondary annuli for es-

sentially the same length of time. Our earliest observation of the NPA comes from flyby T085 

[2012-07-24, 𝐿 35.61∘] where the annulus can be seen as solitary arc extending off the disk of 
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Titan (Figure 18 red dot), and we first see the NPA as the band on the disk of Titan in flyby T087, 

[2012-11-13, 𝐿 39.16∘]. This is the same time that Cassini begins its inclined series of orbits 

to focus on Titan’s north polar region. It is therefore difficult to determine whether the NPA is a 

seasonal feature brought about by the increase in insolation or if the NPA is always present and 

we simply lacked the ability to observe it. The absence of the SPA gives us a clue in breaking the 

degeneracy, leading to our preferred hypothesis that the NPA is a seasonal feature. 

We know that the SPA was observed prior to Cassini’s arrival. Yet despite the existence 

of south polar observations with good resolution and good viewing geometry (e.g. -32. 1∘to 0∘𝐿  

relative to vernal equinox), we did not observe the SPA. From this we conclude that the SPA is 

absent due to the changes in season. It was predicted by Roe et al. 2002 that the SPA would vanish 

as summer moved towards autumn in the southern hemisphere. Titan’s stratosphere has already 

been shown to be periodic as the north-south asymmetry switches between either hemisphere being 

bright or dark. We propose that the NPA is similarly periodically symmetric to the SPA. Since the 

SPA is seasonal, and we also see the NPA change with the seasons as discussed below, we propose 

that the NPA appears according to the season. We suggest that if the NPA was present before our 

earliest detections, it was not significantly earlier on a seasonal timescale. 
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If we assume that the SPA has a similar seasonal timescale to the NPA, and given our 

detection of the NPA range from 2012-07-24 to 2017-09-11 (𝐿 39.17∘ to 93.3∘), then we could 

expect the SPA to be present as early as January 1998 and as late as March 2003 (𝐿 220∘ to 

280∘ . If we continue to extrapolate we should expect to see the SPA again starting around Feb-

ruary 2027. If, however, Earth-based observations of Titan are taken before 2027 and the SPA is 

observed, this would imply that the NPA should have been visible as early as December 2006 

(𝐿 315.29∘), or Cassini flyby T021. As this is not the case, an observation of the SPA before 

Figure 23: The colored solid lines in each figure are spline fits to
the corresponding data with an 𝑅 0.95. These curves are 
nonphysical and are intended to facilitate comprehension. The
three vertical gray bars  in each figure are  located at 498 nm,
894 nm, and 1155nm. These are the wavelengths used for our
transects and mosaics. (Top, A), the equatorial annulus (EQA) 
differential  spectra  taken  from  three  time  periods  of  equal
length centered about 𝐿 15∘ (the peak of the blue sinusoid 
in Figure 24A), blue is from flybys T028‐T061, green from T061‐
T082, and red from T082‐105. (Middle, B), the north polar an‐
nulus (NPA) differential spectra taken from three time periods
of equal  length spanning the range of observable flybys, blue
from T088‐T095, green  from T098‐T108, and  red  from T119‐
nT262. (Bottom, C), differential spectra produced by creating a
modeled spectra where the haze abundance at a range of alti‐
tudes is increased by 10% and then subtracting a modeled spec‐
tra with typical haze abundance.  
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2027 would imply that the southern stratosphere does not mirror the northern stratosphere. This 

might be unsurprising as asymmetries are already observed between the atmosphere of the 

north/south hemispheres, such as the lag in the expected onset of methane clouds in the north 

following equinox [Rodriguez et al. 2009; Rodriguez et al. 2011; Turtle et al. 2018]. 

3.3.  Changes during Cassini 

 The differential spectra of the EQA and NPA change as the season progresses (Figure 23 

& 10). The shape of the differential spectrum of the EQA remains the same as evidenced by the 

positions of the peak brightness and darkness in Figure 23a. The amplitude however changes a 

great deal and has a very symmetric pattern, with the peak amplitude centered about ten degrees 

after the vernal equinox (Figure 24a). The nature of the spectral changes for the NPA is different 

from that of the EQA. The entire spectrum of the NPA becomes darker as we approach summer 

Figure 24:  (Left, A) Blue, maximum value of Δ𝐼/𝐹 of the equatorial annulus  (EQA) differential spectrum. Orange, 
minimum value of Δ𝐼/𝐹 of the EQA differential spectrum. Green, maximum value of Δ𝐼/𝐹 of the north polar annulus 
(NPA) differential spectrum. Purple, minimum value of Δ𝐼/𝐹 of the NPA differential spectrum. (Right, B) Blue, the
wavelength of the maximum Δ𝐼/𝐹 of the EQA differential spectrum. Orange, the wavelength of the minimum Δ𝐼/𝐹
of the EQA differential spectrum. Green, the wavelength of the maximum Δ𝐼/𝐹 of the NPA differential spectrum.
Purple, the wavelength of the minimum Δ𝐼/𝐹 of the NPA differential spectrum. The opacity of the data points corre‐
lates to the relative weight of the data. Data is weighted according to the number of transect detections. For details
on the curves, see Appx Table 6. 
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solstice. The bright part of the spectrum moves red-wards while the dark component shows a small 

shift to bluer wavelengths (Figure 23b & 24b). 

Our triangulated models indicate that the semi-major axis of the NPA increases as Titan 

approaches northern summer potentially reaching a maximum size of about 1500 km around 𝐿

72∘(Figure 25a). This may be due to the meridional circulation transporting the haze which had 

been lofted by the onset of the pole-to-pole circulation cell, towards the south pole. As the annulus 

increases in radius it also increases in altitude, assuming a constant tilt (Figure 25b). This may 

imply that the change in altitude we suggest based on the changing spectra of the NPA, is caused 

Figure 25: Both figures show the results of the chi‐square minimization routine to determine the change in parame‐
ters of the north polar annulus (NPA). Model A was constructed using flybys T094 to T098 and Model B was con‐
structed with flybys T101 to T105. (Top, A) Semi‐major axis of the NPA as a function of L

S
. The curves are Gaussian 

fits, with (Bottom, B) Median altitude of the NPA vs L
S
. The change in altitude is a product of the change in semi major

axis.  
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by the NPA increasing in size, rather than the NPA being lofted higher itself. After 𝐿 72∘, the 

size of the annulus seems to decrease, returning to its original size just before summer solstice. 

3.4. The tilted pole 

In a review of open questions at Titan following Cassini, Nixon et al 2018 asks: “Is the 

[azimuthal and tilt offset of the stratosphere] fixed in magnitude and direction, or does it wander 

on seasonal or longer time scales?” In Figures 26, 27, & 28 we show the change in the tilt and the 

offset as a function of time in solar and inertial reference frames. We note that the data for the 

EQA and NPA are contiguous but not continuous; however, where appropriate we analyzed and 

interpreted the data as if it was one continuous set. 

Figure 26: (Top) The right ascension offset of the normal vector of the annuli from the solid body rotation axis in an
inertial reference frame (ICRF). The right ascension of Titan’s solid body rotation axis is 𝑅𝐴 39.48∘ [Stiles et al., 
2008]. The green sinusoid through the flyby has a goodness of fit metric of 𝑅2 0.411. (Bottom) The declination 
offset of the normal vector of the annuli from the solid body rotation axis in an inertial reference frame (ICRF). The
declination of Titan’s solid body rotation axis is 𝑅𝐴 83.43∘ [Stiles et al., 2008]. 
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 Achterberg et al. 2011 suggested a longer time base of stratospheric tilt offset may reveal 

the offset to be fixed in an inertial (star-fixed) reference frame. We determined the right ascension 

and declination difference between the normal vector of the annulus and the Titan solid body ro-

tation axis [Stiles et al. 2008] aligned to the X-axis of the International Celestial Reference Frame 

(ICRF) [Charlot et al. 2020]. In Figure 26, we see that instead of being fixed, it appears that the 

stratospheric tilt offset in an inertial frame is a function of the Titan season. We modeled the os-

cillation of the right ascension of the stratosphere about the north pole 𝜙 , as a function of 𝐿  

Figure 27: (Top) Western azimuthal offset of the normal vector of the annulus from the subsolar vector. The yellow
squares are taken from Roman 2009 Table 2 Column 6. The black crosses are taken from Tokano 2010 Figure 20B.
(Bottom) Magnitude of the polar offset of the normal vector of the annulus from the solid body rotation axis (North
Pole). The red Line is taken from Tokano 2010 Figure 19A.  
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𝜙 𝐿 𝜙 𝑀sin 360 𝜓   Eq. 22 

where 𝜙 is an offset in right ascension of the north pole of Titan, 𝑀 is the amplitude, 𝑃 is the 

period, and 𝜓 is the phase shift. We used the bisquare weights method to minimize the influence 

of outliers. We found that the coefficients (with 95th percentile bounds) for the EQA and NPA 

combined are 𝜙 0.9071∘ 0.38∘, 𝑀 1. 38∘ 0.35∘, 𝑃 148. 3∘ 36. 3∘, and 𝜓

146∘ 18. 5∘. The curve in Figure 26 fits our data with an 𝑅 0.411. 

 Additionally, we find that the tilt offset in a solar reference frame (i.e. the subsolar longi-

tude) is also a function of the season (Figure 27). We assume that the stratosphere is a triaxial 

ellipsoid, although hemispheric asymmetries of the atmospheric angular momentum (AAM) are 

possible and perhaps necessary to explain our observations [Tokano 2010a]. Since each group can 

be characterized by a first-degree polynomial and considering both would require a more compli-

cated model, for now we will describe their progression separately. We find that the EQA rotation 

axis precesses westward at a rate 𝑑𝜙 𝑑𝑡⁄ 0.21 .23 𝑊∘ 𝐿⁄ , with a starting point at ver-

nal equinox 𝜙 0 99.22 7.51∘. We find that the NPA rotation axis precesses westward at 

a rate 𝑑𝜙 𝑑𝑡⁄ 3.85 .99 𝑊∘ 𝐿⁄ , with a starting point at vernal equinox 𝜙 0

71.3 66.41. This contradicts the prediction from Tokano 2010 showing a time series of the 

angular distance from the subsolar longitude which moves eastward as the season progresses (Fig-

ure 27). 

Tokano 2010a explains the movement of the equatorial AAM as a result of the seasonal 

reversal of the meridional circulation. The reversal of the meridional circulation cell causes a sim-

ultaneous change in the components AAMx and AAMy, which manifests itself as a 180° shift of 

the tilt. Tokano 2010a did not emphasize that AAMx and AAMy also depend on the zonal wind 

u. If u is very large (as is the case in Titan’s stratosphere), a sign change of v may have little 
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influence on AAMx and AAMy according to Eq. 1 and 2 of Tokano 2010. From a comparison 

with Achterberg et al. 2008, the zonal wind in the stratosphere produced by Tokano’s GCM is too 

weak and this could bias the seasonal variation in the AAM tilt angle. It is probable that the weight 

of v of the equatorial AAM is too large relative to that of u. An additional reason may be an un-

derestimation of the axial component of AAM, AAMz, in the calculation of the tilt angle by To-

kano 2010a. According to Tokano and Neubauer 2005 AAMz strongly varies with season due to 

seasonal reversal of the zonal wind direction in the lower troposphere. However, since the strato-

spheric super-rotation in their GCM is greatly underestimated, it is likely that the seasonal variation 

in AAMz relative to the annual-mean AAMz is too large. In reality, the mean AAMz may be much 

larger while its seasonal variation due to tropospheric winds remains unchanged. This implies that 

the lack of a systematic seasonal tilt angle of the stratosphere in the observational data is evidence 

of the relative seasonal invariance of the axial AAM due to perennial stratospheric super-rotation. 

Our results however, do seem to match Tokano 2010a’s predictions for the NPA between 40 and 

60 degrees past the vernal equinox. This might indicate that the GCM from Tokano 2010a could 

predict the rotation of the stratosphere by using observations such as those presented in this work 

to further constrain the model. 

Tokano 2010a shows in his Figure 18 that the tilt of the stratosphere with respect to the 

North Pole should vary from 0 to 8 degrees biannually with the maximum tilt peaking around 30 

degrees of planetocentric longitude of the Sun after summer and winter solstice. We find that the 

tilt of the EPA and NPA stay within the bounds predicted by Tokano 2010a, but with much greater 

variability (Figure 27). We found a weak correlation between the variability and differences in the 

longitudinal extent of some of our observations, which may indicate inaccuracies in our tilt esti-

mations. The upper limit of our tilt measurements follows the same path predicted by Tokano 
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2010a, decreasing at the same rate between -60 and 65 degrees relative to the vernal equinox. That 

the rate of change predicted by Tokano 2010a is consistent with what was observed over the Cas-

sini mission indicates that the forces which change the tilt were accurately modeled. 

4. Discussion 

We propose that the annuli are features of enhanced aerosols that are corralled/confined by 

gradients in the winds, or at least mark locations where aerosols are in a stable quasi-equilibrium 

for an extended time period. Given their location, circumglobal nature, and seasonal behavior, we 

suggest that the annuli are caused by the meridional cell circulations, with different mechanisms 

for the NPA and EQA, respectively. 

4.1. Detailed Explanation of the Spectra 

4.1.1. 300-500nm 

The difference spectrum is negative for wavelengths shorter than ~700 nm, indicating that 

the annuli are darker than the surrounding atmosphere (Figure 19). The local darkening could be 

produced by multiple scattering in a higher optical depth environment removing net-outbound 

photons, or by absorption of inbound photons which never get a chance to scatter from the low 

altitude gasses. Rayleigh scattering is the dominant mechanism of scattering by particles much 

smaller than the wavelength of light (𝑥 2𝜋 𝑟 𝜆⁄ ≪ 1, for particles of radius r and wavelength 𝜆) 

and has an intensity dependence of 𝐼 ∝ 1 𝜆⁄ . In the lower atmosphere scattering by gaseous ni-

trogen and methane dominate; since both have a kinetic radius of 𝑟 0.2𝑛𝑚, the lower atmos-

phere is highly backscattering. The annuli however, if predominantly made of haze particles, will 

have effective radii around 1.0 to 2.0 𝜇𝑚 [Lavvas et al 2010], which leads to aerosol/particle scat-

tering at these wavelengths with only a small backscatter component (in the limit of spherical 

particles this is Mie scattering). Outbound photons scattered by the gasses which interact with the 
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annuli must contend with a higher optical depth, which is not encountered outside the annuli. Al-

ternatively, the haze or a companion species may have absorption features around 500 nm. In this 

scenario photons are absorbed more effectively in the higher optical depth environment of the 

annuli, producing the contrast we observe. 

To test this hypothesis, we use a model that predicts the photometry in UV and visible (e.g., 

[Rannou et al. 2016]). This model is tuned to fit Titan’s spectra near the equator, as observed in a 

near nadir viewing (e.g. spectra from VIMS observation CM_1477457253_1 in flyby TA). We 

then successively increase by 10% the haze opacity in different layers in order to assess the effect 

of this change on the outgoing intensity relative to the reference model, producing a modeled dif-

ferential spectrum. As can be seen in Figure 19, an increase of 10% haze opacity at 100-130 km 

produces a differential spectra nearly identical to the averaged differential spectra of the EQA from 

345o-15o LS. A more complete radiative transfer model is needed to determine if the mechanism 

of obscuration only arises from an increase in haze opacity at a specific altitude or if changes in 

scattering and absorption properties are also needed to explain the data in fine detail. 

4.1.2. 500-700nm 

 Beginning with 500 nm and progressing red-wards, the brightness of the annulus starts to 

increase (Figure 19). Nitrogen and methane move further into the Rayleigh scattering regime but 

the intensity from the lower atmosphere, optically thick because of these gases, decreases as 𝐼 ∝

1 𝜆⁄ . Meanwhile the haze moves towards Rayleigh scattering, which leads to an increase in its 

backscatter component. Together, this means that the brightness from the lower atmosphere de-

creases while the brightness at the top of the annulus increases. The increased optical depth of the 

annuli produces more backscattering than the rest of haze throughout the atmosphere. The higher 

altitude also presents a shorter two-way path through the atmosphere, reducing multiple scattering 
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events which could remove the photons from the beam of VIMS. The increase in localized 

backscatter and the reduction of multiple scattering leads to the annuli being brighter than the 

surrounding atmosphere. 

4.1.3. 700-2000nm 

 The backscatter component of weak-particle/aerosol scattering is not particularly intense 

owing to the lower extinction efficiency of the relatively small scatterers. The extra brightness 

produced by the annuli is therefore lost in the brightness produced by the highly reflective surface. 

Not only is the surface brightness (𝐼 𝐹⁄ 10 ) two to three orders of magnitude greater than the 

𝛥 𝐼 𝐹⁄ for the annuli (~10 ), but the surface is much more variegated than the atmosphere making 

the detection of the small difference between the annuli and the rest of Titan very difficult. Instead 

we utilize the methane absorption channels, including ~900 nm and ~1150 nm used for our detec-

tions. The majority of photons are absorbed at these wavelengths. Those that are not absorbed are 

scattered by the haze. As before, the increased optical depth at a higher altitude increases backscat-

ter and reduces multiple scattering, producing a localized bright feature. 

 At longer wavelengths, several complementary effects produce a slow drop off in differ-

ential brightness. Primarily, the intensity of the scattered light drops off as 1 𝑒 following Beer-

Lambert’s Law. Additionally, the longer wavelength methane absorption channels are more effec-

tive, requiring a lower density of methane to achieve opaqueness. This means that the atmosphere 

becomes opaque at higher altitudes as wavelength increases. At ~2.4 μm the annulus becomes 

indiscernible from the rest of the atmosphere. The atmosphere becomes essentially opaque at ~100 

km at 1.2 μm and at ~130 km for ~2.4 μm, suggesting that the annulus has a minimum altitude of 

100-130 km. Altitude constraints for the NPA and EQA are discussed further in the next section. 
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Finally, solar intensity drops off at longer wavelengths, leading to a signal-to-noise ratio so low 

that it is not possible to discern the annulus in the images or the deviation in the transects. 

4.2. Origin and Evolution of the Annuli 

4.2.1. Formation of the North Polar Annulus 

The NPA occurs at the boundary where the north polar hood was seen until it dissipated 

during Titan’s spring [Le Mouélic et al 2012a]. At that time, a bright ring of haze and mist whose 

opacity smoothly rises from about 51° to 68°N was seen by VIMS bordering the north polar hood 

[Griffith et al. 2008]. While this band is not spectrally or morphologically consistent with our 

observation of the NPA, it is circumglobal at certain wavelengths and was estimated to be at about 

40 km of altitude according to radiative transfer modeling. This band is evidence of the potential 

for haze to build up at the border of the north polar hood. When the north polar hood began to 

break up, this band did not immediately dissipate, leaving behind a zone clear of haze and clouds 

near the pole [Le Mouélic et al 2012a; Rannou et al. 2012] 

We propose that the NPA is another manifestation of haze collecting at the mixing bound-

ary encircling the north polar hood. In this scenario, haze is produced in the summer hemisphere 

and transported to the winter hemisphere. This process forms a polar hood [Rannou et al. 2004; 

Larson et al. 2015] and gradually builds up an annulus at the boundary of a polar jet or a sharp 

change in the polar vertical velocities. Titan’s polar hoods contain high concentrations of ethane 

which is consistent with their location above the arctic circle [Mayo & Samuelson 2005]. The polar 

annuli, however, exist equatorward of the arctic circle and may not be able to maintain condensed 

ethane aerosols. As spring comes to the north, the ethane begins to deplete from the polar hoods, 

entraining accumulated haze with it. Because the polar annuli lack ethane, they persist longer, until 

they are eventually transported away by the summer meridional circulation. 
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We also investigated whether the NPA (and the other annuli) could be explained by me-

thane clouds, as nearly global arcs of cloud have been observed with ISS and VIMS [Turtle et al 

2018]. We find that there is no obvious correlation between the presence of clouds and the presence 

of the annuli. In Figure 16C, we see that the annuli are present while no clouds are visible. We 

have also seen that the presence, location, and morphology of clouds when seen by VIMS or ISS 

does not correlate with the presence, location, or morphology of the annuli. We suggest that the 

annuli and clouds seen in Turtle et al 2018 may be related by the same (or a similar) mechanism 

which acts to corral them into global circular features. 

4.2.2. Evolution of the North Polar Annulus 

The differential spectrum of the NPA changes as Titan moves further towards northern 

summer. We see that the entire spectrum gets darker and the bright component shifts redwards 

(Figure 23B and 24). We note the similarities between the differential spectra of the NPA over 

time (Figure 23B), and the modeled differential spectra where the haze abundance is increased at 

several altitudes (Figure 23C). As the altitude of the modeled differential spectra increases, the 

dark component short of 700 nm decreases while shifting spectrally very little. We see the same 

behavior in the NPA differential spectrum over time. The dark components of the differential spec-

tra of the NPA at LS = 40o - 50o, LS = 53o - 63o, and LS = 78o - 88o most closely resemble the dark 

components of the modeled differential spectra at 0 - 30 km, 20 - 50 km, and 100 - 130 km, re-

spectively. We propose that these similarities are indicative of the NPA increasing in altitude as 

the season progresses. The bright component of the modeled differential spectra also shows some 

similarities to the observed spectra, but not as much as the dark component. A more complete 

radiative transfer model is needed to fully quantify how the spectra of the NPA changes in the way 

that it does. 
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This scenario is consistent with the expected change in the meridional circulation [Battalio 

et al. 2021]. As spring turns to summer, the two meridional circulation cells which converge in an 

upwelling event at the equator transition to a single cell, which rises in the north and subsides in 

the south [Tokano 2011]. We propose that haze originally transported to the north polar hood 

during the winter and spring months is lofted higher by the summer upwelling at the north. It is 

possible that the band observed at the boundary of the north polar hood did not simply dissipate, 

but rather moves to higher altitudes while also changing in abundance, size, fractal dimension, 

and/or single scattering albedo. 

The increase in the semi-major axis of the NPA in Figure 25 may be related to variations 

in the polar temperature. As the temperature gradient decreases during summer, the weakening 

strength of the jet and polar vortex could result in larger amplitude waves dipping further south 

[Newman et al. 2011; Lora et al. 2015; Lora et al. 2019] This could also lead to an increase in the 

ellipticity of the annuli. Determining the ellipticity of the annuli requires additional terms in the 

sinusoidal function, which must await constraint by higher resolution observations than are cur-

rently available. Alternatively, as upwelling at the north pole peaks at summer solstice, the increase 

in velocity may act to move the bounds of NPA farther south. It could also be indicative of the 

upwelling moving to lower latitudes. This could be a sign of how Titan moves from pole-to-pole 

circulation at solstice to equator-to-pole circulation at the equinoxes. 

4.2.3. Evolution of the Equatorial Annulus 

We proposed in Section 4.1, that the dark component of the annuli’s differential spectra 

(shorter than 600 nm) is produced by the haze in the annulus obscuring the bright Rayleigh scat-

tering from the lower atmosphere. If the haze in the annulus is more abundant, it will have a higher 
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optical depth, which will make it more efficient at blocking the illumination from below. Mean-

while, the bright component of the differential spectra (near IR) of the annuli is produced by the 

scattering from the top of the annuli. Once again more haze in the annuli leads to a higher optical 

depth, which facilitates more back scattering.  

 We propose that the dark and bright components of the EQA spectra in Figures 23A and 

24 change intensity in unison from a change of optical depth. The change in optical depth is due 

to changing haze abundances as a function of season. The EQA is at its brightest and darkest 

around the vernal equinox. From this we infer that the haze at the equator increases until it reaches 

a maximum abundance in the annuli around the vernal equinox, and then begins to decrease. It 

appears that the EQA becomes least distinguishable from the rest of the atmosphere around the 

summer and winter solstices. This suggests that the haze abundance in the EQA is similar to the 

rest of the stratosphere. 

4.2.4. Formation of the Equatorial Annulus 

If the haze abundance is responsible for the change in intensity of the EQA, then the haze 

reaches its maximum abundance at the vernal equinox, which coincides with the circulation pattern 

of upwelling at the equator from the equator-to-pole meridional circulation cell circulation. We 

suggest that the haze becomes suspended at the convergence of the north and south cells. As the 

circulation transitions from equator-to-pole to pole-to-pole, the haze which had been accumulating 

and suspended begins to disperse. What is curious, however, is that we do not see the equatorial 

annulus go away; rather it persists all the way up to and including at summer solstice. This might 

suggest that some part of the haze which had been built up during fall remained at the equator. 

Perhaps this is because of some area of quiescence brought about by gravity or pressure waves, or 
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maybe the circulation in the middle stratosphere is just not effective. In this case horizontal circu-

lation may happen in the troposphere and near the stratopause, flowing in opposite directions, 

while the center of the stratosphere remains unmixed and undisturbed. 

4.3. Using the Annuli to Track the Stratosphere 

Given their altitude (> ~130 km), the annuli are tracers of Titan’s zonal stratospheric super-

rotation and seasonal meridional circulations, as well as the orientation of the stratosphere with 

respect to the solid body. The annuli can be observed from Earth-based observatories, allowing us 

to extend the understanding of the stratosphere and meridional circulation a full Titan year. The 

distribution of secondary annuli bears a resemblance to zonal wind patterns produced by barotropic 

waves in Titan’s stratosphere based on shallow water modeling [Luz & Hourdin 2003]. The sec-

ondary annuli may offer accessible observables of Titan’s barotropic waves.  

4.3.1. The Tilt of Titan’s Stratosphere 

The tilt of Titan’s atmosphere, relative to the tilt of the solid surface, is one of the remaining 

questions left open after the end of the Cassini mission [Nixon et al. 2018]. The mechanism of the 

tilt and super-rotation of Titan's stratosphere are not well understood. Tokano 2010a proposes that 

the tilt is the result of thermal tides and is only possible if atmospheric waves perturb the circula-

tion. From Figure 27 we see that the observed temporal variation in the azimuthal offset of the 

normal vector of the annulus from the subsolar vector does not follow the path predicted by Tokano 

2010a. The most likely explanation is that the weak zonal wind in his GCM affects all three com-

ponents of AAM in such a way that the azimuth of the tilt turns out to be wrong most of the time. 

Another possible explanation is that the tilt is not directly responding to thermal tides unlike the 

assertion by Tokano 2010a. Tokano 2010a discarded the possibility of mixed Rossby-gravity 

waves as a cause of westward migration of the tilt because the super-rotating winds in the upper 
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stratosphere should turn the phase speed of such waves relative to the surface to eastward. How-

ever, it is worth mentioning that Battalio and Lora 2021b predicted the presence of mixed Rossby-

gravity waves and equatorial Rossby waves in their GCM. Therefore, the likelihood that Rossby 

waves affect the precession of the tilt of the annuli cannot be fully dismissed. Achterberg et al 

2008 proposes that the tilt facilitates the vertical transport of angular momentum to balance the 

heat flow and insolation at low latitudes by feedback between the circulation and the heating. Our 

results  

The azimuthal position of the stratosphere shows some correlation with the subsolar lon-

gitude. We suggest that the orientation and position of the stratosphere are strongly correlated with 

the seasons when examined in an inertial reference frame (Figures 26 & 28). There is some indi-

cation that the stratosphere reorientates itself throughout the year around a centroid offset by a few 

degrees from the north polar axis. Assuming this is correct, we suggest that the centroid about 

Figure 28: The right ascension and the declination offset of the normal vector of the annuli from the solid body rota‐
tion axis. Diamonds are data from the equatorial annulus (EQA) and circles are data from the north polar annulus
(NPA). The colors correspond to the time of observation. 
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which the stratosphere reorientates itself, is itself rotating around the north polar axis. In this sce-

nario the centroid is a seasonal feature (Figure 26 Top), while the stratosphere around the centroid 

may be an orbital or diurnal feature with a much shorter period (Figure 26 Bottom). We suggest 

that our dataset supports the proposed mechanism for the tilt suggested in Achterberg et al. 2008. 

In Figure 26 we see how the azimuthal position of the stratospheric tilt (the angle in the 

XY plane) is oriented with respect to the north polar axis in an inertial (star-fixed) reference frame. 

The tilt follows a sinusoid, with a maximum deflection of about 2∘ degrees clockwise at 𝐿 25∘. 

We propose that this sinusoid indicates that the orientation of the stratosphere is dependent on the 

season rather than on the solar position. We propose that the stratosphere rotates around the north 

polar axis in response to the subsolar latitude and true anomaly. These results support and expand 

on the interpretation of Achterberg et al. 2011, which suggested that the stratosphere is fixed in an 

inertial reference frame. These results imply that the mechanism for the tilt proposed in Achterberg 

et al. 2008 are seasonally dependent and reorientation at different azimuthal angles facilitates this 

process or is a product of the process. Additionally in Figure 28, the points seem to cluster around 

the 𝑅𝐴 2∘ and 𝐷𝑒𝑐 2∘ suggesting that the stratosphere rotates around an axis offset from 

the north polar axis. The three peaks in Figure 26 Bottom between -15 and 60 degrees relative to 

the vernal equinox might indicate that this axis is orbiting around the north polar axis and is pre-

senting itself in our data as a second order waveform. 

4.3.2. Testing Rotation Rates 

The large difference in the rotation rate of the EQA and the NPA (0.14 .4 vs 3.35 .54) 

would suggest that the equatorial and polar stratosphere rotate independently of one another. 

GCMs show that the different latitudes experience different zonal wind velocities in the strato-

sphere [Newman et al. 2011; Lebonnois et al. 2012a; Lora et al 2015a]. The simulations show, 
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however, that the peak wind speed is in the winter hemisphere, with the slowest speed experienced 

in the summer hemisphere. We suspect that the EQA and NPA precession rates are not decoupled. 

In Figure 27 Top we can see that from -60 to 10 degrees relative to vernal equinox, the EQA does 

not precess. Then from 10 to 40 degrees after the vernal equinox, the precession rate of the EQA 

accelerates. If the EQA precession rate were to remain on its course after 𝐿 40∘we might expect 

it to look exactly like the precession rate of the NPA. We therefore suggest that the EQA and NPA 

precess together at the same rate. Furthermore, we suggest that the EQA and NPA are nearly par-

allel with each other and move in lock step. A more detailed investigation of nearly contempora-

neous observations of the EQA and NPA will be needed to verify this hypothesis. 

5. Conclusion 

The North Polar Annulus (NPA), the Equatorial Annulus (EQA) and the South Polar An-

nulus (SPA) are stratospheric seasonal features that provide insight into the Titan’s circulation 

mechanisms and patterns. The annuli are unique among Titan features in their refined morphology 

(as compared to the polar hoods and the north-south asymmetry), their predictability (as compared 

to clouds), and their scale, which allows for Earth-based observations. From the differential spectra 

of the annuli, we conclude that the annuli are areas of increased haze. Using spectraltimetric tech-

niques, we determined the minimum altitude of the annuli to be between 100-130 km. Triangula-

tion of the NPA is consistent with the spectraltimetry with a modeled median altitude of 𝐻

217 2km. We tracked the EQA and the NPA over the course of the Cassini mission and inves-

tigated their changes in position and spectra. 

The annuli are easily observable features that can be used to track the evolution of Titan’s 

stratosphere on seasonal and yearly timescales. The annuli have already been observed with Keck 

[Roe et al 2002] and with an expected spatial resolution of 200km, and a spectral range of 600 to 
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2300nm, the annuli should be readily observable with JWST [Nixon et al 2016]. The timing and 

position of the annuli are controlled by Titan’s circulation, and dynamic and chemical mixing 

boundaries. An understanding of the annuli, including how they form and what they are made of, 

provides insight into the driving forces that control Titan’s stratosphere.  

The EQA is visible for the entirety of the Cassini mission. The spectra of the EQA increases 

in absolute contrast to a maximum of about 10 degrees of LS after the vernal equinox. We suggest 

that this is evidence of the haze increasing in abundance in the EQA as Titan approaches the vernal 

equinox. We propose that the EQA is formed by upwelling at the equator where the north and 

south equator-to-pole meridional circulation cells converge around the vernal equinox. When the 

meridional circulation cells transition to a single pole-to-pole cell, most of the haze accumulated 

at the equator is transported poleward. Given the continuous observation of the EQA we propose 

that some haze must remain in the middle stratosphere where wind speeds are possibly low and 

meridional circulation is stagnant. This is supported by the meridional stream functions shown in 

Figure 7 of Lebonnois et al 2012a. We see that at 𝐿 123. 8∘(the nearest time to summer solstice) 

the meridional circulation crosses the equator at ~300 km. Meanwhile, in the lower stratosphere 

near 100 km, the meridional circulation is limited to a small cell spanning 20°S and 20°N. In this 

area we might expect that this small cell continuously circulates any haze that had been lofted 

during the convergence events seen at 𝐿 8. 9∘ and 179. 3∘. 

We did not observe the SPA despite many opportunities where the viewing geometry 

would have allowed detection. Because it was detected in 1999-2001, but not during the Cassini 

mission, we propose that the SPA is a seasonal feature., Thus, if we assume that the polar strato-

spheres and the circulation are mostly symmetric between the hemispheres, then we can also as-

sume the NPA is a seasonal feature. 
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The NPA becomes detectable about 35 degrees of LS after the vernal equinox and remains 

present up to the end of the Cassini mission. The spectra of the NPA is nominally identical to the 

EQA, but it changes in ways the EQA does not. The darkening of the spectra of the NPA is con-

sistent with our models that suggests that the altitude of the NPA is increasing throughout our 

observations. The NPA shares its morphology and location with several other north polar features 

including the north polar hood. The timing/sequence of the other polar features and the NPA leads 

us to suggest that the NPA is haze which was on the border of the north polar hood. As the north 

pole enters summer the ethane in the north polar hood falls out carrying the haze along with it, 

leaving the NPA as remnant haze occupying the stratosphere on the arctic circle. 

An important result of this work is the tracking of the tilt and azimuthal offset of the annuli, 

and by extension the stratosphere. We found that the tilt of the stratosphere is in the range predicted 

by Tokano 2010a, but does not follow any distinct pattern. We found that the azimuthal position 

of the stratosphere does not match the prediction from Tokano 2010a. The azimuthal position of 

the stratosphere shows some correlation with the subsolar longitude. We suggest that the orienta-

tion and position of the stratosphere are strongly correlated with the seasons when examined in an 

inertial reference frame (Figures 26 & 28). There is some indication that the stratosphere reorien-

tates itself throughout the year around a centroid offset by a few degrees from the north polar axis. 

Assuming this is correct, we suggest that the centroid about which the stratosphere reorientates 

itself, is itself rotating around the north polar axis. In this scenario the centroid is a seasonal feature 

(Figure 26 Top), while the stratosphere around the centroid may be an orbital or diurnal feature 

with a much shorter period (Figure 26 Bottom). We suggest that our dataset supports the proposed 

mechanism for the tilt suggested in Achterberg et al. 2008. 
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In order to analyze the annuli, we developed 1) a mosaicking routine with aspects of sub-

pixel super resolution, 2) a technique for correcting the striping in the VIMS-Vis dataset, and 3) 

an empirical technique for improving the contrast in a Titan observation. Any data used in this 

work or any of the above described techniques can be made available by contacting the first author. 
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Chapter 4: The Compositional Diversity of Surfaces 
 
Investigating the Spectral Diversity of Titan’ Equatorial Region from Patterns Identified in the 
Cassini VIMS Dataset 
 
N. Kutsop, A. G. Hayes, C. Sotin, J. L. Lunine, K. Lawrence, S Le Mouélic, S. Rodriguez, S. P. D. 
Birch, P. M. Corlies, J. Madden, J. Soderblom 
 
Icarus, Submitted 

1. Introduction:  

The Visual and Infrared Mapping Spectrometer (VIMS, [Brown et al. 2004]) acquired 

hyperspectral observations in the 350 – 5100 nm wavelength range of Saturn’s moon, Titan, from 

2004 (near Winter Solstice) to 2017 (near Summer Solstice). In this work, we utilize the entire 

VIMS dataset to investigate the spectral variability of Titan’s equatorial region (-30N to 30N), 

with a goal of identifying repeating spatial patterns and documenting compositional diversity. Our 

specific objectives are to identify areas of common composition and determine paths of evolution 

based on proximity and morphologic correlations. We focus our attention on the areas identified 

by previous studies, which used subsets of the VIMS data set [Griffith et al. 2019; Soderblom et 

al. 2007] to identify regions as water-ice rich, to both validate and expand upon previous results 

by bringing the entirety of the VIMS dataset to bear.  

Titan’s surface has landforms morphologically similar to Earth’s, though they exist in a 

chemically and environmentally disparate state. Those landforms are expected to form and evolve 

atop a thick (~100-150 km) water-ice crust, based on Titan’s bulk density and the ubiquitous 

presence of water-ice in the outer solar system. Most of that water-ice surface, however, is covered 

by other materials that are hard to uniquely identify, in part because the surface is obscured by 

Titan’s thick atmosphere of methane, nitrogen, and organic haze [Veverka 1973; McKay 1996]. 

To overcome this, the Cassini spacecraft, operating from 2004 - 2017, carried the RADAR suite 
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[Elachi et al. 2004]. In addition, the Imaging Science Subsystem (ISS) [Porco et al. 2004], and the 

Visual and Infrared Mapping Spectrometer (VIMS) [Brown et al. 2004] demonstrated that they 

could penetrate Titan’s thick atmosphere. These instruments have been used to characterize the 

geomorphology of Titan’s surface [Birch et al. 2014; Schoenfeld et al. 2021; Lopes et al. 2020; 

Malaska et al. 2016] as well as the composition via reflectance spectra and dielectric permittivity 

[Wye et al. 2007; Poggiali et al. 2020]. In this work we use the VIMS instrument to investigate the 

patterns of spectral features seen at the equator to describe the processes and evolution of the area.  

Titan is a spectrally diverse surface which has been canonically modeled using a handful 

of spectrally distinct units. These include water ice, water–ammonia ice and other water ice 

mixtures, liquid methane and ethane, evaporites, acetylene, benzene, CO2 frost, organic materials 

such as nitriles, alkynes, alkanes, aromatic ring compounds, and organic polymers related to 

laboratory tholins [Lopes et al. 2016; Griffith et al.; 2003; Negrao et al.; 2006; Barnes et al.; 2007a; 

Soderblom et al.; 2007; McCord et al.; 2008; Hirtzig et al.; 2013; Singh et al. 2016; Cordier et al. 

2016; Griffith et al. 2019; Czaplinski et al. 2020; Mackenzie et al. 2016]. These spectrally diverse 

features show strong correlations with RADAR-derived morphological units, signifying a link 

between formation/evolution and composition [Schoenfeld et al. 2021; Langhans 2012; Williams 

et al. 2011; Barnes et al. 2008]. One VIMS feature which has garnered significant attention in the 

existing literature is the “VIMS dark blue” unit [Soderblom et al. 2007]. The blue unit is so called 

because of its blue appearance in RGB images produced using the methane windows at 2.0, 1.6, 

and 1.3 µm respectively. In these synthetic color images, the blue unit exhibits a higher reflectance 

at 1.3 µm and lower reflectance at 2.0 and 1.6 µm. The spectral slope of the blue unit is similar to 

that of water-ice, so this unit is most commonly attributed to areas with an observable fraction of 

exposed water-ice.  
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Water-ice has been proposed to be at least partially exposed in several locations across the 

equator. This includes the rims and ejecta of impact craters [Neish et al. 2015], at the mouths of 

dendritic channels [Soderblom et al. 2007], mountains and hummocky terrain [Malaska et al. 

2016], in the uppermost layers of the midlatitude alluvial fans, undifferentiated plains, and 

labyrinth terrains [Solomonidou et al. 2020], and in a long “ice corridor” extending more than 

6000 km [Griffith et al. 2019]. The presence of exposed water-ice on Titan’ surface, however 

remains contentious and different studies conflict with one another about the terrain that should be 

ice poor/rich or organic poor/rich [Neish et al. 2015; Werynski et al. 2019; Malaska et al. 2016; 

Solomimondou et al. 2020]. In this work we avoid interpreting the spectra of features as being 

indicative or counter-indicative of absolute composition, such as water-ice rich/poor. This is 

because we are only able to capture a partial spectrum of the surface, which furthermore is 

contaminated by atmospheric scattering. We instead discuss relative abundances with regard to the 

spectra, discuss the change in spectra between features, and discuss correlations between our 

observation and the proposed locations of water-ice. 

Titan’s equatorial geology is primarily characterized by dunes, hummocks, mountains, 

labyrinthic terrain, and plains [Malaska et al. 2016; Lopes et al. 2020; Schoenfeld et al. 2021]. The 

broad array of surface spectral features seen in VIMS which are associated with RADAR SAR 

observations and topography indicate a vibrant geologic environment with evidence for pluvial, 

fluvial, aeolian, tectonic, cryovolcanic, exogenic, and karstic processes [Hayes et al. 2016]. Plains 

dominate the midlatitudes, which transition to dunes closer to the equator. Impact craters excavate 

these sites and are filled in by sedimentary processes. At the resolution provided by Cassini, the 

distribution of units appears roughly symmetric between the northern and southern hemispheres. 

This all suggests that sedimentary, fluvial, and erosion processes are latitudinally dependent and 
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symmetric between the hemispheres. Several features at the equator have been associated with 

cryovolcanism, but this remains a contentious topic [Lopes et al. 2013].  

In this paper we discuss the composition and evolution of Titan’s equator through 

inferences gleaned from repeating patterns of spectral units. We first describe our dataset., 

followed by a discussion of the techniques developed to remove atmospheric contributions and 

increase the contrast within an image as well as the efficacy of combining and comparing multiple 

observations. We next discuss our methodology for determining clusters of similar composition 

across the equator and between select features. We finish by discussing and interpreting the 

patterns of composition observed and propose possible paths of geologic evolution. 

2. Data/Methods 

Our processing workflow starts with the publicly available VIMS data set on the Planetary 

Data System (PDS) [Le Mouélic et al. 2019; https://pds-

imaging.jpl.nasa.gov/data/cassini/cassini_orbiter/covims_0001/data/]. VIMS consisted of two 

imaging spectrometers; a visual detector (VIMS-Vis) with 96 channels between .35 and 1.05 μm 

and an infrared detector (VIMS-IR) with 256 spectroscopic channels between 0.89 and 5.13 μm 

[Brown et al. 2004]. The absorption and scattering by methane, nitrogen, and haze means that 

some channels in VIMS can see the surface, while for other channels the atmosphere is completely 

opaque [Corlies et al. 2021]. For every pixel, we determined the viewing geometry and location 

information using the SPICE toolkit from NAIF [Acton et al. 2018]. 

2.1. Data Correction and Mosaicking 

We created super-sampled mosaic images of Titan for ingress and egress observations of 

each flyby, weighting higher spatial resolution pixels more in the mosaicking. We rasterized the 

pixels to a spatial resolution of 5 km2 and calculated the weighted average of all individual image 
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pixels that filled each pixel of the mosaic. The primary constraints on data incorporated into the 

mosaics was a pixel scale of less than 250 km and a change in the phase angle, 𝜃, of less than 3°. 

This means closest approach observations, with their rapidly changing viewing geometry, were 

not used. 

VIMS image cubes from the Vis detector have stripes of varying brightness at each sample 

running across the lines. The stripes are due to offsets of about one hundred DN introduced by the 

readout electronics on the signal [Filacchione et al. 2007]. We developed a destriping routine 

described in Kutsop et al. 2022 which we applied to every VIMS-Vis image cube. We leverage 

Figure 29 (A) : Equirectangular projection of our data in RGB at 0.929 .004 𝜇𝑚, 0.834 .004𝜇𝑚,  0.827 .004𝜇𝑚
respectively,  (Top)  Data  without  atmospheric  correction.  (Bottom)  Data  with  atmospheric  corrections  (B)
Equirectangular projection of our data  in RGB at 5.03 .08 𝜇𝑚,  2.03 .03𝜇𝑚,  1.28 .01𝜇𝑚 respectively. (Top) 
Data without atmospheric correction. (Bottom) Data with atmospheric corrections 
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Titan’s smoothly scattering atmosphere to improve contrast in the image cubes and increase 

spectral clarity via the manifold technique described in Kutsop et al. 2022. Manifold corrections 

were applied to all image cubes from both detectors.  

Methane absorption and scattering by haze results in only ~481 channels spread throughout 

the full 352 channels available to VIMS that can effectively observe the surface. Within these 

surface channels, absorption and scattering by gas and haze alter the spectra of Titan’s surface as 

observed by VIMS. Of these we used 32 channels in our analysis; 5 visual and 27 infrared2. We 

ignored the other ~16 channels because they were either heavily contaminated by atmospheric 

scattering (i.e. <750nm) or the channels were redundant (i.e. the gradient between two channels is 

low) and including them would increase computational time without adding new information (i.e. 

>5μm).  

We then collect every pixel from our flybys into one searchable dataset of equally spaced 

points on a sphere [Thomson 1906]. We create a Thomson sphere with 51 million points where 

the points are about 4.5 km apart [Semechko 2022]. We can then constrain our data by viewing 

geometry, resolution, time, and location. For this work we limited our data to latitudes of -30° to 

30°N, incidence and emission angles less than 75°, and a pixel spatial scale of 200km or less. We 

then reproject this data into an equirectangular map (Figure 29) and combine any overlapping 

pixels by first finding the median resolution, mr, and then taking the median brightness of the 

pixels with resolutions less than mr. 

                                                 
1Whether a channel sees the surface is often a subjective matter. We believe that these include 644, 651, 
688, 695, 747, 754, 820, 827, 835, 930, 937, 944, 1046, 925, 942, 1057, 1073, 1090, 1270, 1286, 1532, 1549, 1565, 
1582, 1598, 1993, 2010, 2026, 2043, 2059, 2689, 2706, 2773, 2789, 2806, 4929, 4946, 4963, 4980, 4997, 5014, 
5031, 5048, 5064, 5081, 5098, 5115 nanometers.  
2 The 32 wavelengths used in this research are 827, 835, 930, 937, 944, 942, 1057, 1073, 1090, 1270, 1286, 1532, 
1549, 1565, 1582, 1598, 1993, 2010, 2026, 2043, 2059, 2689, 2706, 2773, 2789, 2806, 4946, 4980, 5014, 5048, 
5081, 5115 nanometers  
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We validate our dataset by reproducing the results of Griffith et al. 2019. In their work, 

they use principal component analysis (PCA) to identify the maximum variance at the equator at 

1.1, 1.3, 1.6 and 2.0 μm. A blue slope has been commonly invoked as evidence for water-ice on 

Titan [Clark et al. 2010], though other compounds, like some hydrocarbons such as acetylene, 

have similar blue slopes. In Griffith et al. 2019 they associate water-ice with absorption features 

at 1.6 and 2.0 μm in the second principal component found for the majority of their VIMS cubes. 

Using the second (or in one case the third) principal component they identified areas on Titan’s 

equator which could be water-ice-rich/organic-poor or water-ice-poor/organic-rich. 

We extract the pixels from our Tomson sphere and create an equirectangular map. In 

accordance with Griffith et al. 2019, we use 4 channels; the 1.1, 1.3, 1.6, and 2.0 μm. We find the 

principal components in our data, and we find that the second principal component matches the 

description of the second principal from Griffith et al. 2019. In Figure 30, we show a map of the 

Figure  30  (Top)  Equirectangular  projection  of  the  second  principal  component  score  for  our  data.  (Bottom)
Equirectangular projection of  the  second principal  component  score  for our data with blue and green polygons
indicating areas from Griffith et al 2019  identified as  ice rich and  ice poor respectively. The red polygons  indicate 
areas not observed in Griffith et al 2019. 
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value of the second principal component. The areas that are found to have a high score of the 

principal component (i.e. bright at 1.1 and 1.3 μm and dark at 1.6 and 2 μm) correlate closely with 

the areas identified in Griffith et al.. 2019 as water-ice rich. We also find that the areas with a large 

negative score (i.e. bright at 1.6 and 2.0 μm and dark at 1.1 and 1.3 μm), correlate closely with the 

areas identified as organic-rich by Griffith et al.., 2019. We show that our dataset is able to 

reproduce the results of Griffith et al. 2019. 

2.2. Spectral Clustering 

Figure 31 (A) Equirectangular projection of our data clustered into 16 spectrally distinct units as determined through
our Monte Carlo k‐means clustering algorithm. Each color  represent a different unit. The colors of each unit are
chosen so as to maximize the correlation with the spectra, i.e. red areas have a redder spectral slope, blue areas have
a bluer spectral slope. (B) Distribution of spectral units according to geomorphologic units determined by Lopes et al
2020. The three arrows in the lower right indicate how the graph should be read, i.e. the center of the arrows is 20%
dunes, 20% plains, and 60% hummocks. (C) Surface area coverage for each spectral unit. 
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We use k-means clustering to identify spectrally distinct units. We use our equirectangular 

map where each point of latitude and longitude has a corrected spectrum of 32 channels. K-means 

clustering separates the data into k clusters by iteratively solving for the cluster centroids which 

minimize the distance between members of a cluster and the centroid [Vassilvitskii 2007]. The 

efficacy of k-means clustering is improved by first reprojecting the spectra into the principal 

component space using PCA [Liu et al. 2015]. We found the most reproducible cluster centroids 

by conducting our k-means clustering inside a Monte Carlo simulation with 500 runs. Each Monte 

Carlo initiates with random starting centroids and each iteration of centroid solutions carries a 

random element [Galton 1894]. Our final cluster centroids are then the average of all the runs.  

Using the common techniques for determining the statistical significance of the number of 

k-clusters, we find that the “optimum” is 2 clusters; the dunes and non-dunes. Instead we choose 

to separate our data into 16 clusters (Figure 31). This is based on the variance explained by the 

addition of multiple components. The variance of a dataset is the eigenvalues of the covariance of 

the components, which regardless of how many components, always sums to one. In the bottom 

right of Figure 32 we show the variance explained by 28, 24, 20 and 16 components. As can be 

seen, all the cumulative sum curves go asymptotic at around 16 components, signifying that the 

addition of further components does not significantly explain more of the variance. In each case 

16 components explains about 99.95% of the variance. 16 is also half of the spectral channels that 

we used and ensures that we are not oversampling. In Figure 31A we see that the 16 units correlate 

to areas of spectral diversity with distinct morphologies reasonable for the area (instead of one or 

two pixels, as might be the case if we were sampling noise). By distinct morphologies reasonable 

for the area, we mean, for example that crater rims visible in RADAR or ISS appeared as closed 
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circles in maps we constructed of the spectral units. The spectra of each cluster centroid are shown 

in Figure 32. 

HP1 HP2

D1 D2 VDB PHI H1 H2

MP1 MP2 MP3 MP4TP1 TP2 TP3 TP4

A

E

C D

B

F

Figure 32(A‐E)Relative spectra for 16 spectral units grouped according to association with geomorphologic units 
and prevailing patterns. The spectra is adjusted so the minimum spectra is 0. (F) Cumulative sum curves of the 
variance explained by each component for a series of increasing k‐clusters. 
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To further demonstrate the separability and appropriateness of our clusters, we developed 

a metric in which we reproject the spectra of the pixels in the clusters as 32-dimensional ellipsoids. 

This technique is inspired by the silhouette method [Rousseeuw 1987]. The silhouette method 

measures how close a data point is to its own cluster centroid (cohesion) compared to the next 

closest cluster centroid (separation). Our metric uses the same philosophy of cohesion vs 

separation but uses the standard deviation of any two clusters to simultaneously determine the 

distinction of two clusters. In our metric, the centers of these ellipsoids are the cluster centroids. 

The length of the axes is the standard deviation of all pixel’s spectra within a cluster. We suggest 

that the number of standard deviations necessary until the ellipsoids intersect is directly related to 

their uniqueness. In Table 2 we show the number of standard deviations needed before an ellipsoid 

intersects a partner. 

D1 D2 VDB MP1MP2MP3MP4 PHI H1 H2 TP1 TP2 TP3 TP4 HP1 HP2

D1 2 5.3 7.6 9.3 9 11 7 8 10 7 9.3 9.5 10 10 10

D2 1.8 3.6 6.3 8.5 8.2 9.9 7 8 9 7 8.6 9 9.3 9.8 9.3

VDB 5.3 4 3.6 6.8 5.8 8.6 5 6 8 6.8 6.9 7.8 7.3 8.8 8.3

MP1 7.6 6 3.6 4.1 4 6.9 5 5 6 7.1 6.9 8 6.5 8 7.7

MP2 9.3 9 6.8 4.1 3.7 4.4 5 4 4 6.5 6.7 7.1 5.5 6.6 6.5

MP3 9 8 5.8 4 3.7 5.3 6 5 6 6.3 4.9 7.4 6 7.1 7

MP4 11 10 8.6 6.9 4.4 5.3 8 7 3 7.9 6.4 6.6 4.2 3.8 4.4

PHI 7.4 7 5 4.6 5.2 6 7.8 3 6 4.2 5.2 5.3 5.5 8.3 7.8

H1 8.3 8 6 5.2 4 4.9 6.5 3 5 4.9 4.4 4.9 5.1 7.9 7.4

H2 9.7 9 7.8 6.4 3.8 5.9 2.8 6 5 7 7 5.3 3.8 4.5 4.3

TP1 7 7 6.8 7.1 6.5 6.3 7.9 4 5 7 4.4 4.6 6.8 8.3 8.1

TP2 9.3 9 6.9 6.9 6.7 4.9 6.4 5 4 7 4.4 4.5 4.9 6.8 6.7

TP3 9.5 9 7.8 8 7.1 7.4 6.6 5 5 5 4.6 4.5 4.4 6.6 6.2

TP4 10 9 7.3 6.5 5.5 6 4.2 6 5 4 6.8 4.9 4.4 3.1 3.4

HP1 10 10 8.8 8 6.6 7.1 3.8 8 8 5 8.3 6.8 6.6 3.1 1.7

HP2 10 9 8.3 7.7 6.5 7 4.4 8 7 4 8.1 6.7 6.2 3.4 1.7

Table 2 The number of standard deviations necessary for the 32n‐hyperellipsoids of the spectra for each spectral 
unit to intersect. 
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We also determine which spectral units share a boundary with one another. Of the 

boundaries we only keep the bounded pairs which account for a cumulative sum of 95% of the 
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Figure 33 (A‐E) Five distinct delta‐spectra which account for the majority of variance seen in between pairs of 
spectral units (Figure 31). Grey error bars are one standard deviation about the mean. (F) The variance explained by 
the addition of spectral components. Not shown is the variance explained by one or two components, which are 
61% and 82% respectively. 
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perimeter of either unit. We find the differential spectra between bounded pairs, and using another 

k-means clustering procedure with 20,000 Monte Carlo runs, determine that the change in 

composition can be characterized with five delta-spectra, as shown in Figure 33. As before, each 

Monte Carlo initiates with random starting centroids and each iteration of centroid solutions carries 

a random element [Galton 1894]. With five delta-spectra we can explain 99.7% of the variance 

seen in the spectral gradient across the surface. In Figure 33 we display the cumulative sum of the 

delta-spectra, which shows that the addition of further delta-spectra accounts for a marginal 

increase in representation of the variance. 

We categorize each of our spectral units by identifying which of the six geomorphologic 

units mapped by Lopes et al. 2020 the majority of the spectral unit is in. We categorize each of our 

spectral units by identifying which of the six geomorphologic units mapped by Lopes et al. 2020 

the majority of the spectral unit is in. We find that our spectral units can be categorized into three 

geomorphological groups (dunes, hummocks, and plains). Figure 31B shows the relative 

occurrence of the spectral units within the morphologic units.  

In addition to categorizing the spectral units using the geomorphologic unit, we 

characterize the geomorphologic units using the spectral units. To do this we determine the areal 

coverage of the spectral units within the boundaries of each geomorphologic unit. We then 

characterize each geomorphologic unit by the spectral units with a cumulative areal coverage of at 

least 68% (greater than one standard deviation).  

2.3. Spectral Analysis 

We also determine the spectral gradient across the surface with  

∇F= ∂F/∂λˆi+∂F/∂φˆj, EQ1 
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where λ is the latitude and φ is the longitude. We use our equirectangular map where each 

point of latitude and longitude has a corrected spectrum of 32 channels. In Figure 34A we present 

an equirectangular projection of the differential spectra (Eq, 1). The spectral gradient map is 

clustered according to the lowest spectral angle between the data and the five delta-spectra that 

explain the observed spectral changes (Figure 33). In Figure 34A, the purer the color, the smaller 

the angle is between the differential spectra and the associated delta-spectral vector. White 

indicates that the angle between the differential spectra and the delta-spectra is equal for 2 or more 

delta-spectra, i.e. the differential spectra can suitably match one or another delta-spectral vector.  

If we assume that the change in composition between spectral units is linear then the delta-

spectra from Figure 33 would be a representation of the compositional change from one unit to 

another. To that end, we compared our delta-spectra with the USGS spectral library, which has a 

dataset specifically convolved for VIMS. We determined the spectral angle between the library 

and our delta-spectra using each available spectral channel. Many of the spectra in the library are 

missing reflectance values at one or more of the 32 wavelengths we use. In these cases we only 

use our ΔI/F values at wavelengths where data is available in the library spectra for our 

comparisons. On average, we were able to use about 22 spectral channels in our comparisons.  

The USGS spectral library contains ~2500 spectra, in groups of “Artificial Material”, 

“Vegetation”, “Minerals”, “Soils and Mixtures”, “Coatings”, “Liquids”, and “Organic 

Compounds”. We only expect the last two categories to be relevant to material on Titan, and so 

we primarily focus our comparisons on these two. We highlight material from the “Liquid” and 

“Organic Compound” groups by shading the cells of our results in Table 3 with blue and orange 

respectively. 
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We compared each of the five delta-spectras against the library in a Monte Carlo simulation 

with 100,000 runs. Each run we adjusted the delta-spectra with a random normal distribution about 

the standard deviations shown by the error bars in Figure 33. After each run we noted the ten 

materials with the lowest spectral angle. At the end we found the mean and standard deviation of 

"Red" θ σ
1 Red Coated Algea Water RCAW1 21.24 0.78

2 Melting snow mSnw09 (slush) 28.07 0.68

3 Melting snow mSnw14 (slush) 28.13 0.68

H2O H2O‐Ice GDS136 77 40.54 0.85

“Green" θ σ
1 Phenazine SA‐P13207 14.81 0.75

2 Antipyrine SA‐A5882 85K 15.88 0.66

3 Phenazine SA‐P13207 85K 16.8 0.71

H2O H2O‐Ice GDS136 77 86.75 1.03

“Blue" θ σ
1 Acetylene MTG 80K 16.07 1.14

2 Tannic Acid SA‐403040 16.43 1.07

3 Indole SA‐I3408 75K 17.01 1.04

H2O H2O‐Ice GDS136 77 30.91 1.41

"Black" θ σ
1 Phenylacetylene SA117706 85K 23.23 2.79

2 Propyne SA‐295493 Frost 80K 23.88 3.02

3 Indole SA‐I3408 23.97 2.97

H2O H2O‐Ice GDS136 77 51.59 4.26

"Yellow" θ σ
1 Butane Camco frost 78K 27.73 1.97

2 Pentane SA‐76878 fine fr86K 28.23 1.95

3 Violanthrone79 SA‐641790 31.46 2.14

H2O H2O‐Ice GDS136 77 68.95 2.89

Table 3 The materials from the USGS Spectral Library Chapters L and O with the smallest spectral angle with respect 
to the delta spectra (Figure 33). Material highlighted in blue and orange are from the “Liquid” and “Organic 
Compound” groups respectively. 
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the spectral angle for each of the materials that were in the top ten more than once. From this 

distribution we found the three materials with the lowest average spectral angle (Table 2). Because 

water-ice is so frequently invoked to explain spectral features, we separately kept track of the 

spectral angle between each of the five delta-spectra and water-ice. We ran the water-ice 

comparison through the same Monte Carlo simulation as before and reported the average spectral 

angle and the standard deviation in Table 3.  

Figure 34 (A) Equirectangular projection of the spectral gradient clustered using the delta‐spectra (Figure 33). (B) 
Distribution of the spectral gradients associated with the delta‐spectra according to geomorphologic units 
determined by Lopes et al 2020. The three arrows in the lower right indicate how the graph should be read, i.e. the 
center of the arrows is 20% dunes, 40% plains, and 40% hummocks. (C) Surface area coverage for each area 
associated with the delta‐spectra. 
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Figure 35 Network diagram showing the connection between pairs of units. The arrows move in the direction of 
increasing intensity (dimmest units at the top, brightest units at the bottom). The size of the markers represents the 
relative areal coverage of each unit Figure(31). The color of the vectors indicate that the change in spectra from 
one unit to the next is almost the same as the respective delta‐spectra (Figure 32), Gray arrows indicate that the 
change in spectra requires 2 or more spectra linearly mixed in order to make a match. 
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3. Results 

3.1. Spectral Units 

As we show in Figures 30 and 31, areas identified in previous studies as potentially ice-

rich correlate with several of our spectral units; in particular units D2, VDB, and MP1. We propose 

that these three units, by virtue of spatial correlation, are compositionally similar to the ice corridor 

identified by Griffith et al.. 2019 and the VIMS dark blue areas first identified by Soderblom et al.. 

2007. These spectral units have a greater spatial coverage than the ice corridor or the areas 

identified as VIMS dark blue, suggesting that they are more expansive than previously reported. 

We propose that the reason these new areas are detected in our work is because: 1) we use the 

entire VIMS dataset which constitutes full global coverage and 2) our analysis uses 32 wavelengths 

(instead of 4 [Griffith et al. 2019] or 3 [Soderblom et al. 2007]) over a broader and fuller spectral 

range2.  

Three of our spectral units, D1, D2, and VDB, are found almost exclusively in the “dunes”, 

two of our spectral units, H1, H2, are predominantly in the “hummock”, and ten spectral units 

represent the “plains”. By examining Figure 31 and 35 we see that the ten “plains” units appear in 

recurring sequences and patterns allowing us to divide them into three sub-groups. The first is the 

“Menrva” plains (MP1-4) subgroup, named as such because Menrva Crater accounts for the 

largest single patch of these units. The second is the “Tui” plains (TP1-4) subgroup, named as 

such because Tui Regio accounts for the largest single patch of these units. The third is the 

“hummocky” plains (HP1-2) subgroup, named as such because these units, while mostly in the 

plains, also make up a significant portion of the hummocks. 

There is one additional spectral cluster not accounted for, which we refer to as the “Plains 

Hummock Isolate” feature or PHI. By areal coverage, this unit is primarily found in the plains 
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(~45%) and has the least coverage in the hummocks (~25%). PHI however, appears almost 

exclusively in sequences involving H1 and H2 and is usually completely surrounded by one or the 

other hummock unit. When PHI is not surrounded by H1 or H2, it is predominantly in contact 

with the dunes correlated with the ice-corridor, VDB and D2. When PHI is part of the sequence 

involving VDB or D2, the sequence continues only to H2 and never directly to H1. Given its 

isolation from any other plains units and strong association with the hummock units, we categorize 

PHI with the hummock units.  

3.2. Sequences and Pathways 

In Figure 35 we show a connection diagram illustrating the transition between our spectral 

units. Each pair of nodes with a line in between them are in contact with or share a boundary with 

one another. We see that there are multiple, yet discrete, paths from one unit to another. Some 

units, however, have no direct paths between them (e.g. D1 and HP2). The diagram is situated so 

that the units with a darker average spectrum are at the bottom and those with a brighter average 

spectrum are at the top.  

We determined the differential spectra between the units in Figure 35 and compared their 

spectra to the five delta-spectra in Figure 32. To compare, we first calculate the spectral angle 

between the sample (spectra between nodes) and the test vectors (five delta-spectra). Then we find 

the first and second minimum angles. Our point of comparison, a, is then 

𝑎  𝑡𝑎𝑛 1 /𝑡𝑎𝑛 2  𝐸𝑄2 

where a ranges from 0 to 1. We propose that the differential spectra between the nodes closely 

resembles one of the five delta-spectra for a<.5 and 1<15(note that for this particular dataset the 

second condition is redundant). The color of the lines indicate which of the delta-spectra most 
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closely resembles the difference between the units. Gray lines indicate that the differential spectra 

does not meet our criteria.  

We see in Figure 35 that there are essentially two paths to move from the darkest unit, D1, 

to the brightest unit, HP2. The first and shortest path moves directly from D1, into the Tui-like 

plains subgroup, and then to HP1 and HP2. In addition to the regios from Figure 31A, we see this 

same path occurring on the northern and western expanses of the boundary between the plains and 

the dunes (e.g. around 0N -30E]); specifically, we most commonly see the sequences D1➡ TP1➡ 

TP3➡ H1 (D1➡ \\➡ H1) or D1➡ TP1➡ TP2➡ TP4➡ H2 (D1➡ \\➡ H2) in Figure 31A. 

The D1➡ \\➡ H2 sequence stands in contrast to the D1➡ \\➡ H1 sequence in its predominant 

morphology and relatively limited occurrence. In Figure 31A we typically see the D1➡ \\➡ H1 

sequence as a thin ridge between the dunes and the plains (e.g. -30E 0N, -135E 0N, and 135E 

17N). The D1➡ \\➡ H2 sequence does not show this morphology and is typically seen as a broad 

expanse (e.g. -45E 12N, and -45E -21N.) We see the D1➡ \\➡ H1 pattern around smaller 

outcroppings of non-dune material (e.g. [-10N;0E] and [0N;165E] , and [-20N;0E]). Other 

noteworthy features with similar patterns include Sotra Patera, Mohini Fluctus, Shikoku Fluctus, 

and Selk Crater. We note that on this path, the dunes do not transition from the darkest D1 to the 

lighter D2 or VDB, both of which are spatially correlated with the ice corridor.  

The second path moves from D1 through D2 and VDB. From D2 and VDB, the path splits 

again into either the Menrva-like plains or the hummock units. The first branch is exclusively an 

offshoot of VDB into the Menrva-like plains; the most common sequence being D1➡ D2➡ 

VDB➡ MP1➡ MP2➡ MP4 (D1➡ \\➡ MP4). In addition to Sinlap and Menrva Craters, we 

see this sequence of units on the southern and eastern expanses of the boundary between the 
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hummocks/plains and the dunes, in the western Xanadu flow feature [Wall et al. 2009; Lopes et 

al. 2013], and in a large crescent shaped area north of Hotei Regio. We also see in Figure 31A that 

these Menrva-like plains are preferentially distributed on the trailing and leading hemispheres, 

between -120E and -60E, and between 60E and 120E. 

The second branch from D2 and VDB moves into PHI. On the other end there is a single 

route moving from H2 into the crater units. When PHI transitions from VDB or D2 the sequence 

continues directly to H2; this sequence is VDB/D2➡ PHI➡ H2. When PHI is in contact with H1 

it is part of a sequence as H2➡ H1➡ PHI, at which point PHI becomes isolated within H1. The 

H2➡ H1➡ PHI sequence is small and uniquely isolated from the other units and sequences. The 

largest single patch of this sequence is west of Eir Macula near -125E and -15N. Comparing this 

location in SAR and ISS images does not reveal features with which the patch can obviously or 

immediately be associated.  

3.3. Delta-Spectra 

 The difference between bounded pairs of spectral units is the spectra of the change in 

composition if we assume linear mixing. We find that 99.7% of the variance of the differential 

spectra between bounded pairs can be explained by five components. The five components are 

referred to as delta-spectra and are named “red”, “green”, “blue”, “black” and “yellow”. The names 

correspond to the spectra which most closely resembles its namesake (i.e. blue is bright at shorter 

wavelengths, red is bright at longer wavelengths). 

Blue: The “blue” delta-spectrum has the bluest slope of the five delta-spectra. The 

spectrum is mostly characterized by an increase in reflectivity at visible and short IR wavelengths, 

with essentially no change at five µm. By comparing Figures 31 and 34, we see that the “blue” 

delta spectra is most closely associated with the D1➡ \\➡ MP4 sequence. In particular, we 
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observe that D2➡ VDB, which is spatially correlated with the ice corridor and the VIMS dark 

blue, have large patches of spectral gradient consistent with the “blue” delta-spectrum. The only 

other pair we see with this “blue” delta-spectrum is TP4➡ HP2. In our comparison with the USGS 

spectra, we see that the “blue” delta-spectrum is most spectrally similar to acetylene at 80K. As 

we discuss in Section 4.2, the “blue” delta-spectrum matches water-ice more closely than any of 

the other delta-spectra. 

Black: The other major transition from the dunes to the plains is consistent with the “black” 

delta spectra. Of the five delta-spectra, the black delta-spectra covers the largest surface area. It 

also represents the largest and most numerous patches of consistent spectral gradient. The “black” 

delta-spectrum has the most neutral spectral slope of the five delta-spectra and may be most 

indicative of albedo variations. The large patches of the “black” delta-spectrum are most consistent 

with the D1➡ \\➡ H1 sequence. We also see that the trailing and leading hemispheres of the 

equator are noticeably lacking in large patches of the “black” delta-spectrum. In our comparison 

between the delta-spectra and the USGS spectral library, we find that the “black” delta-spectrum 

is most consistent with phenylacetylene at 80K.  

Green: The “green” delta-spectrum is characterized by an increase of reflectivity at 2 µm 

and a decrease of reflectivity at short wavelengths; of the five delta-spectras it is the only one 

which has a significant negative component. The “green” delta-spectrum does not show any large 

areas of consistent spectral gradient like the other delta-spectra. The “green” delta-spectrum is the 

most closely associated with the hummocks, which is reflected in Figure 35, where the pairs of 

units with a green transition are those moving into the hummock group (VDB➡ PHI and MP2➡ 

H2) and within the hummocky plains (HP1➡ HP2). In our comparison between the delta-spectra 

and the USGS spectral library, we find that the “green” delta-spectrum is most consistent with 
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phenazine (C12H8N2) and antipyrine (C11H12N2O) more commonly known as phenazone. Both are 

composed of a benzene ring and two nitrogen atoms, with additional components.  

Red: Figure 34B suggests that the “red” delta-spectrum is homogeneously distributed 

amongst all three geomorphologic features. In Figure 34A we notice that there is one region with 

numerous small patches all closely packed together, in the area of 90E to 130E and 25N to 30N. 

This area has no name but it is north of Belet, west of Aura Undae, and south of Uanui Virgae. 

Although unnamed, this area appears morphologically distinct from the rest of the equator, with 

its thin wisps of plains and dunes. As such we dub this area the Kasure Undae, given their 

resemblance to the brush technique in Japanese calligraphy. In Figure 31A, this area correlates to 

what appears to be the largest contiguous patch of MP4. Besides the general distribution of this 

MP4 across the trailing and leading hemispheres, we see the next largest patch of MP4 in the 

center of Menrva Crater. In Figure 35 there are few changes between the spectral units which are 

associated with the “red” delta-spectrum 

All three of the closest matching spectra from the USGS spectral library are consistent with 

H2O. This is almost certainly due to the severe blue slope 827 nm to 1532 nm. Given however, 

that the surface temperature of Titan is around 180K below the freezing point of water, there is no 

reason to believe that there would be any liquid water anywhere. The analysis of the “red” delta 

spectra serves as an example of the precarious nature of determining composition based on slopes, 

broad similarities, or a few spectral channels. 

Yellow: We see in Figure 34A that the regios (Hotei Regio and Tui Regio) have large 

contiguous expanses of spectral gradient associated with the “yellow” delta-spectrum. There are 

additional large patches near Eir Macula, Ksa Crater, Tishtrya Virga, and west of Afekan. Of the 

five delta-spectra, the “yellow” delta spectra is unique as it is the most isolated in regards to the 
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geomorphologic units. In the ternary plot of Figure 34, about 68% of the “yellow” delta-spectrum 

is found in the plains while only 19% is in the hummocks and 13% is in the dunes. In Figure 35 

we see this supported by the companions with a change in spectra associated with the “yellow” 

delta-spectrum; two of which are intra-plane transitions (MP1➡ MP3, MP2➡ MP4) or a 

transition between the plane hummock isolate and the hummocks (PHI➡ H1). In our comparison 

between the delta-spectra and the USGS spectral library, we find that the “yellow” delta-spectrum 

is most consistent with butane (C4H10) and pentane (C5H12), both of which are alkanes. 

4. Discussion 

4.1. Distribution of Units 

In general, spectral units spatially correlate to geomorphologic units (Figure 31). There are, 

however, examples of spectral units transcending geomorphologic boundaries. This can partially 

be explained by the lower spatial scale of the VIMS dataset in comparison to the SAR and ISS data 

used to map the geomorphologic units. This does not, however, explain the broad distribution of 

units like HP2 (40% hummocks & 60% plains over 6 million km2). When spectral units cross 

morphologic boundaries, we are likely looking at Titan’s sediment transport pathways at work. 

Erosional and or depositional products can be transported across and between geomorphic units. 

This can indicate superposition of new material or chemical alterations which transcend 

boundaries. On the other hand, we do not see only one or two distinct spectral units, which would 

be expected by an undisturbed uniform covering, i.e. global snowfall a la Antartica. If we accept 

that the equator is covered by some material, then it must be true that the equator is covered and 

cleaned non-uniformly in space and time.  
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The spectrum and morphology of the dunes however, is closely related. We see in Figure 

31 that Units D1 and D2 are noticeably isolated from the other spectral units. This is supported by 

Table 4, where we see that the dunes are the only self consistent unit, where the majority of the 

coverage is accounted for by the spectral units found mostly in the dunes. This indicates a unique 

relationship between the spectra and the morphology of the dunes, not shared by any other spectral 

units or geomorphologic units. The fact that the dunes are spectrally distinct from other 

Lopes+2020
Units

% of Equator/km2

(Surface Area)
Spectral
Units

Coverage
(% of 

GeoUnit)

Coverage
(km2)

Plains
47.30%

1.97x107 km2

HP1 26.5% 5.22x106

HP2 17.2% 3.39x106

MP4 10.5% 2.07x106

D1 8% 1.58x106

TP4 7.7% 1.52x106

Dunes
34.3%

1.43x107 km2

D1 48.9% 6.99x106

D2 25.4% 3.6x106

Hummock
17.10%

7.11x106 km2

HP2 30.5% 2.17x106

HP1 19.1% 1.36x106

H2 12.2% 8.67x105

MP4 9.1% 6.47x105

Craters
0.80%

3.22x105km2

MP2 15.2% 4.89x104

H2 14% 4.51x104

D1 13.6% 4.38x104

MP4 10.9% 3.51x104

HP2 8.6% 2.77x104

MP1 8.1% 2.61x104

Lakes (Dry)
0.50%

1.93x105  km2

TP4 52.7% 1.02x105

HP1 13.7% 2.64x104

MP4 10.6% 2.05x104

Labyrinth
0.10%

4.67x104  km2

HP1 43.4% 2.03x104

H1 19.7% 9200

MP4 7.7% 3600

Table 4: Areal distribution of spectral units amongst the six geomorphologic units from Lopes et al 2020. The table
shows  the  spectral  units  which  account  for  at  least  one  standard  deviation  of  the  total  coverage  of  the
geomorphologic unit. 
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morphologies (e.g., hummocks and/or plains) suggests that they are not simply the direct erosional 

remnants of those morphologies and that dune material is further processed during its evolution. 

We note in Table 4 that MP4 is found in significant quantities in all of the geomorphologic 

features, save for the dunes. This is the only spectral unit found in significant quantities in all the 

units, though its areal coverage is only the 5th largest. We also see in Table 2 that MP4 is the most 

spectrally distinct unit in comparison to the dunes, and in Figure 31B that MP4 has essentially no 

presence in the dunes (72% plains, 23% hummock, 5% dunes). MP4 may therefore be an example 

of plains uncontaminated by any dunes. If MP4 is topographically high, then this could indicate a 

limit to the mobility of the dunes. If MP4 is particularly young, as we might expect given its 

association with craters, then this could indicate the age and mobility of the dunes.  

D2, VDB, and MP1 correlate with spectrally distinct areas attributed to water-ice [Griffith 

et al. 2019]. In Griffith et al. 2019, the authors point to the observation that the margins between 

high bright terrain and dunes, aside from the Sotra-to-Aaru strip, do not reveal water-ice. By 

associating the Sotra-to-Aaru strip and Menrva with D2, VDB, and MP1, we observe that the 

materials associated with the “ice corridor” are more expansive and specifically occurs in more 

margins between high bright terrain and dunes. The increase in areal coverage suggests that the 

subsurface layers across the equator are more homogeneous than previously proposed in Griffith 

et al. 2019. The asymmetric distribution of these units around Quivira also challenges this 

proposition as the north and south sides of Quivira are only separated by about 5° latitude or about 

225km. Furthermore we have no reason to expect a radically different topography one the north 

vs south side of Quivira, suggesting that the discrepancy is not due to topographic differences. 

Based on our results we suggest that the subsurface layers are mostly homogeneous, and rather it 

is the degree of dune coverage which affects the perceived composition. The discrepancy in dune 
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coverage could be due to preferential wind patterns, where at least one mode is known to come 

from the southwest (Ewing et al. 2014). 

We see in Table 2 that of the 16 units, two pairs of units have a low degree of spectral 

separability as determined by the intersection of the spectral hyperellipsoids; these being D1 and 

D2, and HP1 and HP2. From this we can infer that roughly 14 to 16 spectral units is an appropriate 

minimum decomposition of Titan’s equatorial spectra. We can see that these same four units are 

the most spectrally distinct between the groups (i.e. the dunes are very spectrally distinct from the 

plains). The areal coverages of D1, D2, HP1, and HP2, are 22%, 12%, 14%, and 16% of the 

equatorial surface area, respectively. This means that, spectrally, Titan’s equator is about one third 

dunes, one third undifferentiated plains, while the remaining third is composed of the 12 most 

spectrally distinct units. We propose that this reflects the gross structure of the equator where the 

hummocky plains form the Titanian bedrock, the dunes sit atop the bedrock and are sourced 

exclusively from fallout, and the spectrally diverse terrain represents areas of localized 

compositional changes. We propose that HP1 and HP2 can be spectrally similar while covering a 

large range of morphologies as the bedrock is mechanically modified by impacts and erosion. A 

large portion of the spectrally diverse terrain is likely represented by areas of variable dune 

coverage as we transition between units. The remaining spectrally diverse terrain is where we 

might expect to find more dynamic processes such as drainage networks, cryovolcanic activity, 

and chemical processing. 

From the pattern of connections in Figure 35, and the placement of the nodes in Figure 

31B, we notice a symmetry among the ten of the plains units above the .5 line in Figure 31B. Each 

of these units has a counterpart which appears in the same configuration to the other units; the pair 

combinations are MP1&TP1, MP3&TP2, MP2&TP4, MP4&TP3, HP1&HP2. In the table of 
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Figure 31C, we see that these counterparts have very similar coverage. In Figure 31B we see that 

these counterpart units share a similar distribution amongst the geomorphologic units. In Figure 

35 we see that the counterparts have a similar average brightness. We also see that sequences 

between pairs of counter parts are nearly identical (i.e. MP1➡ MP3/MP2 and TP1➡ TP2/TP3), 

with the major deviation being the paths to the hummock units. This could imply that there are 

distinct compositions associated with the same morphologies, which would support the argument 

in Griffith et al. 2019 of the presence of subsurface layers with variable compositions across 

Titan’s equator. 

4.2. Interpretation of the Spectral Gradient 

 The gradient of the spectra of our equirectangular maps (Figure 29) describes the change 

in spectra from one discreet space (25km2) to another. We compare the spectral gradient of the 

surface with the five delta-spectra to understand the gross changes across the surface (Figure 34A). 

By then comparing the five delta-spectra to the USGS spectral library we can begin to investigate 

how the composition of the surface changes across the equator. 

Blue: Of the five delta-spectra, the “blue” delta-spectrum is the most consistent with H20-

Ice at 77K (Table 2). The “blue” delta-spectrum being similar with water-ice is consistent with the 

identification of the “ice-corridor” and the “VIMS dark-blue” features both being water-ice. From 

Figure 34B, we see that the “blue” delta-spectrum is equally distributed across both plains and 

dunes and acts as transitions between the two.  

The correlation between the “blue” delta-spectrum patches and the spectral units associated 

with the ice corridor may indicate exposure of water-ice through the expansion of interdunes. It 

could also indicate that the plains are eroding into the dunes and the erosion products are mostly 

water-ice, although observational evidence such as microwave radiometry suggests the plains are 
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predominantly organic in composition. While the leading theory holds that the hummocks are 

eroding into the dunes, we see the most contiguous compositional change between the dunes and 

the plains in the forms of the “blue” and “black” delta-spectrum (Figure 34B). An issue with this 

explanation is that we see an asymmetric distribution of the blue compositional units across narrow 

terrain such as Quivara. This would imply a preferential southern erosion from Quivara to the 

dunes.  

The interdune explanation does not explain the “blue” transition from the Tui-like plains 

units into the humocky plains. This implies that the changes similar to the “blue” delta-spectrum 

are consistent with a compositional change rather than a change in exposure of underlying bedrock. 

One explanation for this is that the Tui and Menrva-like plains are compositionally similar to one 

another and compositionally distinct from the hummocky plains. Given their association with the 

dunes, the Menrva-like plains may seem compositionally distinct due to the presence of dunes and 

interdunes. 

Black: Change in spectra via the “black” delta spectra are the most common. As variance 

in albedo is often the first principal component in any spectral PCA, this lends evidence that the 

“black” delta-spectrum may be indicative of albedo change. Patches of the “black” delta spectra 

make up the majority of transitions between the dunes and the plains. These are those areas not 

associated with the ice-corridor but rather the Tui-like plains.  

Of the top 3 compositional comparison candidates in Table 3, we note that phenylacetylene 

(C8H6) and indole (C8H7N) are composed of a benzene ring while phenylacetylene and propyne 

(C3H4) are alkynes. From this we can assume that the “black” delta-spectrum is some change in 

line with hydrocarbons, be it compositional, albedo, or some other photometric property.  
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Green: The “green” delta spectra is unlike the other four. It is the only one with a 

significant negative component, it is the only one that is smooth, and it has the lowest variance. 

The “green” delta-spectrum has a very steep short wavelength component, increasing in brightness 

as it moves redward. Past this steep slope, we see that the spectrum has a smooth almost 

exponential decay, from a peak at ~2 µm to a minimum at 5 µm. A similar spectral shape is seen 

in the stratosphere in areas of localized increased haze abundance [Kutsop et al. 2022].  

In Figure 34B, we see that the distribution of “green”delta-spectra is unique in comparison 

to the other four. Unlike the other four there are no areas of large contiguous patches (like the 

“blue”, “black” and “yellow” delta-spectrum) nor is there a large obvious area of many small 

patches (like the “red” delta spectra). Instead the “green” delta spectra seems to be homogeneously 

distributed across the surface. This is supported by the ternary diagram where we see that the 

“green” delta-spectrum is the uniformly distributed of the five delta-spectra (51% plains, 29% 

dunes, 20% hummocks). In Figure 35 we see that the “green” delta spectra is limited to transitions 

involving plains and hummocks (VDB➡ PHI, MP2➡ H2, and HP1➡ HP2). From topographic 

models of Titan, we see that there is roughly one kilometer of relief from the lowest to the highest 

features [Lorenz et al. 2013; Corlies et al. 2017]. Hummocks by definition are associated with hills 

and mountains, making them topographic deviations of increased elevation amongst the 

surrounding area. We propose, given its resemblance to haze, its spatial distribution, and its 

associated with hummocks and plains, that the “green” delta spectra is associated with change in 

haze abundance or characteristics. One explanation for this could be the difference in altitude. In 

this scenario the higher altitude exposes the surface to a lower density of haze, and the sudden 

transition (given the nature of hummocks) produces a noticeable change in composition. 

Alternatively, the transition from the plains to the hummocks may produce a sharp deviation in the 
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prevailing wind patterns, thereby lofting recently deposited haze and increasing the haze 

abundance in the local area. 

Red: The “red” delta-spectrum, like the “green”, is quite unique in comparison with the 

other four. The spectrum simultaneously has the steepest blue slope and red slope. Of the five 

delta-spectras it shows the largest increase in reflectivity at 5 µm. The “red” delta-spectrum seems 

almost the inverse or counterpart of the “green” delta spectra. Given its singular association with 

the previously unnamed Kasure Undae, which is a unique morphologic feature at the equator, we 

can assume that the “red” delta-spectrum is morphologically driven. 

Yellow: The largest patches of contiguous “yellow” delta-spectrum are spatially correlated 

with Tui and Hotei Regio. These regions have been proposed as possible cryovolcanic sites 

[Barnes et al. 2006; Nelson et al. 2009a; Wall et al. 2009; Lopes et al. 2013] and paleolake beds 

covered in evaporitic deposits [Moore and Howard 2010; Barnes et al. 2011; MacKenzie et al. 

2016]. Simulations show that butane and acetylene are good candidates for species that could 

compose the surface of evaporites [Cordier et al. 2016]. This is exactly in line with our comparison 

to the USGS spectral library which shows the “yellow” delta-spectrum most closely resembles 

butane frost at 78K. This strongly supports the interpretation that Tui and Hotei Regio have at one 

point been a lacustrine feature which no longer exists and has left behind evaporatic material. If 

true, then the “yellow” delta-spectrum can be used diagnostically to identify other paleolake 

features.  

The “yellow” delta-spectrum being associated with evaporitic material and spatially 

isolated to gradients within the plains could be significant in interpreting the evolution of Titan’s 

plains. One possibility is that in Titan’s distant past, liquid could have been far more prevalent, 

even approaching the point of global coverage [Lunine et al. 1983]. In such a scenario, as the ocean 
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receded the entire surface could become covered in a thin layer of butane evaporites. As time 

progresses many areas are modified chemically or covered by dunes, but some areas maintain the 

veneer of the ancient evaporites. Another explanation could be that evaporitic deposition occurs 

more readily and with less starting fluid than is currently predicted. In this scenario, small pools 

of liquid form in the plains which rapidly recede and leave behind a thin veneer, like hard water 

stains on a countertop produced by even a drop of municipal water left to evaporate. Such pools 

do not form so readily in the dunes or hummocks where we might expect higher porosity and 

steeper slopes respectively. Several other features like virgae and craters account for the remaining 

large patches of “yellow” delta-spectrum. This could indicate that these virgae and craters were 

once home to lakes and are now covered in evaporite material.  

5. Conclusion 

In this work: 

1. We developed image and atmospheric corrections which make short-and-mid-wavelength 

VIMS observations available for spatial analysis. We have validated our dataset by 

reproducing the results from Griffith et al. 2019, which use higher heritage techniques. We 

propose that the “ice corridor” identified by Griffith et al. 2019 is more expansive than 

previously suggested. This expansion then challenges the proposition made in Griffith et 

al.. 2019 that the narrow expanse of the ice corridor is indicative of variable composition 

in Titan’s subsurface layer.  

2. We used PCA and k-means clustering to analyze Titan equatorial spectra in 32 dimensions. 

We find that roughly 99.5% of the spectral variance of the equator can be explained by 

breaking up the surface into about 16 spectrally distinct units. Further analysis using the 

hyper-ellipsoids shows that the equator could be broken into as few as 14 spectral units. 
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3. We analyzed the distribution of spectral units and identified common spatial sequences that 

are found across the equator. We also find that, as expected, there are some strong 

correlations between spectra and geomorphology, which likely indicates a link between 

composition and process. This is particularly true for the dunes. We also find that many 

spectral units transcend geomorphologic boundaries suggesting that we are observing some 

form of sediment transport moving material between units with potentially dissimilar 

compositions or morphology. This could include such scenarios as aerosol being deposited 

across a wide range of the surface, temporary lakes drying and leaving behind fresh 

evaporites, or dunes encroaching on plains at different rates dependent on prevailing wind 

patterns and local topography. 

4. We identified which spectral units frequently share a boundary. We then determined the 

average change in spectra between these pairs of units. We used PCA to determine that the 

changes in spectra at geomorphic boundaries across the equator can be characterized by 

five delta-spectra. We then used k-means clustering to identify these five-delta spectra. We 

then found the spectral gradient of the surface across all 32 wavelengths, and then used 

spectral angle mapping to identify which areas of the spectral gradient most closely 

resemble the five delta-spectra. 

5. We compare the delta-spectra to the USGS spectral library of “liquids” and “organic 

compounds”. Three of the five delta-spectras we propose an interpretation for in our 

analysis; the “blue”, “green”, and “yellow”. The “red” and “black” spectra, while 

compelling, require further analysis to comprehend their significance. We find that “blue” 

delta spectra, which is spatially correlated with the “ice corridor”, is spectrally similar to 

water-ice (spectral angle of ~30° (Table 2)). We note, however, that there is a closer match 
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between the “blue” delta-spectrum and acetylene (~15°). This result challenges the 

assertion that there are expanses of relatively pure water-ice at Titan’s equatorial latitudes. 

The “green” delta-spectrum has a shape reminiscent of increased haze and is 

homogeneously distributed across all geomorphologic features. The “yellow” delta-

spectrum maps spatially to Hotei and Tui Regio, and is spectrally similar to butane frost 

and shows the largest change at 5 microns. This supports conclusions made by others that 

the Regios are potentially paleolakes with large expanses of 5-micron-bright evaporite 

material. 
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Chapter 5: Summary and Future Work 

 Summary 

In this dissertation I have provided new insights into Titan and Pluto.  

On Pluto, I utilized observation from the New Horizons spacecraft to generate multispectral 

phase curves of Pluto’s atmosphere at discrete altitudes. From the phase curves I was able to 

constrain the size, particle size distribution, and fractal dimension of Pluto’s haze. By combing 

this information with altitude and information on the composition and temperature of the 

atmosphere, I was able to draw conclusions about how Pluto’s haze develops.  

Like Pluto, Titan has organic haze produced by photolysis and composed of fractal 

aggregates. The distribution of this haze is determined by Titan’s atmospheric circulation. Using 

Cassini observations, I was able to identify and track stratospheric haze bands on Titan over the 

course of half a Titan year. The occurrence, presence, morphology, and location of these bands 

were indicative of changes in Titan’s stratospheric circulation. From this information I was able to 

provide evidence to support certain general circulation models and highlight the seasonal transport 

of haze between the hemispheres. 

This haze eventually settles out of the atmosphere to cover the surface. The distribution 

patterns produced by the changes in circulation dictate the location and abundance of haze on the 

surface. By investigating the spectral diversity of the surface using visual and infrared 

observations, I am able to claim that the surface of Titan is not uniformly covered in a layer of 

haze, at least one not more than a few microns thick. Instead I find that Titan’s surface, or at least 

its equator, is spectrally diverse and that this spectral diversity is closely linked to morphology. By 

investigating the patterns of spectral diverse terrain, determine the change in spectra between 

terrain units, and comparing the patterns to morphology and abundance, I am able to draw 
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conclusions about the evolution of Titan’s equator.  

The single conclusion which can be drawn from these insights is that icy-worlds are 

complex systems where, for example, photometric processes in the stratosphere affect the surface 

composition and structure which affects circulation in the troposphere which affects the 

distribution of stratospheric products, ad nauseam. To understand icy-worlds requires 

multidisciplinary efforts unique in astronomy and most closely related to the efforts of Earth 

science. The key difference between Earth and planetary science, is that we will never (at least not 

in my lifetime or even my grandkids) be able to explore the surface or atmospheres of these worlds 

with the intimacy that we can Earth. Compare for example the potential of a handful of rovers or 

even piloted space missions, to the efforts of tens to hundreds of thousands of geologists, who can 

stand in a waders and randomly pick up rocks to determine the sediment transport of a stream on 

an island in the middle of the Atlantic. This is why I chose to focus on the spectrophotometric 

properties of the icy worlds. We must utilize our toolsets to the maximum, and extract every bit of 

information from scattered light of these distant worlds. 

Future Work 

As I alluded to in my introduction, this thesis constitutes the end of one journey and the 

beginning of grand adventure. The datasets that I have cultivated will bear fruit for me, my 

mentees, and the planetary science community for the next decade. From the first harvest, will be 

several projects directed related to the work I have presented in this dissertation. 

First, I am currently investigating the spectral separability at mid latitudes (-60N to -30N 

and 30N to 60N) and at the poles (-90N to -60 and 60 to 90). Through these efforts I will investigate 

and expound upon the spectral differences between the northern and southern variants of terrain, 

and between the equator, mid latitudes and poles. Further work is required at the equator to explain 
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several interesting patterns we observe. This includes: Why are most of the bluer spectral units, as 

shown in Figure 31A, located on the trailing and leading hemispheres between -120 and -60 and 

60 to 120? Why is there a preferential distribution of D1➡ \\➡ MP4 on the southern side of 

Quivira and the eastern side of Xanadu and the southeastern side of Dlimun extending through 

Oahu Facula and on the western edge of Belet moving eastwards towards Adiri? Conversely why 

do we see that the D1➡ \\➡ H1 sequence is preferentially on the western side of Xanadu, the 

northern side of Quivira (i.e. south side of Fensal), the southside of Aztlan? It is also not obvious 

as to why the Tui-like plains do not transition regularly into the hummocks. Nor is it obvious as to 

why the Menvra-like plains, which are associated with the “ice corridor” and “VIMS dark blue” 

units, transition into the hummocks. Expanding the analysis to the mid-latitudes and poles will 

help to determine if these observed patterns are global in extent. 

Tracking the distribution and evolution of Titan’s haze is a key tool for studying Titan’s 

atmospheric photochemistry, dynamics, and circulation. The presence and appearance of the 

annuli as a function of season can be used as a tracer to understand and test hypotheses for Titan's 

circulation. Additionally, the shape and position of the annuli constrain Titan's super rotating 

stratosphere and its offset from the spin axis. I have recently proposed to use the Quad-camera, 

Wave-front-sensing, Six-wavelength-channel Speckle Interferometer (QWSSI) on the Lowell 

Discovery Telescope (LDT) to observe Titan’s stratosphere. The 880 nm or 1200 nm channels on 

the QWSSI are appropriate for observing the stratosphere and the annulus. Given the sensitivity 

and plate scale size of QWSSI [Clark et al 2020] I can observe Titan’s atmosphere with a scale 

size as small as ~60km per pixel. This is sufficient to detect the annuli and track seasonal changes 

in stratospheric circulation. With no orbital remote sensing platform currently planned to go to 

Saturn, and JWST time too precious for continuous monitoring programs, ground-based 
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observations will be key to tracking these features. These observations will also be highly 

complementary, establishing the temporal behavior on a global scale, and providing context for 

local in-situ observations of Titan’s tropospheric circulation that will be made by the Dragonfly 

rotorcraft in the mid-2030’s 

 In Chapter 2, I provided constraints from New Horizons data on the population type, 

abundances, and some physical properties of Pluto’s aerosols. There are several objectives I would 

like to address to expand upon this work. First, a full phase curve from 0-180° is needed to 

determine the abundance of 𝑹𝒇 𝑰𝒏𝒕 𝟏𝟎𝟎 𝟓𝟎𝟎𝒏𝒎  and break the degeneracy between a 

power law, bimodal, and trimodal distribution. This could be accomplished with the inclusion of 

images from the panchromatic filters or other instruments (i.e. LORRI) or more flyby missions, 

but an orbiter would provide a more comprehensive and definitive data set. Secondly, 

microphysical models like CARMA, will need to consider these phase curves and distributions in 

future work. Results from rigorous modeling will help better understand the processes that lead to 

a bimodal or power law distribution. Future modeling will also explore the total charge that can 

build up on these particles and how they pass their charge onto other aerosol or gaseous 

components. Finally, tests of the Tomasko et al. 2008 fractal aggregate phase function for a fractal 

dimension not equal to two have not been verified or reviewed. Validation of other fractal 

dimensions should be done to increase confidence in these results.  
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Appendix A. Data Processing 

All the images taken are in Flexible Image Transport System (FITS) format and readable 

with standard FITS viewers and software libraries. [Stern & Finley 2016]. For this work, the raw 

data is processed into level 2 calibrated products by removing the bias and flat-field pattern to 

convert pixel values from raw Data Number (DN) to calibrated DN [Peterson et al. 2007]. Level 

2 calibrated products were provided directly from coauthor Buratti and were produced in 

September of 2017. Radiometric calibration coefficients, stored as keywords in the FITS header, 

are used to convert raw DN to physical reflectance values. Error estimates for each pixel are 

calculated assuming shot noise and measured detector parameters (e.g., read noise and Poisson 

noise from dark current) and an error array is constructed in a new extension of the FITS file. 

Finally, the SOC pipeline adds a data quality extension based on both scene complexity and 

instrumental factors. The data quality flag is set to zero if the data are clean and a nonzero value 

that represents potential issues. These include defects in reference calibration files, such as dead 

pixels, missing data, zero value pixel, DN not linear in regime of detector, or an unidentified error 

[Peterson et al. 2007]. 

We convert from the calibrated DN to physical reflectance units by following the 

procedures described in C.J. Howett et al. 2017. Navigation files were generated for each image 

using the Jet Propulsion Laboratory Navigation and Ancillary Information Facility’s SPICE 

system/routines [Acton et al. 2018]. The SPICE system combines kernel files containing 

information on the spacecraft, camera orientation, planetary ephemerides and more with keywords 

in each image’s FITS files such as time of observation, image size, and scan rate. Using the SPICE 

API, we determined which pixels should be on the disk as well as characteristics of the pixels on 

and off the disk such as geographic coordinates, tangential altitude, and viewing geometry 

(i,e,θ,ψ). For pixels off the disk we also determined the viewing geometry and geographic location 

of the subtangent point. 

Due to pointing and absolute timing uncertainties the location of our disks predicted by 

SPICE and the actual location of Pluto’s disk seen in the images were shifted by 1-10 pixels in line 

and/or sample. The same shift was seen for both Charon and Pluto in images that observed both 

simultaneously, suggesting that there is no internal timing error or rotational offset. To account for 

these random shifts, we manually adjusted the navigation files until the disk predicted by SPICE 

matched with the disk in the image to within 1 pixel radii.  
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Appendix B. Off Disk Glow Correction 

There is an instrument effect, similar to stray light seen in the Long Range Reconnaissance 

Imager (LORRI) [Cheng et al. 2017], which causes spurious brightness far from the limb of the 

disk of Pluto. This effect can be seen more than 100 pixels away from the disk, equating to more 

than 500 km in some images. To account for this glow, we follow a similar strategy as in Cheng 

et al. 2017, whereby we use the airless (i.e., presumably hazeless) body of Charon [Stern et al. 

2017] to model the effect. For each observation of Charon in the time frame of our investigation 

(Table 1), we locate each pixel on the solid limb and find which pixels off the disk are closest to 

each of those limb pixels, as shown in SOM Figure 1. Around the disk we now have brightness 

profiles dependent on solid limb brightness and distance. The solid limb brightness, 𝐼/𝐹 , is taken 

to be the weighted average of the nearest on-disk pixels to the solid limb pixel within a radius of 

four pixels. These weights are determined from the Gaussian profile of the point spread function 

[Reuter et al. 2017]. The distances of the pixels from the solid limb, 𝐷 , is determined by the 

altitude of the center of the pixel divided by the difference in altitude between the highest altitude 

corner of the pixel and the lowest altitude corner of the pixel. Both Pluto and Charon cast shadows 

at photometric longitudes, Λ, for |Λ| > 90°. This means that pixels with a subtangent-point of i>90°, 

will have a LOS through the atmosphere that is only partially illuminated. To ensure we are only 

using pixels whose LOS is totally illuminated, we limit ourselves to those with a subtangent-point 

i<90°. 

  

We fit the Charon off disk brightness profile to be a two-dimensional function of the form:  

𝐼
𝐹 𝐷 , 𝐼 𝐹 , 𝜆  

𝑝𝐷 𝑎 𝑒 𝑐 𝑒

𝐷 𝑎 𝑒 𝑐 𝑒
        Eq.𝐵1 

Figure 3 highlights our fit to the data and provides a comparison with Pluto’s off disk profile. Best-

fit coefficients, and their associated errors, can be found in SOM Table 1. We find that the 

magnitude of the removed off-disk glow is on the order of  the variability we see in 𝐼/𝐹, 

constituting a substantial fraction of the observed signal.  

We limit our data for generating phase curves to observation of Pluto where Pluto’s 

weighted limb brightness, 𝐼/𝐹 , is within the range of Charon’s 𝐼/𝐹 . This procedure maximizes 

the efficacy of our fits though our functional form of Charon’s off disk profiles allows us to apply 

this correction to any limb brightness value. We were not able to limit the data in this way from 
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the Blue filter because Pluto is much brighter in the blue than Charon.  We also found that 

variations in the geographic location of the subtangent point coincided with brightness variations 

at all altitudes, ranging from a factor of 2 to an order of magnitude (SOM Figure 2). To limit the 

variation in the brightness profiles we constrained our data to subtangent points with an incidence 

angle of 75-85° and in the region of 35 - 50°N latitude and 80°W – 40°E longitude (SOM Figure 

3).  

Phase curves were generated by binning the data into 20 km high altitude bins. This ensures 

that we have at least several pixels in each altitude bin, even at our lowest spatial resolution. We 

only use pixels that have all four corners within the defined altitude bins. We choose our upper 

limit to be 500 km as this is the height where photolysis of methane takes place [Gladstone et al. 

2019] and below this altitude aerosol growth begins [Gladstone et al. 2019]. Due to the nature of 

our Mie scattering code [Mätzler; C. 2002] we must round the phase angle of each pixel to the 

nearest whole integer. At closest approach this results in two phase angles, at 40° and 41°, so that 

each of our phase curves have a total of eight points. In the figures presented herein, the I/F is 

presented by the median of the I/F values of the pixels within the altitude bins and at the same 

phase angle. For our fitting routines, however, we use a Monte Carlo simulation with at least 320 

runs to draw our phase curve values from the distribution of pixels in each of the altitude and phase 

bins.  

Negative pixel values arise from level-1 calibrations (i.e. flat field corrections and dark 

current subtractions), and the Charon off disk subtraction. This means that some points in our 

phase curves have median I/F values below zero, especially in the NIR channel which has lowest 

SNR of our 3 filters. We excluded these observations from our phase curves, as their inclusion 

interfered with our fitting routines. Values that were excluded are noted in the SOM Tables 2 and 

3 in red. Recall, however, that this is for the phase curve figures, for our fitting routines we use a 

320 run Monte Carlo simulation to draw our phase curve values from the distribution of pixels in 

each of the altitude and phase bins.  

 Appendix C. Error 

In addition to the primary data, each FITS files contains two extensions. The first extension 

is the 1σ standard deviation of each pixel in DN. The second extension is the data quality flags. 

which contain the error array, and the data quality array for the primary data. A full explanation of 

the various flags and error calculation is detailed in New Horizons SOC to Instrument Pipeline 
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ICD. Throughout this work we only include pixels where the data are flagged as good [Peterson 

et al. 2007].  

Along with the random pixel error, a 1-3% error exists in the adjustment factor required to 

correct the observed count rates to the predicted count rates [Howett et al. 2017]. This adjustment 

factor was determined through comparison of photometry with well-calibrated stars observed 

inflight by all 7 MVIC CCDs. To calculate error, we combine Poisson photon noise for each pixel 

(uncertainty from dark current and bias is negligible) with a systematic multiple offset to account 

for each frame’s absolute calibration error. The calibration error is approximated by a Gaussian 

distribution with a standard deviation of 3%.  

We present the uncertainty in I/F as the bounds occurring at the 15th and 85th percentile of 

the pixels in each bin (SOM Table 3). The 15th and 85th percentile range is equivalent to the bounds 

at 1 standard deviation, 𝜎, greater and less than the mean or median for a normal distribution. The 

variance in our data in a single bin is typically not normally distributed so the standard deviation 

is not appropriate for describing out variance. This variability in our binned data, ~25% and 

dependent on filter (SOM Tables 2&3), is substantially greater than the 3% propagated error 

above. As such we do not consider the propagated error, but we present our determination of the 

propagated error above for the sake of completeness.  

Appendix D. Radiative Transfer 

A full radiative transfer description of scattering from Pluto’s limb would include ray 

tracing through spherical shells and account for multiple scattering [Bourassa et al. 2008]. This 

takes the form of the integral 

𝐼 𝑟⃗,Ω 𝐽 𝑠,Ω 𝑒 , 𝑑𝑠 𝐼 𝑠 ,Ω 𝑒 ,         Eq. D1 

which specifies the radiance, 𝐼, observed at location,𝑟⃗, in the propagation direction specified by 

the unit vector, Ω, along the LOS path, 𝑠. This is the integral of the scattered source term, 𝐽, plus 

the radiance at the end of the path, 𝐼, both attenuated along the path to the observer by the optical 

depth, 𝜏. 𝐼 is total radiance (direct, single scattered, multiple scattered) from the end point of the 

path, which is either space or the ground (Figure 1 bottom, A & D). As none of our observation 

intersect the surface of Pluto or the Sun, this term is zero and will not be discussed further.  

 The source term from scattering is  
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𝐽 𝑠,Ω  𝛽 𝑠 𝐼 𝑠,Ω 𝑃 𝑠, 𝜃 𝑑Ω         Eq. D2 

𝛽  is the scattering coefficient, 𝑃  is the scattering phase function (Eq.2) and 𝜃 is the angle formed 

between incident and emergent vectors specified by the unit vectors Ω  and Ω respectively. 𝐽 is the 

total scattering source term where the final scattering event occurs in the atmosphere. The integral 

is evaluated over all solid angles as multiple scattering can have its source from any direction, 

including the sun (Figure 1b, B), the ground (Figure 1b, E), and from all other scatterers in the 

atmosphere (Figure 1b, C). Because the solar beam is the only source of light for the first order 

scattering, the integral over all space that is required to evaluate the source term (Eq. 5) simplifies 

to 

𝐽 𝑠,Ω 𝛽 𝑠 𝐹☉ Ω 𝑒 , 𝑃 𝑠, 𝜃         Eq. D3 

where 𝐹☉ Ω  is the incident solar flux density. Thus the total contribution to the radiance at any 

position 𝑟⃗ from a single scattering event is 

𝐼 𝑟⃗,Ω 𝐹☉ Ω 𝛽 𝑠 𝑃 𝑠, 𝜃 𝑒 , 𝑒 , 𝑑𝑠         Eq. D4 

 Multiple scattering (i>1) that has its final scattering event in the atmosphere is 

𝐽 𝑠,Ω  𝛽 𝑠 𝐼 𝑠,Ω 𝑃 𝑠,𝜃 𝑑Ω′        Eq. D5 

We can then rewrite Eq. 4 as 

𝐼 𝑟⃗,Ω 𝑒 , 𝐽 𝑠,Ω 𝑑𝑠         Eq. D6 

In a dense atmosphere like Earth or Titan, multiple scattering contributes significantly to the total 

radiance; accounting for nearly half of the observed radiance at visible wavelength in the 

stratosphere, with the other half coming from single scattering (Bourassa et al. 2008 figures 3 & 

11). On Pluto, however, results from Fan et al. In Prep found that the upper limit of contribution 

from secondary scattering initiated by the ground, 𝐽  (Sun→surface→atmosphere→MVIC, 

Figure 1b E) accounts for less than 10% of the observed radiance at the wavelength of the three 

MVIC filters used herein (Figure 4). Fan et al. determined the amount of secondary scatter for 

incident and emergent vectors along the specular plane, at altitudes from 0-200km for all phase 

angles, using the equations in Hapke (1981) and assuming isotropic scatters for the surface 
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materials, a monodispersed population of scatterers, and a single scattering albedo 𝜛  of .9 [Buratti 

et al. 2017] for all three filters. The amount of contribution is inversely proportional to the altitude 

and reaches the maximum for a phase angle of 90°. For the representative phase angle of our data, 

at 15°, 45° and 170°, the amount of secondary scattering predicted is always one to two orders of 

magnitude less than the observed 𝐼 𝐹⁄  and, in all cases, is less than or equal to the brightness 

variability in our phase curves, 𝜎𝐼 𝐹⁄ .  For this reason we ignore  𝐽  and higher order multiple 

scattering terms. We also ignore secondary (and multiple) scattering initiated by the atmosphere, 

𝐽  (Sun→atmosphere→atmosphere→MVIC, Figure 1b C). We note that 𝐽  is maximal at 

𝜃 90∘ and, at this geometry, is non-negligible and cannot be neglected.  

The single scattering source term in Eq. 4 is integrated along the path 𝑠 as single scattering 

occurs at all points along the LOS. In an optically thin atmosphere like Pluto’s however, the 

integral in Eq. 4 is largely dominated by scattering from the tangent point, reducing Eq. 4 to 

[Normand et al. 2013], 

𝐼  𝛽 𝑠 𝐹☉ Ω 𝑃 𝑠 , 𝜃 Δ𝑠         Eq. D7 

where 𝑠 , is the tangent point in Pluto’s atmosphere (for our purposes 𝑠  is the altitude) and Δ𝑠  

is the tangent point path length. Accounting for all components of Pluto’s atmosphere Eq. 10 

becomes,  

𝐼
𝐹 𝜆 𝑁 𝑠 𝜎 𝑠 𝑃 𝑠 ,𝜃

𝑁 𝑠 𝜎 𝑠 𝑃 𝑠 , 𝜃 𝛥𝑠         Eq. D8 

where 𝜆, is the pivot wavelength of our MVIC filters, 𝑁 𝒔𝑻  is the particle number density at 𝒔𝑻 

in units of per volume, 𝜎  is the scattering cross section in units of area.  

The particle number density for Pluto’s atmosphere was described in Young et al. 2018, 

based on a UV solar occultation from the New Horizons Alice instrument to measure the abundance 

of N2, CH4, C2H2, C2H4, C2H6, and haze as function of altitude. They show that abundance in 

Pluto’s atmosphere is dominated by N2 with 10 𝑐𝑚  and CH4 with 10 𝑐𝑚  at the surface. 

We determined the magnitude of the scattering due to Pluto’s gaseous components using these 

abundance altitude profiles, scattering cross section for N2 and CH4 from experimental work 

[Sneep and Ubachs 2005, Wilmouth and Sayres 2019], and the Rayleigh scattering phase function 

of  

𝑃
3
4

1 cos 𝛼      Eq.𝐷9 
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We determined the magnitude at 370 nm where laboratory data for N2 and CH4 cross sections 

exists. This is 122 nm shorter than our BLUE filter pivot wavelength and according to the Rayleigh 

scattering intensity approximation of 𝐼 ∝ 1/𝜆 , the intensity at 370nm is 3 times stronger than at 

492nm. Even at this wavelength we find that the Rayleigh scattering at the surface (0 km) due to 

N2 is 𝐼/𝐹  10 , while Rayleigh scattering due to CH4 is 𝐼/𝐹  10 . The mean variability for 

the MVIC Blue filter at 0-20km for all phase angles is 10  Given that these values for the UV 

wavelength and at the surface where 𝑛 is at its largest, are at most an order of magnitude lower 

than the variability we see the MVIC Blue Filter, we can ignore the contribution from the gaseous 

components. This is even more the case for the Red and NIR filters where because 𝐼 ∝ 1/𝜆 , the 

contribution from the gaseous components is almost nonexistent. Therefore Eq. 11 reduces to 

𝐼
𝐹 𝑠 , 𝜆 𝑁 𝑠 𝜎 𝑠 , 𝜆 𝑃 𝑠 ,𝜃, 𝜆 𝛥𝑠         Eq. D10 

Appendix E. Phase Function 

Many analytic and numerical techniques have been developed to solve for the scattering of 

electromagnetic waves by arbitrary scatterers (Sharma 2018). These exact solutions, however, can 

be complicated to implement and may have dubious analytic value when trying to diagnose a 

scatterer from a phase curve, especially if the phase curve is discontinuous or incomplete. 

   

We investigated many relevant phase functions including Mie scattering, Henyey-

Greenstein’s phase function, various modification of both of Mie scattering and Henyey-

Greenstein that more accurately approximate real scatterers, and models that handle extreme or 

niche situations [Henyey & Greenstein 1941; Cornette & Shanks 1992; Liu 1994, Draine 2003; 

Zhao et al. 2006; BenZvi et al. 2007; Aartsen et al. 2013]. Following this exploration, we decided 

to use the empirical phase function described by Tomasko et al. 2008 for scattering by a fractal 

aggregate composed of small monomers in Titan’s atmosphere. Fractal aggregation is consistent 

with the color images of Pluto that show strong forward scattering by a predominantly blue 

atmosphere [Gladstone et al. 2016]. Titan’s haze seems to be composed of fractal aggregates that 

form as a consequence of photolysis and coagulate as they travel through Titan’s atmosphere (e.g. 

Lavvas et al. 2013, Gladstone et al. 2016; Cheng et al. 2017; Young et al. 2018); given the 

similarities in atmospheric composition this suggests that Pluto’s haze may be as well. 

The Tomasko et al. 2008 phase function uses the fractal dimension, 𝐷 , number of 

monomers per aggregate, 𝑁, the complex index of refraction as input parameters, 𝑚 𝑖 𝑚 , and 
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the monomer size parameter, 𝑋 , given by 𝑋 2𝜋𝑟 /𝜆, where 𝑟  is the spherical radius of the 

monomers. The tested range for these parameters can be found in Table A1 of Tomasko et al. 

2008. As a part of this work, we constructed a Matlab implementation of the phase function 

described in the appendix of Tomasko et al. 2008 .  

The composition, given by proxy through the complex index of refraction, does not change 

the phase angle brightness dependence, or shape, of our modeled phase curves. It does, however, 

change the scattering and extinction cross sections, 𝜎  and 𝜎 , the scattering  and extinction 

coefficient, 𝛽  and 𝛽 , and the particle number density for particles of a radius 𝒓, 𝑁 𝑟  (Eq. 13), 

which all dictate the absolute brightness of our phase curves. As such we follow the lead of other 

authors [Gao et al. 2017; Young et al. 2018] and assume that the haze has the same composition 

as Titan’s haze. We use the complex index of refraction for Titan’s haze from Ramirez et al. 2002. 

The wavelength range covered by Ramirez et al. 2002 ends at 200 nm. To use the abundance 

measurements made by the Alice instruments UV solar occultations (Section 3.3.  Size 

distribution), it was necessary to linearly extrapolate the complex index of refraction from Ramirez 

et al. 2002 to 165nm. We found the real and imaginary components of the Titan aerosol at 165nm 

to be 𝑚  1.6839 and 𝑚 0.0166.  

Appendix F: VIMS-Vis Destriping 

     To remove the striping, we reconstruct what the offsets introduced by the readout 

electronics would have been. We first sample each line of data which runs perpendicular to the 

striping on the sample (Figure A.1). We apply a smoothing spline based on the LOESS (Appendix 

G) method to each line. We use a second degree polynomial to model the local regression and a 

span of 2/3. The span is the fraction of the total number of data points used for calculating the 

smoothed value. We subtract the smoothed spline from the data and approximate the spikiness of 

the data from the stripes in the lines (Figure A.2). Stitching the lines back together, with each of 

their respective smoothed curves removed produces an approximation of the stripes (Figure A.3). 

We know that the offset applied is constant for each sample. We approximate this constant value 

by taking the median of data along the line dimension (Figure A.4). This gives us a single line of 

data, which we then expand to the original image size, producing a mask for the initial offset 

(Figure A.5). To destripe the data we subtract Figure A.5 from Figure A.1 to produce a VIMS 

image with greatly improved clarity. 

Appendix G: Manifold Correction 
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     The goal of the manifold technique is to remove global scale brightness trends from our 

observations. We want to remove effects due to illumination geometry and scattering from the 

haze while preserving compositional and physical properties like grain size and roughness. The 

predicted brightness due to these effects resembles a curvy surface, which we call a “manifold”. 

To remove effects like viewing geometry and scattering from the VIMS data we subtract the 

manifold from the observations. This technique is analogous to flat-field corrections which are 

ubiquitous throughout astronomy. 

First, we produce sub-pixel style super resolution mosaics and project them into an 

orthographic view. We have to produce a manifold for each channel in VIMS because the amount 

and type of scattering in the atmosphere varies with wavelength. For each channel we randomly 

sample one hundred pixels from the mosaic. We fit a locally estimated scatterplot smoothing 

function (LOESS) to the data points where the independent variables are the row and column 

location of the pixel in the mosaic, and the dependent variable is the pixel brightness. The LOESS 

method fits a low-degree polynomial to a subset of the data at each point in the range of the data 

set. The polynomial is fitted using weighted least squares, giving more weight to points near the 

point whose response is being estimated and less weight to points further away. [Savitzky & Golay 

1964; Cleveland 1979]. We then repeat this process one hundred times, each time selecting one 

hundred random pixels from the mosaic, for each channel. This produces one hundred manifolds 

which we take the average of to produce the final manifold. 

By sampling only one hundred pixels from our mosaic (which are at least 400,000 pixels 

in total), we nullify all small scale variations in data, like those caused by surface composition. 

The randomly sampled pixels will be separated by about 730km on average, which is twice as 

wide as Menrva Crater, one of the largest features on Titan’s surface. Doing this one hundred times 

through bootstrapping, provides a good estimate of the underlying parameters for the brightness 

trend on Titan. This technique is flexible in many ways including in the number of data points 

sampled, how many Monte-Carlo runs are made, the wavelengths corrected, and the polynomial 

degree and weighting of the LOESS function. 
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Appx Figure 2. Variation in I/F, 5 pixel radii away from the limb of Pluto. The maximum brightness variation for each MVIC sequence is labeled at the top. (Left) 
Pixels taken from MVIC sequence 0299178092 (See Table 1). (Right) Pixels taken from MVIC sequence 0299193157 (See Table 1). (Top) Variation in 
brightness as a function of geographic location of the subtangent point. (Bottom) Variation in brightness as a function of viewing geometry.

Appx Figure 1. An example of how the limb scatter profiles are acquired. The colored pixels off the disk all share the same nearest-limb pixel. These produce the 
limb scatter profiles and phase curves. The colored pixels on the disk are those that fall within a 3 pixel radius of the limb pixel. These and the limb pixel define 
the weighted average limb brightness.
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Appx Table 1
Best-Fit Coefficients for the Charon Off-disk Profile, Equation (B1), and the Associated 95% Confidence Bounds

MVIC Red 95% Confidence Bounds MVIC Blue 95% Confidence Bounds

Coefficients Best Fit Lower Upper Coefficients Best Fit Lower Upper

p 0.00137 0.001353 0.001387 p 0.005522 0.00534 0.005704
a1 −0.9675 −2563 2561 a1 0.7243 −1.62E+04 1.62E+04
b1 −3.886 −567.5 559.7 b1 0.3689 −265.6 266.3
c1 1.02 −2561 2563 c1 −0.6917 −1.62E+04 1.62E+04
d1 −3.886 −538.6 530.8 d1 0.3692 −278 278.7
a2 10.46 −1.99E+05 1.99E+05 a2 1.76E−05 −3.18E−06 3.84E−05
b2 −18.98 −79.25 41.3 b2 27.19 23.37 31.01
c2 −4.794 −1.99E+05 1.99E+05 c2 1.934 1.784 2.084
d2 −18.97 −144.8 106.8 d2 −10.84 −11.24 −10.43

MVIC NIR 95% Confidence Bounds MVIC CH4 95% Confidence Bounds

Coefficients Best Fit Lower Upper Coefficients Best Fit Lower Upper

p −0.00096 −0.00097 −0.00095 p −0.00181 −0.00183 −0.00178
a1 0.08538 0.08469 0.08607 a1 0.7961 −6695 6697
b1 −17.66 −17.76 −17.56 b1 −3.81 −141.6 134
c1 0.004379 0.004346 0.004411 c1 −0.6812 −6697 6695
d1 9.286 9.257 9.315 d1 −3.81 −165 157.3
a2 17.16 17.02 17.3 a2 5.861 5.82 5.902
b2 −34 −34.07 −33.93 b2 −13.33 −13.37 −13.29
c2 0.05112 0.05081 0.05144 c2 −4.56E−07 −9.13E−07 3.19E−10
d2 6.595 6.57 6.62 d2 36.83 33.33 40.33

Appx Figure 3. Location of subtangent points for our limb scatter profiles. The orthographic view is centered on the middle latitude and longitude of all the subtangent 
points, at 60.°45N and −32.°12E.
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Appx Table 2. Median level 1 calibrated products, converted from calibrated DN to physical reflectance units, I/F, following the keyword procedure detailed in Howett 
et al. (2017), Binned by altitude and phase angle. Left: data without correction applied from the Charon profile. Right: data with correction applied from the Charon 
profile applied. Red data is neglected.
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Appx Table 3. Fifteenth (left) and 85th (right) percentile bounds for median binned data, with corrections applied from the Charon profile. Red data is neglected.
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Appx Table 4B
Parameters to Produce the Phase Functions which Best Fit the MVIC Phase Curves for a Bimodal Population

Bimodal

Altitude [km] Rf (Big) [m] Rf (Small) [m] w(Big) w(Small) SF(Red) SF(Blue) SF(NIR) N(Big) N(Small) R2

0–20 5.87E-07 3.14E-08 0.01 0.99 0.014665 0.038995 0.007094 2396096 1.18E+10 0.970199
20–40 5.87E-07 3.14E-08 0.01 0.99 0.011658 0.031447 0.005614 1761078 8.65E+09 0.982934
40–60 5.87E-07 1.41E-08 0.001 0.999 0.008936 0.025567 0.004195 486252.3 6.98E+10 0.97895
60–80 5.87E-07 4.10E-08 0.01 0.99 0.007399 0.020903 0.003308 705113.8 2.43E+09 0.977037
80–100 7.66E-07 6.98E-08 0.01 0.99 0.007092 0.020629 0.002947 206005.9 4.97E+08 0.963088
100–120 5.87E-07 5.35E-08 0.01 0.99 0.004538 0.012833 0.001946 297976.8 7.19E+08 0.935362
120–140 5.87E-07 2.41E-08 0.001 0.999 0.003693 0.011139 0.001459 80074.61 5.66E+09 0.863065
140–160 1.00E-06 4.10E-08 0.001 0.999 0.003331 0.010305 0.001621 14561.47 1.03E+09 0.696982
160–180 7.66E-07 4.10E-08 0.001 0.999 0.002358 0.006774 0.001564 17548.33 8.69E+08 0.305135
180–200 1.85E-08 1.41E-08 0.001 0.999 0.002803 0.006339 0.00236 10244769 1.46E+10 0.028246
200–220 3.14E-08 2.41E-08 0.5 0.5 0.002831 0.005553 0.00223 6.62E+08 9.44E+08 0.01608
220–240 5.35E-08 4.10E-08 0.5 0.5 0.002557 0.006879 0.002199 1.19E+08 1.7E+08 0.225045
240–260 5.35E-08 4.10E-08 0.5 0.5 0.002376 0.006417 0.002071 75948261 1.08E+08 0.209769
260–280 5.35E-08 4.10E-08 0.5 0.5 0.002214 0.006112 0.002042 58600469 83565082 0.219741
280–300 2.64E-07 4.10E-08 0.001 0.999 0.00201 0.005419 0.001962 14104.42 1.69E+08 0.203182
300–320 6.98E-08 5.35E-08 0.5 0.5 0.001865 0.005235 0.001942 13574660 19357653 0.256475
320–340 4.50E-07 4.10E-08 0.001 0.999 0.001567 0.004398 0.001699 3679.63 89636184 0.284104
340–360 2.64E-07 6.98E-08 0.001 0.999 0.001668 0.004569 0.001822 3956.358 23306650 0.281346
360–380 3.45E-07 4.10E-08 0.001 0.999 0.001609 0.005013 0.001689 2859.75 48852129 0.259635
380–400 1.55E-07 2.41E-08 0.01 0.99 0.001974 0.004097 0.001727 126341.7 1.5E+08 0.352209
400–420 2.03E-07 5.35E-08 0.01 0.99 0.002115 0.004417 0.001744 23280.34 13590742 0.387014
420–440 2.03E-07 3.14E-08 0.01 0.99 0.001916 0.003592 0.001566 34572.32 41042138 0.37244
440–460 5.87E-07 4.10E-08 0.001 0.999 0.001175 0.003554 0.001324 464.1657 16124122 0.327138
460–480 4.50E-07 3.14E-08 0.001 0.999 0.00108 0.003594 0.00129 725.9001 25216212 0.380154
480–500 1.00E-06 6.98E-08 0.001 0.999 0.001122 0.00358 0.001336 68.19479 2368941 0.368415

Note.
Rf, fractal aggregate the effective radius, Equation (15);
w: relative weight of aerosol population, Equation (16);
SF: scaling factor, Equation (7);
N: the particle number density Equation (D8);
R2: goodness of fit metric, Equation (4).

Appx Table 4A
Parameters to Produce the Phase Functions which Best Fit the MVIC Phase Curves for a Monodisperse Population

Monodisperse

Altitude [km] Rf [m] SF(Red) SF(Blue) SF(NIR) N 2R

0–20 1.52E-07 0.036009 0.072786 0.015108 2.74E+08 0.865475
20–40 1.52E-07 0.028623 0.055318 0.009785 2.01E+08 0.922079
40–60 1.46E-07 0.021802 0.041302 0.007731 1.59E+08 0.924416
60–80 1.34E-07 0.016537 0.031749 0.005944 1.5E+08 0.918738
80–100 1.22E-07 0.012712 0.024462 0.005011 1.41E+08 0.904564
100–120 1.07E-07 0.009609 0.018049 0.004372 1.44E+08 0.870422
120–140 8.99E-08 0.007206 0.014575 0.003304 1.82E+08 0.784031
140–160 6.60E-08 0.005203 0.012029 0.00313 3.08E+08 0.583708
160–180 4.85E-08 0.003771 0.008536 0.002592 5.69E+08 0.217304
180–200 2.99E-08 0.002836 0.00632 0.002355 1.69E+09 0.025136
200–220 1.41E-08 0.00275 0.005583 0.002191 1.1E+10 0.025143
220–240 4.64E-08 0.002757 0.006506 0.002098 2.94E+08 0.193508
240–260 4.25E-08 0.002524 0.005881 0.001984 2.37E+08 0.180628
260–280 5.30E-08 0.00246 0.00582 0.001977 1.03E+08 0.201255
280–300 4.64E-08 0.002202 0.005145 0.001932 1.23E+08 0.176891
300–320 5.79E-08 0.002114 0.00505 0.001805 37617981 0.223527
320–340 5.79E-08 0.002007 0.004677 0.001788 37001751 0.207765
340–360 6.60E-08 0.002058 0.004389 0.001706 26888536 0.194362
360–380 5.07E-08 0.001775 0.005177 0.001673 28232173 0.212574
380–400 6.90E-08 0.002052 0.005483 0.001637 9800958 0.216517
400–420 6.05E-08 0.002151 0.004869 0.001553 10364015 0.23234
420–440 6.32E-08 0.002477 0.004797 0.001541 7039408 0.256974
440–460 5.54E-08 0.001614 0.004302 0.001533 7470849 0.20137
460–480 5.07E-08 0.001344 0.003901 0.001473 7113140 0.190098
480–500 7.88E-08 0.001442 0.00422 0.001403 1781873 0.181047

Note.
Rf: fractal aggregate the effective radius, Equation (15);
Sf: scaling factor, Equation (7);
N: the particle number density Equation (D8); and
R2: goodness of fit metric, Equation (4).
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Appx Table 4C
Parameters to Produce the Phase Functions which Best Fit the MVIC Phase Curves for a Trimodal, Population

Trimodal

Altitude [km] Rf (Big) [m] Rf (Med) [m] Rf (Small) [m] w(Big) w(Med) w(Small) SF(Red) SF(Blue) SF(NIR) N(Big) N(Med) N(Small) R2

0–20 7.38E-07 5.44E-07 4.77E-08 0.003162 0.02846 0.968377 0.014487 0.03705 0.007165 284007.5 3834545 3.35E+09 0.971118
20–40 7.38E-07 5.44E-07 6.47E-08 0.01 0.021623 0.968377 0.013793 0.036613 0.006511 491971.6 1595853 1.22E+09 0.983568
40–60 1.00E-06 5.44E-07 6.47E-08 0.001 0.030623 0.968377 0.01039 0.027322 0.005062 23808.93 1640844 8.87E+08 0.980958
60–80 7.38E-07 8.77E-08 1.92E-08 0.003162 0.096838 0.9 0.008341 0.023634 0.003572 318289.9 1.67E+08 1.18E+10 0.977289
80–100 7.38E-07 8.77E-08 3.52E-08 0.01 0.683772 0.306228 0.007464 0.019963 0.003252 213129.6 2.49E+08 3.77E+08 0.965165
100–120 7.38E-07 6.47E-08 1.41E-08 0.003162 0.313065 0.683772 0.004675 0.013982 0.001881 143157.1 3.64E+08 6.03E+09 0.936028
120–140 7.38E-07 4.77E-08 1.41E-08 0.003162 0.9 0.096838 0.003773 0.011395 0.001429 75771.35 8.3E+08 4.52E+08 0.874405
140–160 1.00E-06 4.77E-08 3.52E-08 0.001 0.315228 0.683772 0.003242 0.010099 0.001553 15453.53 2.81E+08 9.15E+08 0.716832
160–180 1.00E-06 1.92E-08 1.41E-08 6.84E-05 3.16E-05 0.9999 0.002221 0.006979 0.00121 4217.254 380151.7 1.8E+10 0.352303
180–200 1.00E-06 1.92E-08 1.41E-08 2.16E-05 1.00E-05 0.999968 0.002353 0.005816 0.001801 1078.118 97183.68 1.46E+10 0.082479
200–220 7.38E-07 1.92E-08 1.41E-08 2.85E-05 3.16E-06 0.999968 0.002408 0.005113 0.001788 1598.359 23074.33 1.09E+10 0.048872
220–240 1.00E-06 4.77E-08 3.52E-08 1.00E-05 0.683772 0.316218 0.002585 0.006974 0.002117 52.9123 2.09E+08 1.45E+08 0.22099
240–260 6.47E-08 4.77E-08 3.52E-08 0 0.9 0.1 0.002367 0.006372 0.002114 0 1.63E+08 27091177 0.19855
260–280 1.00E-06 4.77E-08 2.60E-08 0.0001 0.316128 0.683772 0.002066 0.005718 0.001834 382.7242 69849429 3.4E+08 0.235189
280–300 7.38E-07 6.47E-08 4.77E-08 0.000316 0.315912 0.683772 0.001893 0.005188 0.001831 816.4107 20922115 67934907 0.226059
300–320 7.38E-07 4.01E-07 6.47E-08 0.000684 0.000316 0.999 0.001607 0.00453 0.001696 749.8482 780.4494 28103396 0.222952
320–340 7.38E-07 4.77E-08 3.52E-08 0.000684 0.999 0.000316 0.001493 0.004435 0.001547 1068.926 60100021 28539.78 0.276822
340–360 7.38E-07 6.47E-08 4.77E-08 0.000684 0.999 0.000316 0.001546 0.004368 0.001665 749.3151 28083418 13336.01 0.304334
360–380 5.44E-07 6.47E-08 4.77E-08 0.001 0.099 0.9 0.001457 0.004547 0.001603 1219.61 2064649 28157551 0.226554
380–400 4.01E-07 2.96E-07 1.41E-08 0 0.000316 0.999684 0.001791 0.004172 0.001528 0 4154.839 7.58E+08 0.373723
400–420 2.96E-07 3.52E-08 1.41E-08 0.003162 0.9 0.096838 0.001835 0.003737 0.001491 8283.566 40313440 14644556 0.352354
420–440 1.61E-07 4.77E-08 3.52E-08 0.031623 0.9 0.068377 0.002151 0.003838 0.001718 84524.74 12184061 1388681 0.331279
440–460 7.38E-07 6.47E-08 4.77E-08 0.001 0.099 0.9 0.001193 0.003714 0.001367 268.96 683052.9 9315434 0.323804
460–480 5.44E-07 1.92E-08 1.41E-08 0.000316 0.683772 0.315912 0.000832 0.002778 0.000947 433.5225 81185568 56269660 0.35653
480–500 5.44E-07 4.77E-08 3.52E-08 0.0009 0.0001 0.999 0.001032 0.003377 0.001283 327.6183 933.807 13994714 0.334011

Note.
Rf: fractal aggregate the effective radius, Equation (15);
w: relative weight of aerosol population, Equation (16);
SF: scaling factor, Equation (7);
N: the particle number density Equation (D8);
R2: goodness of fit metric, Equation (4).
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Appx Table 4D
Parameters to Produce the Phase Functions which Best Fit the MVIC Phase Curves for a Power-Law Population

Power Law

Altitude
[km] b SF(Red) SF(Blue) SF(NIR)

n(1000 nm)
[dN/dRf(m

−3)]
n(150 nm)

[dN/dRf(m
−3)]

n(20 nm)
[dN/dRf(m

−3)] R2

0–20 3.466934 0.016823 0.04117 0.008827 6.91817E+11 4.97082E+14 5.37E+17 0.963392
20–40 3.587174 0.014669 0.034874 0.007572 3.87151E+11 3.4945E+14 4.81E+17 0.98194
40–60 3.727455 0.011275 0.027459 0.005818 1.967E+11 2.31679E+14 4.23E+17 0.980278
60–80 3.807615 0.008306 0.020624 0.004175 1.22414E+11 1.67865E+14 3.60E+17 0.973282
80–100 4.008016 0.006664 0.016797 0.003267 54308378030 1.0892E+14 3.50E+17 0.96144
100–120 4.188377 0.005135 0.01317 0.002476 25271747507 6.87012E+13 3.05E+17 0.92517
120–140 4.488978 0.004348 0.011197 0.002019 7644424271 3.81815E+13 3.24E+17 0.846872
140–160 4.92986 0.0039 0.009948 0.002668 1353525568 1.56035E+13 3.21E+17 0.632401
160–180 5.571142 0.003325 0.008044 0.002532 148875526 4.97613E+12 3.18E+17 0.230534
180–200 6.472946 0.002751 0.006194 0.002364 1892664.504 4.92886E+11 2.78E+17 0.020131
200–220 6.352705 0.002811 0.00541 0.002192 131735.5651 1.07328E+11 2.04E+17 0.00439
220–240 5.611222 0.002392 0.006347 0.002048 23933249.89 1.36215E+12 1.53E+17 0.210957
240–260 5.511022 0.00216 0.005863 0.001966 22314450.88 1.05016E+12 9.64E+16 0.200411
260–280 5.551102 0.00205 0.005551 0.001927 21579137 9.06086E+11 7.37E+16 0.203209
280–300 5.450902 0.001887 0.005145 0.001881 41452521.47 1.14568E+12 5.97E+16 0.213684
300–320 5.230461 0.001639 0.004564 0.001732 34915845.81 7.68188E+11 3.14E+16 0.260886
320–340 5.130261 0.00149 0.004282 0.001697 57114140.77 9.62964E+11 2.97E+16 0.26324
340–360 5.190381 0.001511 0.004061 0.001652 43351634.9 8.50975E+11 3.09E+16 0.265182
360–380 5.450902 0.001598 0.0049 0.001753 13919520.93 3.56545E+11 1.72E+16 0.265825
380–400 5.150301 0.00192 0.00431 0.001609 20394183.22 3.71018E+11 1.24E+16 0.370224
400–420 5.130261 0.001969 0.004113 0.001556 13387976.11 2.62801E+11 9.53E+15 0.364456
420–440 5.03006 0.001963 0.003742 0.001483 11749872.2 2.13758E+11 7.15E+15 0.379081
440–460 5.07014 0.001228 0.003596 0.001526 8294692.629 1.56747E+11 5.46E+15 0.295896
460–480 4.9499 0.001087 0.003334 0.001338 8407436.282 1.36464E+11 4.04E+15 0.333832
480–500 4.92986 0.001051 0.003214 0.001376 11293481.8 1.35236E+11 2.90E+15 0.332972

Note.
b: power law exponent; SF: scaling factor, Equation (7);
n: the differential particle radius number density distribution, Equation (10);
R2: goodness of fit metric, Equation (4).
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Appx. Figure 4. Schematic showing the VIMS destriping routine described in Appendix A.

Appx Figure 5. Zoom-in of the modeled atmospheric spectra and the 
modeled annulus spectra from Figure 3. The difference between the two 
spectra is less than the line width at certain wavelengths.
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Appx. Table 5
Details of Every Detection of the Annuli

Flyby Rev CA UTC

CA Alti-

tude (km)
CA Ephe-

meris Time

Planetocentric

Longitude of

the Sun (LS)

Average

Incidence

(deg)

Average

Emission

(deg)

Average

Phase

(deg)

Central

Longitude

(deg)

Average

Latitude

(deg)

Average
Pixel

Scale

(km2)

Tilt

from
North

Pole

(deg)

Prime
Meridian

Offset

(deg, E+)

Subsolar
Longitude

Offset

(deg, E+)

# of

Longitude

Bins

North Polar

T079 TI158 2011-12-
13T20:11:23

3 583.241 3 377 079 149.2 28.41 54.69 68.8 19.26 160.27 66.96 77.37 1

T087 TI174 2012-11-

13T10:22:08

973.650 52 406074195 39.17 86.21 49.6 131.11 −54.23 65.28 82.11 4

T088 TI175 2012-11-
29T08:56:59

1 014.693 4 407 451 486.1 39.66 82.54 43.81 126.19 −68.06 68.85 109.08 2

T089 TI181 2013-02-

17T01:56:35

1 978.042 3 414338262 42.19 84.54 35.21 117 −46.05 71.35 157.9 4.76 −148.86 42.8 11

T090 TI185 2013-04-

05T21:43:30

1 400.076 1 418 470 277.6 43.7 86.63 37.13 108.86 −36.78 67.95 59.31 2.63 36.93 −133.18 17

T091 TI190 2013-05-

23T17:32:55

970.052 55 422 602 441.7 45.21 63.7 45.17 105.01 −113.93 69.63 120.39 1.45 145.81 −26.03 8

T092 TI194 2013-07-

10T13:21:47

963.786 73 426 734 573.9 46.7 76.96 29.5 97.53 −73.07 68.79 100.32 1.04 48.07 −125.51 17

T093 TI195 2013-07-

26T11:56:22

1 399.697 9 428111849 47.2 81.42 20.11 90.41 −49.04 66.1 61.42 1.64 52.23 −121.96 25

T094 TI197 2013-09-

12T07:43:56

1 396.765 3 432243903 48.71 72.86 21.35 83.1 −44.12 67.57 44.02 2.13 38.62 −137.35 28

T095 TI198 2013-10-

14T04:56:27

960.758 29 434998654 49.7 63.33 36.86 76.56 95.32 67 86.54 2.67 30.1 −147.04 35

T096 TI199 2013-12-

01T00:41:19

1 400.035 4 439 130 545.8 51.19 61.83 23.53 66.13 −77.15 65.5 43.51 3.73 24.2 −154.76 36

T097 TI200 2014-01-
01T21:59:41

1 399.810 4 441885648 52.18 62.89 19.95 59.94 −92.06 65.69 78.62 3.61 55.66 −124.39 36

T098 TI201 2014-02-

02T19:12:38

1 235.470 6 444640425 53.17 71.86 34.72 51.74 −34.07 66.41 98.89 3.59 48.03 −133.19 36

T099 TI202 2014-03-
06T16:26:47

1 499.789 9 447395274 54.16 60.41 29.14 43.04 −66.15 69.17 134.98 3.38 68.39 −113.99 22

T100 TI203 2014-04-

07T13:41:14

963.449 34 450150141 55.16 61.96 38.6 34.27 −51.81 68.04 58.05 3.35 42.69 −140.85 28

T101 TI204 2014-05-
17T16:12:15

2 991.882 4 453615202 56.4 87.01 29.86 109.5 99.55 66.71 110.8 1.19 −142.66 −142.04 11

T102 TI205 2014-06-

18T13:28:25

3 658.690 5 456370172 57.39 84.11 34.45 104.14 70.52 66.15 79.78 0.85 −152.88 −153.39 17

T103 TI206 2014-07-

20T10:40:58

5 103.283 1 459 124 925.1 58.38 74.41 37.43 99.95 30.52 66.73 83.72 3.03 −138.85 −140.55 24

T104 TI207 2014-08-

21T08:09:09

964.103 3 461880616 59.36 77.77 31.85 103.26 95.2 64.14 44.64 1.65 −127.36 −130.01 17
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Longitude

Offset
(deg, E+)

# of
Longitude

Bins

T105 TI208 2014-09-

22T05:23:19

1 401.501 6 464635466 60.34 62.97 42.2 110.48 59.9 65.89 39.78 0.28 −42.95 −46.78 18

T106 TI209 2014-10-

24T02:40:30

1 013.168 4 467390497 61.32 82 42.51 119.77 112.2 66.38 60.52 1.02 −101.1 −106.05 13

T107 TI210 2014-12-
10T22:26:35

980.572 19 471 522 462.4 62.79 94.3 35.54 125.85 153.02 67.83 89.29 0.06 −0.03 −6.83 5

T119 TI235 2016-05-

06T16:54:37

969.201 5 515 825 744.7 78.42 83.96 42.9 121.75 104.13 65 54.45 1.58 70.48 103.41 10

T120 TI236 2016-06-
07T14:06:17

974.555 42 518 580 444.9 79.39 85.08 34.14 114.78 110.67 64.5 71.57 1.47 78.43 110.11 8

T121 TI238 2016-07-

25T09:58:23

975.407 36 522 712 770.8 80.84 82.05 36.62 112.29 97.54 63.17 64.4 0.66 69 98.88 16

T122 TI239 2016-08-
10T08:30:53

1 698.358 2 524 089 920.8 81.34 88.69 29.92 111.84 106.87 63.95 143.08 1.13 25.46 54.66 11

T123 TI243 2016-09-

27T04:16:59

1 775.659 2 528221887 82.77 67.77 45.93 112 61.43 64.83 69.29 0.62 146.1 173.41 8

T124 TI248 2016-11-

13T23:55:56

1 585.323 9 532 353 423.8 84.21 64.59 49.77 112.65 50.88 61.26 107.16 1.15 −40.36 −15.05 5

nT261 TI261 2017-02-

17T13:10:26

186 795.47 540 609 095.4 87.09 52.84 36.6 78.03 −66.31 66.57 109.41 1.87 88 107.36 14

nT262 TI262 2017-02-

17T19:41:26

220 499.08 540 632 554.7 87.1 62.33 35.93 85.05 −22.58 65.17 133.8 3.3 69.19 94.66 25

nT283 TI283 2017-07-

10T13:50:53

264 321.55 552 966 722.3 91.4 48.91 23.94 55.67 −15.45 66.54 155.08 3.63 73 76.7 19

nT288 TI288 2017-08-

11T05:04:11

194 993.55 555 699 920.5 92.36 55.89 30.81 71.73 31.21 66.47 118.68 0.57 83.39 80.23 11

nT292 TI292 2017-09-

11T19:04:49

119 734.92 558 428 758.2 93.3 69.87 29.57 84.68 −68.04 67.29 72.39 3.53 −103.57 −114.72 14

Flyby Rev CA UTC CA Alti-
tude (km)

CA Ephe-

meris Time

Planetocentric
Longitude of

the Sun (LS)

Average

Incidence
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(Deg)
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(Deg)
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(Deg, E+)
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Longitude
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(Deg, E+)

# of
Longitude

Bins

Equatorial

T00A TI00A 2004-10-

26T15:30:05

1 174.330 6 152076669 297.26 40.84 26.45 19.97 −127.87 −7.54 70.95 1.53 106.02 −98.09 8

T00B TI00B 2004-12-

13T11:38:15

1 192.669 9 156 209 959.6 299.03 44.16 20.53 56.83 −52.61 −0.53 56.37 0.12 −141.42 −61.56 6

T003 TI003 2005-02-

15T06:57:53

1 578.974 6 161 722 737.3 301.4 33.54 24.86 13.25 −137.36 −5.31 46.56 4.19 110.84 −89.49 9

T004 TI005 2005-03-

31T20:05:16

2 403.893 6 165 571 580.1 303.06 37.27 25.61 15.82 −140.4 −4.8 28.03 5.63 115.77 −86.38 10

Appx. Table 5
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tude (km)

CA Ephe-
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Meridian
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Longitude

Offset
(deg, E+)

# of
Longitude

Bins

T005 TI006 2005-04-

16T19:07:16

1 359.185 5 166950500 303.65 54.11 23.32 57.12 −32.98 −3.1 28.12 0.35 51.89 131.46 8

T006 TI013 2005-08-

22T08:53:38

3 660.731 8 177 972 881.9 308.36 48.76 23.57 52.66 −27.62 −0.9 41.36 0.65 −117.04 −42.08 7

T007 TI014 2005-09-
07T04:01:28

83 235.56 179 337 751.7 308.95 47.63 24.07 51.93 −31.65 −1.42 74.69 2.34 −135.32 −64.31 8

T008 TI017 2005-10-

28T04:15:25

1 352.876 1 183 744 988.8 310.81 32.39 24.59 23.54 −138.2 −5.36 65.17 3.34 120.95 −98.26 11

T009 TI019 2005-12-
26T18:59:26

10 411.572 188895630 313.01 25 24.2 27.13 −42.06 −1.93 44.49 2.17 −113.75 −69.27 10

T010 TI020 2006-01-

15T11:41:26

2 043.032 2 190 597 350.9 313.73 43.96 24.51 37.79 −151.46 −5.65 24.62 2.61 118.01 −113.56 11

T011 TI021 2006-02-
27T08:25:18

1 812.311 4 194 300 783.6 315.29 29.83 25.75 18.17 −14.14 −1.86 112.98 3.79 −101.6 −86.97 13

T012 TI022 2006-03-

19T00:05:55

1 949.351 195 998 820.6 316.02 51.77 24.99 65.01 −142.81 −3.17 32.31 6.01 141.32 −121.09 11

T013 TI023 2006-04-

30T20:37:28

5 735.424 2 199 701 513.3 317.59 36.53 20.29 39.7 −10.78 −2.56 16.94 0.22 80.93 64.59 6

T014 TI024 2006-05-

20T12:18:11

1 879.178 5 201399556 318.3 63.07 33.15 91.51 −119.98 −3.06 105.32 1

T015 TI025 2006-07-

02T09:20:47

1 906.160 9 205 104 112.1 319.86 47.05 25.06 61.53 10.59 −4.36 93.78 0.84 −76.12 −122.92 6

T016 TI026 2006-07-

22T00:25:26

950.385 67 206799991 320.6 52.87 30.76 59.39 2.03 1.9 79.66 4.1 −89.86 −54.3 7

T017 TI028 2006-09-

07T20:16:51

999.713 19 210932276 322.33 46.94 23.72 62.92 7.47 0 47.34 1.66 −100.42 −66.74 5

T018 TI029 2006-09-

23T18:58:48

960.198 92 212 309 993.5 322.92 35.17 41.28 64.49 −8.17 −4.97 73.94 4

T019 TI030 2006-10-

09T17:30:07

980.047 47 213687072 323.5 46.57 40.81 65.03 5.44 −1.83 81.26 0.92 −98.11 −65.7 5

T020 TI031 2006-10-
25T15:58:07

1 029.512 2 215063952 324.07 36.2 45.98 71.81 −4.31 1.87 74.86 1.75 90.75 122.4 5

T021 TI035 2006-12-

12T11:41:31

1 000.284 7 219195756 325.81 58.62 34.79 67.41 21.76 1.3 95.85 3.2 −80.38 −50.71 5

T025 TI039 2007-02-
22T07:24:34

86 205.694 225 401 139.6 328.38 24.79 55.63 69.36 126.85 −3.17 112.45 2

T026 TI040 2007-03-

10T01:49:00

980.607 62 226763405 328.95 30.35 49.26 62 127.31 −5.45 68.68 3.95 50.28 −105.51 7

T027 TI041 2007-03-
26T00:23:27

1 010.089 8 228 140 672.1 329.53 24.87 46.2 53.24 135.84 −6.95 115.47 0.7 0.02 −156.42 7

T028 TI042 2007-04-

10T22:58:00

991.146 26 229 517 944.8 330.1 28.7 42.45 45.81 128.52 −6.15 74 3.05 45.75 −111.34 10

T029 TI043 2007-04-

26T21:32:58

981.179 96 230895243 330.67 30.56 32.86 37.25 129.21 −4.42 89.58 4.43 34.81 −122.91 8
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T030 TI044 2007-05-

12T20:09:58

959.584 86 232272663 331.25 31.07 27.95 29.29 133.41 −2.6 82.7 6.44 54.11 −104.23 12

T031 TI045 2007-05-

28T18:51:55

2 299.088 5 233 650 380.2 331.81 35.39 32.69 27.47 127.37 −4.86 29.45 3.4 50.88 −107.98 11

T032 TI046 2007-06-
13T17:46:11

965.396 65 235028836 332.39 32.08 25.94 16.15 131.63 −3.3 58.83 1.56 68.97 −90.22 9

T033 TI047 2007-06-

29T16:59:46

1 932.782 6 236408451 332.95 26.72 19.52 13.69 137.71 −3.14 23.28 4.17 60.02 −99.2 11

T034 TI048 2007-07-
19T01:11:20

1 331.914 5 238 079 545.2 333.65 38.73 23.51 58.26 43.25 −1.15 25.18 3

T035 TI049 2007-08-

31T06:32:36

3 324.615 5 241 814 020.8 335.19 26.82 17.15 26.87 159.3 −1.97 26.5 2.64 74.92 −113.88 10

T036 TI050 2007-10-
02T04:42:43

973.489 1 244 572 228.1 336.33 35.94 26.9 32.54 134.06 −3.48 91.04 3.53 65.33 −123.77 10

T037 TI052 2007-11-

19T00:47:25

999.652 91 248705310 338.03 36.22 16.89 40.66 142.73 −2.75 49.56 4.55 65.53 −125.14 8

T038 TI053 2007-12-

05T00:06:50

1 298.834 1 250 085 274.9 338.59 31.41 19.37 44.55 158.82 −3.48 17.42 1.9 73.28 −117.31 9

T039 TI054 2007-12-

20T22:57:55

969.950 23 251463540 339.17 46.04 32.55 50.13 134.06 −5.92 93.88 0.07 120.53 −70.43 8

T040 TI055 2008-01-

05T21:30:19

1 014.118 2 252 840 684.6 339.72 38.06 21.11 55.98 156.25 −6.22 14.92 5.77 59.6 −132.02 9

T041 TI059 2008-02-

22T17:32:07

999.872 23 256 973 591.9 341.42 46.94 35.5 66.19 139.27 −6.33 82.74 5.16 59.89 −133.31 7

T042 TI062 2008-03-

25T14:27:48

999.447 82 259727333 342.54 53.8 23.75 72.98 141.59 −6.17 24.96 0.69 −132.47 32.88 7

T044 TI069 2008-05-

28T08:24:32

1 399.989 7 265 235 137.1 344.79 44.41 51.07 89.45 146.68 0.1 105.68 3

T046 TI091 2008-11-

03T17:35:23

1 105.099 8 279 005 787.9 350.33 51.51 44.65 81.13 −98.42 0.17 90.41 3.03 165.25 −38.85 6

T047 TI093 2008-11-
19T15:56:28

1 023.290 7 280 382 252.9 350.89 49.5 45.2 84.76 −101.92 −7.91 57.73 3

T048 TI095 2008-12-

05T14:25:45

960.510 53 281759210 351.44 46.96 47.03 77.68 −101.48 −5.38 85.57 3

T049 TI097 2008-12-
21T12:59:52

970.886 78 283136457 351.99 42.61 45.63 71.26 −104.01 −1.53 89.57 3.9 154.79 −51.43 6

T050 TI102 2009-02-

07T08:50:52

967.024 19 287 268 717.8 353.64 42.42 49.62 70.66 −101.92 −0.9 118.46 0.88 0 152.1 5

T051 TI106 2009-03-
27T04:43:36

962.880 46 291 401 082.3 355.29 44.2 53.04 75.21 −98.58 −5.04 127.55 3

T053 TI109 2009-04-

20T00:20:45

3 598.575 5 293 458 911.1 356.14 37.63 56.47 68.02 62.41 −3.46 110.16 3

T054 TI110 2009-05-

05T22:54:15

3 242.262 8 294 836 120.9 356.68 24.4 55.23 62.78 47.87 0.88 106.01 4.72 −40.04 −73.18 7
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T055 TI111 2009-05-

21T21:26:41

965.623 78 296 213 267.1 357.24 23.79 49.97 52.13 29.55 −1.55 194.95 1.44 −60.71 −94.47 7

T056 TI112 2009-06-

06T20:00:00

967.717 2 297 590 466.1 357.79 33.54 48.82 44.21 49.64 −2.47 163.46 3.56 −57.21 −91.59 10

T057 TI113 2009-06-
22T18:32:35

955.214 66 298967621 358.32 29.42 44.67 36.87 35.92 −1.9 91.92 3.41 −53.53 −88.53 10

T058 TI114 2009-07-

08T17:04:03

966.055 3 300 344 709.3 358.86 27.86 38.62 29.9 51.37 −1.94 49.59 4.16 −60.44 −96.09 11

T059 TI115 2009-07-
24T15:34:03

956.582 69 301 721 709.1 359.41 18.39 27.89 22.52 30.89 −4.11 36.5 3.98 −65.48 −101.8 6

T061 TI117 2009-08-

25T12:51:37

960.837 48 304 476 763.6 0.5 26.14 32.34 12.95 30.41 −3.18 22.72 2.76 −62.07 −99.44 13

T062 TI119 2009-10-
12T08:36:24

1 299.964 9 308 608 650.2 2.14 31.55 30.4 10.5 10.19 −3.17 129.31 3.12 −67.91 −107.04 11

T063 TI122 2009-12-

12T01:03:14

4 847.710 8 313 851 859.8 4.19 42.19 23.3 46.81 145.57 −1.91 55.65 1.98 40.56 −70.32 9

T064 TI123 2009-12-

28T00:16:58

951.817 66 315 231 484.6 4.73 40.78 22.31 44.29 147.41 −2.15 30.55 3.33 34.49 −76.37 8

T065 TI124 2010-01-

12T23:10:36

1 074.516 316 609 901.9 5.27 27.33 38.94 44.17 113.07 −2.02 56.58 4.93 40.89 −70.26 9

T066 TI125 2010-01-

28T22:28:50

7 486.939 1 317 989 795.7 5.81 38.7 25.2 43.37 140.44 −0.31 75.38 0.89 0 −111.05 9

T067 TI129 2010-04-

05T15:50:54

7 437.318 4 323 754 719.8 8.06 21.12 21.04 13.61 36.75 −3.68 51.67 2.1 −65.1 −111.75 12

T068 TI131 2010-05-

20T03:24:20

1 398.006 7 327 597 926.3 9.56 31.66 25.9 31.55 133.37 −2.03 118.34 2.52 46.14 −77.6 10

T069 TI132 2010-06-

05T02:26:27

2 042.953 328976853 10.09 31.33 35.09 31.05 117.8 −1.26 71.79 3.84 50.77 −73.12 11

T070 TI133 2010-06-

21T01:27:43

878.567 51 330 355 728.9 10.62 33.88 25.04 32.24 146.06 −2 36.56 3.05 48.82 −75.25 11

T071 TI134 2010-07-
07T00:22:45

1 004.078 5 331 734 231.1 11.16 36.43 23.32 35.03 143.59 −2.41 76.2 2.08 51.21 −73.12 9

nT136 TI136 2010-08-

11T13:35:03

417 252.75 334 805 769.2 12.35 48.94 23.86 56.38 78.24 −1.47 178.1 2.1 0.01 −42.77 6

T072 TI138 2010-09-
24T18:38:41

8 177.99 338 625 587.1 13.81 27.09 30.66 24.09 114.76 −3.06 17.12 0.54 0.01 −125.96 9

T074 TI145 2011-02-

18T16:04:11

3 651.096 8 351 317 117.2 18.69 33.33 29.51 31.36 16.38 −4.23 150.65 1.71 −70.15 −124.13 11

T075 TI147 2011-04-
19T05:00:39

10 052.942 356461305 20.64 31.88 32.02 18.21 127.75 −2.7 77.18 1.54 58.84 −92.75 11

T076 TI148 2011-05-

08T22:53:44

1 872.807 1 358 167 290.5 21.28 31.33 22.26 42.38 36.87 −4.94 24.59 3.48 −60.78 −127.14 9

T077 TI149 2011-06-

20T18:32:00

1 358.992 4 361 866 786.6 22.68 33.57 31.88 21.17 126.38 −3.95 51.2 2.13 76.03 −104.96 10
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T078 TI153 2011-09-

12T02:50:06

5 821.661 5 369 067 871.9 25.4 52.85 30.6 75.85 46.71 −5.86 57.86 4.22 −34.8 −136.56 6

T079 TI158 2011-12-

13T20:11:23

3 583.241 3 377 079 149.2 28.41 33.33 22.99 23.23 144.81 −4.65 16.84 3.15 69.1 −102.1 12

T081 TI160 2012-01-
30T13:39:48

31 130.577 381 202 854.1 29.96 34.31 38.73 28.17 −140.56 −3.89 73.62 3.36 74.4 −100.7 12

T082 TI161 2012-02-

19T08:43:17

3 803.185 382 913 062.9 30.59 53.04 21.81 63.85 35.22 −4 38.83 3.63 −35.13 −123.89 6

T083 TI166 2012-05-
22T01:10:11

953.990 5 390 921 076.9 33.58 32.06 27.24 21.93 134.49 −4.56 71.74 1.92 50.92 −108.15 11

T084 TI167 2012-06-

07T00:07:21

959.347 58 392 299 706.8 34.09 37.44 37.38 28.4 119.55 −4.26 103.69 4.02 60.22 −99.09 11

T085 TI169 2012-07-
24T20:03:07

1 012.449 8 396 432 253.9 35.61 26.95 20.75 33.04 155.36 −3.89 15.92 1.45 71.49 −89.43 11

T086 TI172 2012-09-

26T14:35:38

956.550 55 401942205 37.66 34.94 32.96 47.11 136.86 −3.54 128.58 0.64 49.84 −113.24 8

T087 TI174 2012-11-

13T10:22:08

973.650 52 406074195 39.17 31.65 38.91 52.92 146.05 −4.43 75.31 2.43 53.44 −111.4 10

T088 TI175 2012-11-

29T08:56:59

1 014.693 4 407 451 486.1 39.66 29.98 28.63 58.32 157.04 −3.17 19.94 1.95 55.57 −109.87 6

T089 TI181 2013-02-

17T01:56:35

1 978.042 3 414338262 42.19 40.74 38.25 68.48 113.47 −5.54 181.36 2

T090 TI185 2013-04-

05T21:43:30

1 400.076 1 418 470 277.6 43.7 41.84 40.49 73.85 136.55 −7.03 49.82 0.06 0 −170.11 5

T091 TI190 2013-05-

23T17:32:55

970.052 55 422 602 441.7 45.21 35.4 46.7 80.58 140.05 −6.98 94.14 1

T101 TI204 2014-05-

17T16:12:15

2 991.882 4 453615202 56.4 40.69 38.55 67.89 −15.37 −6.79 130.88 3

T102 TI205 2014-06-

18T13:28:25

3 658.690 5 456370172 57.39 36.77 44.8 75.21 −15.73 −7.18 120.87 2

T106 TI209 2014-10-
24T02:40:30

1 013.168 4 467390497 61.32 33.76 35.88 66.44 −4.72 −5.55 50.22 3

T107 TI210 2014-12-

10T22:26:35

980.572 19 471 522 462.4 62.79 40.16 31.86 59.21 −7.63 −1.5 90.91 7.58 80.23 73.43 5

T108 TI211 2015-01-
11T19:48:35

970.385 16 474277782 63.77 39.07 27.95 52.07 −10.92 −4.77 31.13 2.13 −100.52 −108.37 5

T109 TI212 2015-02-

12T17:08:04

1 200.149 1 477 032 951.1 64.75 24.41 22.94 42.12 −1.28 6.67 13.6 4

T112 TI218 2015-07-
07T08:09:50

10 952.196 489 528 658.1 69.17 37.48 19.64 24.85 −26.09 −4.98 42.5 3

T114 TI225 2015-11-

13T05:46:31

11 927.57 500 665 658.9 73.1 35.63 19.64 28.11 −25.85 −7.69 39.82 3

T116 TI231 2016-02-

01T01:00:05

1 398.535 8 507 560 472.7 75.52 32.56 11.54 32.21 −25.06 −5.26 36.88 2
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T062 TI119 2009-10-

12T08:36:24

1 299.964 9 308 608 650.2 2.14 55.31 56.25 10.69 9.58 57.77 177.46 3.85 19.01 −20.12 10

T067 TI129 2010-04-

05T15:50:54

7 437.318 4 323 754 719.8 8.06 49.14 50.53 14.42 21.25 47.94 79.58 3

T071 TI134 2010-07-

07T00:22:45

1 004.078 5 331 734 231.1 11.16 49.9 39.91 34.91 159 32.32 84.03 3

T076 TI148 2011-05-

08T22:53:44

1 872.807 1 358 167 290.5 21.28 46.32 51.75 46.18 34.07 47.25 64.11 3

T079 TI158 2011-12-

13T20:11:23

3 583.241 3 377 079 149.2 28.41 43.06 52.61 18.97 142.38 52.31 55.65 1.56 60.19 −111.01 7

T082 TI161 2012-02-

19T08:43:17

3 803.185 382 913 062.9 30.59 54.82 47.6 62.79 31.77 43.86 62.07 4

T098 TI201 2014-02-

02T19:12:38

1 235.470 6 444640425 53.17 35.97 18.94 52.16 −148.08 51.55 94.63 4

T100 TI203 2014-04-

07T13:41:14

963.449 34 450150141 55.16 33.88 14.63 34.86 −153.57 49.28 54.18 2.42 118.8 −64.74 6

T114 TI225 2015-11-
13T05:46:31

11 927.57 500 665 658.9 73.1 29.19 51.91 27.2 −3.79 39.47 87.69 3

nT264 TI264 2017-03-

05T11:44:03

489 890.93 541 986 902.8 87.57 29.73 18.25 42.71 −28.68 51.78 197.65 2.5 −114.84 −95.99 6

TI126 TI270 2017-04-
22T05:52:13

980.236 27 546 113 356.1 89.01 61.52 52.98 111.94 52.75 47.52 99.6 4
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T00A TI00A 2004-10-

26T15:30:05

1 174.330 6 152076669 297.26 43.1 23.85 19.58 −159.81 18.68 89.13 1

T008 TI017 2005-10-
28T04:15:25

1 352.876 1 183 744 988.8 310.81 42.52 21.73 23.16 −163.23 9.42 62.06 3

T036 TI050 2007-10-

02T04:42:43

973.489 1 244 572 228.1 336.33 53.8 26.32 32.28 136.42 18.44 89.87 4

T037 TI052 2007-11-

19T00:47:25

999.652 91 248705310 338.03 48.99 16.04 39.58 145.28 17.64 36.84 2

T071 TI134 2010-07-

07T00:22:45

1 004.078 5 331 734 231.1 11.16 49.9 39.91 34.91 159 32.32 84.03 3

T083 TI166 2012-05-

22T01:10:11

953.990 5 390 921 076.9 33.58 23.06 27.05 22.14 130.19 11.54 70.46 1
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T098 TI201 2014-02-

02T19:12:38

1 235.470 6 444640425 53.17 40.17 47.3 52.26 −127.24 15.44 120.7 0.55 −0.04 178.74 6

T099 TI202 2014-03-

06T16:26:47

1 499.789 9 447395274 54.16 28.64 38.65 43.33 −133.43 19.24 169.07 0.17 −0.01 177.61 7

T100 TI203 2014-04-
07T13:41:14

963.449 34 450150141 55.16 27.94 37.78 35.19 −135.75 15.4 61.86 0.04 0 176.46 10

T107 TI210 2014-12-

10T22:26:35

980.572 19 471 522 462.4 62.79 20.67 51.04 59.5 −5.6 18.36 109.36 2

T108 TI211 2015-01-
11T19:48:35

970.385 16 474277782 63.77 27.07 45.83 52.46 −10.82 20.07 33.53 1.65 −104.06 −111.91 9

T109 TI212 2015-02-

12T17:08:04

1 200.149 1 477 032 951.1 64.75 45.53 29.88 41.8 −32.66 8.94 17.44 4

T110 TI213 2015-03-
16T12:59:36

2 274.981 7 479 788 255.4 65.72 33.43 19.31 36.4 −18.59 17.67 13.92 4.38 −119.6 −129.61 5

T111 TI215 2015-05-

07T20:38:58

2 722.237 4 484 311 090.4 67.33 49.1 23.16 65.69 −134.97 17.69 22.26 2.79 135.65 −134.3 8

T112 TI218 2015-07-

07T08:09:50

10 952.196 489 528 658.1 69.17 25.45 24.21 25.75 −15.88 19.14 58.49 2.19 −104.01 −92.53 6

T114 TI225 2015-11-

13T05:46:31

11 927.57 500 665 658.9 73.1 28.62 17.41 29.66 −38.52 −1.47 34.56 3

T116 TI231 2016-02-

01T01:00:05

1 398.535 8 507 560 472.7 75.52 19.62 27.91 32.81 −23.67 14.43 37.39 6.03 −109.79 −73.44 5

T119 TI235 2016-05-

06T16:54:37

969.201 5 515 825 744.7 78.42 27.94 35.09 53.8 −0.16 8.45 119 1

T124 TI248 2016-11-

13T23:55:56

1 585.323 9 532 353 423.8 84.21 41.82 40.87 69.7 −55.84 2.88 44.31 4

T125 TI250 2016-11-

29T19:16:29

3 159.020 5 533729740 84.69 47.79 37.41 68.32 −66.49 10.38 32.4 1.33 −150.44 −126.03 5

TI126 TI270 2017-04-

22T05:52:13

980.236 27 546 113 356.1 89.01 41.7 35.65 72.13 −35.69 −0.04 96.66 4

nT275 TI275 2017-05-
24T03:17:28

117 952.41 548 857 163.5 89.97 48.78 36.63 84.56 15.09 8.46 105.94 0.67 −108.8 −97.37 8
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T003 TI003 2005-02-

15T06:57:53

1 578.974 6 161 722 737.3 301.4 10.35 20.03 13.59 −148.7 −29.78 72.81 3

T011 TI021 2006-02-
27T08:25:18

1 812.311 4 194 300 783.6 315.29 15.55 32.18 18.38 7.64 −25.94 125.32 3
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T012 TI022 2006-03-

19T00:05:55

1 949.351 195 998 820.6 316.02 31.28 41.31 64.45 −122.88 −26.71 48.22 3

T016 TI026 2006-07-

22T00:25:26

950.385 67 206799991 320.6 45.94 28.08 59.47 4.49 −31.95 82.84 2

T017 TI028 2006-09-
07T20:16:51

999.713 19 210932276 322.33 41.31 25.19 62.02 6.07 −23.94 21.08 3

T018 TI029 2006-09-

23T18:58:48

960.198 92 212 309 993.5 322.92 47.84 18.47 64.22 10.72 −23.87 63.13 3

T051 TI106 2009-03-
27T04:43:36

962.880 46 291 401 082.3 355.29 42.79 36.92 75.28 −107.51 −24.36 80.09 2

T057 TI113 2009-06-

22T18:32:35

955.214 66 298967621 358.32 24.51 18.63 36.77 20.08 −23.85 77.08 1

T058 TI114 2009-07-
08T17:04:03

966.055 3 300 344 709.3 358.86 35.98 24.14 30.34 58.67 −24.23 30.11 2

T059 TI115 2009-07-

24T15:34:03

956.582 69 301 721 709.1 359.41 28.23 15.84 22.8 49.48 −23.33 22.78 1

T061 TI117 2009-08-

25T12:51:37

960.837 48 304 476 763.6 0.5 30.99 28.2 12.2 45.19 −26.49 32.74 4

T063 TI122 2009-12-

12T01:03:14

4 847.710 8 313 851 859.8 4.19 30.28 53.4 46.94 106.41 −27.7 87.95 2

T065 TI124 2010-01-

12T23:10:36

1 074.516 316 609 901.9 5.27 29.97 62.21 45.54 90.52 −21.79 47.31 1

T066 TI125 2010-01-

28T22:28:50

7 486.939 1 317 989 795.7 5.81 39.02 24.26 43.33 133.47 −23.01 74.77 2

T069 TI132 2010-06-

05T02:26:27

2 042.953 328976853 10.09 34.6 25.14 30.69 139.53 −21.67 65.6 1

T077 TI149 2011-06-

20T18:32:00

1 358.992 4 361 866 786.6 22.68 41.51 27.69 19.81 154.84 −24.27 40.69 2

T079 TI158 2011-12-

13T20:11:23

3 583.241 3 377 079 149.2 28.41 58.13 41.55 17.39 114.06 −20.86 53.9 3

T081 TI160 2012-01-
30T13:39:48

31 130.577 381 202 854.1 29.96 33.83 13.47 26.56 168.42 −19.1 71.5 2

T083 TI166 2012-05-

22T01:10:11

953.990 5 390 921 076.9 33.58 42.22 24.31 21.56 128.95 −19.66 71.22 4

T084 TI167 2012-06-
07T00:07:21

959.347 58 392 299 706.8 34.09 38.28 12.95 28.22 157.57 −21.09 96.53 3

T085 TI169 2012-07-

24T20:03:07

1 012.449 8 396 432 253.9 35.61 36.79 10.44 32.69 158.09 −20.02 18.46 4

T087 TI174 2012-11-
13T10:22:08

973.650 52 406074195 39.17 39.67 17.95 52.68 148.72 −20.43 66.26 0.01 0 −164.84 5

Secondary 4

T009 TI019 2005-12-
26T18:59:26

10 411.572 188895630 313.01 38.4 50.36 27.69 −6.32 −47.47 91.9 1.5 −95.39 −50.92 6
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T067 TI129 2010-04-

05T15:50:54

7 437.318 4 323 754 719.8 8.06 53.98 50.28 15.17 18.87 −49.93 93.38 2.03 118.44 71.79 5

T119 TI235 2016-05-
06T16:54:37

969.201 5 515 825 744.7 78.42 68.6 30.91 53.39 −31.99 −42.65 102.99 0.08 0.02 32.94 9

T120 TI236 2016-06-

07T14:06:17

974.555 42 518 580 444.9 79.39 78.03 26.04 61.43 −30.34 −45.19 91.13 0.05 0.01 31.69 8

T121 TI238 2016-07-
25T09:58:23

975.407 36 522 712 770.8 80.84 74.49 26.02 67 −55.69 −42.04 68.73 4.08 40.08 69.96 5

T123 TI243 2016-09-

27T04:16:59

1 775.659 2 528221887 82.77 61.07 19.08 69.09 −41.39 −44.94 74.66 0.34 −127.27 −99.96 6

T124 TI248 2016-11-

13T23:55:56

1 585.323 9 532 353 423.8 84.21 67.14 19.3 68.96 −39.1 −45.93 48.12 2.55 60.25 85.55 7

Note. A digital version of this table can be provided upon request to the first author.
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Appx. Table 6
Coefficients for the Functions Displayed in Figure 24

Figure 24(A) Coefficients

R2 ΔI/F0 P95% dΔI/F P95% Period (P) P95% Phase (ψ) P95%

EQA Max (EQ 1) 0.567 134 084 0.001 045 799 (0.0009755, 0.001 116) 0.000 505 815 (0.0004142, 0.000 597 4) 108.714 098 7 (96.42, 121) 46.645 061 2 (34.78, 58.51)
EQA Min (EQ 1) 0.555 180 381 −0.000800664 (−0.0008791, −0.0007223) −0.000584556 (−0.0006903, −0.0004788) 97.275 427 31 (88.58, 106) 62.814 466 72 (51.65, 73.98)

d(I/F)/dLS P95% ΔI/F(LS(0)) P95%

NPA Max (EQ 2) 0.831 186 229 −2.10E-05 (−2.777e-05, −1.419e-05) 0.002 185 821 (0.001763, 0.002 608)
NPA Min (EQ 2) 0.383 779 961 −2.79E-05 (−3.853e-05, −1.729e-05) 0.001 040 415 (0.0003801, 0.001 701)

Figure 24(B) Coefficients

R2 dλ/dLS P95% λ(LS(0)) P95%

EQA Max (EQ 3) 0.534 429 624 9.02E-05 (−0.0002733, 0.000 453 8) 0.880 850 658 (0.8689, 0.892 8)
EQA Min (EQ 3) 0.952 738 203 −2.19E-05 (−0.000729, 0.000 685 3) 0.519 985 156 (0.4967, 0.543 3)
NPA Max (EQ 3) 0.618 118 166 0.004 308 898 (0.000602, 0.008 016) 0.625 063 359 (0.3945, 0.855 6)
NPA Min (EQ 3) 0.898 577 491 5.36E-06 (−0.005123, 0.005 134) 0.497 419 496 (0.1785, 0.816 4)

Note. The columns labeled P95% are the 95th percentile confidence bounds of the coefficients in the respective columns to the left.
EQ1) ( )I F I F d I F L Psin S0 yD = D + D +
EQ2) ( ( )) ( )I F I F L d I F dL L0S S SD = D + ´
EQ3) ( ( )) ( )L d dL L0S SSl l l= + ´
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